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'Ecophysioloqy' involves the study or the
interactions or ecological characteristics wifla the
physiology of the animal inh&itinq a particular aime
In file typical estuarine areas, land run oft and heavy
precipitation especially during monsoon, bring about a
drastic chmqe in the ecosystem and also result in heavy
eiltation, adsorption/desorption, precipitation}
.‘£".'.'!!9"\411_9.atiGl phenomena in addition to iron, eanqanesa,

humic and fluvial cycles. These phenmena altar the
physioochmical nature or the estuarim ecosystnc 'Ihe
estuarine zone serves as a ‘sink’ oi pollutants, metals
and organic debris subject to flue topoqraphy, type or the
oatctment area, nature ct rock formations, and the nature
and the extent of industrial activity in the viscinity.
The tmma and the flora inhabiting the estuarine ecosysten
have to either ‘adapt’ their physiological mechanisms or
Haiqratc‘ to the more caaducive habitat or qet perishsfl
under the changed ecological conditions. The study d
interactions or various phyeicochemical characteristics
of the ecosystem with the animals adaptive physiological

mechanians jg an provides a more authentic, direct and
realistic approach to the cause-ettect relationship.

1



‘lbs Cochin badcvatars and flue coastal inshore sea

oft Cochin, the area investigated during the present study,
are generally under heavy rainfall durinq southwest nassom
period and to a lesser mutant during northeast monsoon, the
Cochin backwater receives water firm many rivers which

originate frm western qhats, This estuarine area has
permanent connections with the Ardaian sea throuqh Ciochin

and Aehikode barmouths, 'Siltation' in the estuarine and,
to some extent, in the nearehore area occurs in the pre- and
poet-monsoon periods whereas ‘flushing’ of the riverina
material takes place nainly during the monsoon period. The
sediments or the area are riverine as well as marine in
midn

Presence of a major port, Udyomandal Industrial
complex, shipping activities, rare-earth mining complex
and ship traffic and their activities along with dceatic
pollution in the viscinity of this estuarine complex serve
as a significant pathway for the entry of industrial
effluents containing polychlorinated hydrocarbons, heavy
metals and other chunicalan Fertilizer application in the
paddy fields, rotting of coconut husk, dredging, other
human activities, weathering or rocks and eioalon also
contribute to affect this ecosysten quite often. All
these factors have pronounced effect during active uonaoon



motto a lesser extent during post-nonsoa fluen rredweter
no seawater dsurninq and dynnics alter the estuarine
eoosystem significantly, through sorstiavdeampuaa,
tloooulstlloll/dsiloooulstioll and related phmcasena.

Associated srith these are the 'upwellinq' and the 'sinkinq
phsllusala in the nearshore sea. Keeping in view e11 flqqjq
teotws, it is presumed that the physicochemical inbalanoe
occurs in the ecosystem or the Cochin backwater during
monsoon no poet-monsoon season. The nearshorenarine

area too is presmed to depict seasonal physicochemical
variations though to e relatively lesser mutant. ‘me
drastically altered estuarine ecosystem may stress
physiological mechanisms or the harbouring fame vtaich has
to either ‘adept’ or ‘scape’ to the favourable niche.

M081: peneeid prawns including 2, iggigg, which is
the target species of present investigations, show
protracted breeding season often extending throughout the

year. The Z, “Q1531 breeds and spawns in the sea in
relatively deeper waters upto 50-60 m depth zone of the
inshore continental shelf, Thereupon, post-larva mter

._ “

the estuaries and backwater areas in large mmbarl md
qrou rapidly. These areas serve as natural nurseries ta
the juveniles. The euryhaline nature of these prams
enable than to colonies the estuaries and backwaters.
The animal than again ‘migrate’ to sea for maturation Ind
spawning. The reason(s) for such migratory behaviour in
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their lite cycle, which may be of Oflllhflioleqical nature,
is not known at precaut

A perusal of the litaramre shove that eoat ot the
crustacean research work has been m general physiological
aspects. The works oi Travis, ball, Greanaway, Hunar, oral.
Croqhm, Gross, Panikkar, Parry and Rdaertsoo need a special
eaetion. Though the crustacean reaearda work related to the
ettects of various physicochemical parameters has also been
adequately known, but nest of it has been carried out in
the laboratory where simulation of natural phyaicochaical
dyneuics becomes a limiting factor in obtaining the true
picture of the ecophysioloqical interactions occurring in
nature.

The indepth study of the existing literature reveals
that most of the work relates to physiology or ecology and
that too, of fragmented isolated thrusts to unravel the
basic principles governing the physiology of animals. For
better success of the aquaculture in any ecosystem, under
standing of the scientific knowledqe pertaining to the
manipulation of ecological conditions, and the integrated
factors aftectinq on the physiological systems of the
inhabiting fame of a particular niche is a primary
requisite. ‘mere is a considerable lack of concerted and
integrated ecophyaiological approach to visualiee the



in gig dynamics in the ecoeyetqas. It becmes more
pertinent in view or the priority being accorded to the
intdlsive aquaculture. The ever-increasing deaend of
tiniish and shellfish has to be satistied through
intensive aquaculture es the marine capture fishery is
atagnating between 1,4 to 1.6 million HT for the lest six
years, I Though Indie hes developed aquaculture technology
for various species groups in the seventies, yet their exist
biotechnical and econanic obstacles to production efficiency
upgrading. Optimal balanced nutrition for verious larval
stages, disease and disease control, reproductive endocri
nology, moulting physiology, and ecophysiologicel
interactions are some or the major erees at biotechnicel
ignorance

"3tudies on ecophysiology of 2, “gig; H. Milne
Edwards in the grow-out system: " - e research project
investigated by the candidate, the results of which ere
Imbodicd in the present thesis, is a part of the well
coordinated strategy of the CA5 in Mariculture to develop
nenipulative mastery over physiology and biology of the
animal. This assignment was prompted as relatively meagre

availability of maturing and mature Z. mm; in
estuarine territory coupled with declined fishing activity
during mmsoon in the coastal shelf areas serve as e major



constraint tor the sound aquaculture industry to sustain

itself, as nature E. jfliflj, is e we-requisite fie: the
controlled spanning and hetd-aery production at press seeds
throughout tn. "Ire

In the presmt study, the main emphasis was to find
out it seasonal and ecosystem lpefiififl variations or oelciusa,
neqneuun, phosphorus, copper and sinc in the water end the
sediment hes my role to play in altering the concentration
of these elenents in different tissues et intermoult

Z. mm as evidenced by the seasonal studies in the gros
eut md flue marine ecosystems,

‘Ihe candidate, after passing M,Sm-(Honours sdlool)
zoology (zmtomoloqy and qrtogenetics) from Panjlb University,
Chandigarh in April, 1981, joined CAB in Mariculture at OUR
Institute as a Senior Research Fellow in October 1901‘

During the first senester, the candidate underwent I!
intensive course work in mariculture comprising of the
following aspects: Biology and culture of fishes,
crustaceanr‘, molluscs, seaweeds and live-food organills,
biochemistry, statistics, research methodologies, fess
enqineering and aquaculture managment. The special s\$jest
i,e. “Ecophysiology of Crusteces“ vss studied in detail
during the second semester. In the mean time, relevmt
scientific literature collection and standardisation at



rasaardi methodology was carried out; At the ant! of the
second scaaster. the candidate passed the .Ph.D» qualityino
examination caaouctad by the Cochin University of Scidlca
md Tedmology. The field ad the analytical work related
to the topic or research was carried out from Novabar 1982
£0 0¢t&ct 19840

The entire thesis comprises of only one Chapter
having an introduction, material and methods, results,
discussion, susnary, and references-.

' Introduction‘ describes sawentially, the
importance of azpaculture, traditional aquaculture practices,
panaeid lite cycle, and qeoloqical nature and description ct
the ecosystems. ‘me:-.-eatter, meteorology and seasonal water

dynamics of the area, resultant seasmal dmanqas in physica
chanical characteristics of the water and flue sediment, ad
description of the literature relevant to each ecoaystca is
presented. Subsequently, relevance and scope of the presmt
investigations, review oat the closely related ac0phy'liolo
qical works and their drawbacks, and the description of the
work carried out during present investigation are
pralantede

‘Material and Methods‘ describes the general
description of the work carried out including sampling



frequency; description of each ecosystm md sapling

stations; meteorology parameters, sapling strategy,
slaplinq and preservation of water, sediment ad prawns
in the grow-out and the marine ecosystems, seuplinq or
prawns include the halaolymph and the tis sue collection
as well, Thereafter, analytical methods of various
phfsicochunical parameters of the water and the sediment
are separately described, Subsequently, methods of
analysis oi calciuu, magnesium, copper end zinc in water,
sediment, hasmolgmph and tissues are presented. Methods

for dialysis of phosphorus in the hacnolymph and the other
tissues is given at the end,

"flmysicochemicel and biological paraneters in the
grow-out ecosystem" - the first sub--heading under ‘Results
- includes phyeicochenical paraueters of water, physica
chemical paraneters of sediment, bioelesents in various

tissues ct male Z, “gig; and bioelenents in various
tissues of finals Z, “gag in a sequential manner,
subsequently, similar pattern is followed for the
description of results datained in the marine ecosystem,

In 'Discussion', the ‘Results’ of the present
investigations are discussed in the light oi the available
relevant literature, md bioelaaent interactions between
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theocoeyatcnmdtheaninalareoaplainod. Ihaaaau-epacitio
ad the ecoeyataa Ipfilflfi ditraaneaa are diaouaaad.uharavar
they occurred.

The 'Sunaary', at the contents ct the research work
presented hitherto, hen bum reported after 'Diacuaaioe' .
The ‘References!  {Orin the lent part 0! the fllflllle

Southwest nanoon exerts a profound influence on the
hydrology of the estuarine ecosystem, followed by north-eaot
monsoon, the influence of which is relatively very loan.
The marine ecoayaten, though preaumdaly influenced by the
monsoon in the surface layer, remains more or leaa |td>le
near bottcxn an evidenced by the reaultl. With flue advent
of aunmor season, almost marine cmditiona prevail in the

Qtuarine Cochin backwater harbouring grow-out ecoayltq.

The ecophyaiological interactions md tissue metal conca
trationa depicted very little ecosystem-specific differences
during nm-monsoon period but significant ecoeyata-Ipecitic

differencosvere noted during monsoon and post-monaoon
period. Sex-apeéific differences within each of the
ccoayetena were ineiqnificant, in general, though exception!
were there.

The relatively stable tissue bio-elanent concentri
tions in the marine ecoeyatan as compared to the grow-out
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ecosystem during monsoon and poet-monsoon period qeuu to

justify animal‘: preference for the marine  ea
it een keep oft street and strain end thereby evoid
wasteful expenditure on active 100- and one-reguleticn
and rather, uti 11:0 and cmcentrete all energies at it!
dieposal for gonad development.

The result: of the investigations have enhanced our
knowledge on the physicochemical characteristic: of the

ecosystems studied during pt‘&8d'lt inveltiltzation, and the
interectione of verioul metela in the environment with

those in the different tissues of 2. “Q1513.
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Aquaculture was in vogue for several thousand years

(> 500 BC) and the first ever thesis an this subject was
published in 41 ac by Fan 1.1 (Dill , 1967). The basic
factors for revival of aquaculture industry are rqaid

population growth, food shortage. stagnating fisheries
production, insufficient agricultural production to cope
with the high rate of human population growth, and awareness
and demand for materials that make life better. Aquaculture
will not be a panacea for htsnan nutritional problms but it
can and must contribute to ward off the spectre of hunger.

Japan. Taiwan. Philippines and China are the
pioneers to give fresh impetus to modern scientific
intensive aquaculture leading to a lucrative business.
several western nations have also shown keen interest and

curiosity of late. Traditional aquaculture has been
practised since long in the coastal low-lying estuarine

regions within India (Muthu, 1978). India has developd
aquaculture technology for various species groups in the
seventies. but there exists biotechnical and economic
obstacles to production efficiency upgrading. Substantial
improvements at various levels of intensity are needed to
have control over reproductive biology to produce off-spring
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during any aeaam. Qptimal balanced nutrition for verioue
larval stages, disease and dieeaee control, reproductive
endocrinology, moulting physiology, and ecoahyeioiogical
intermtiona are some of the major ereae of biotechnicel
ignorance.

Moat of the ccnmercial penaeid prawns including

Z. “fly show protracted breeding eeaeon, often extmdinq
throughout the year. The Indian white prawn, Q. 1@j,ggg_
breed and spawn in the eea in relatively deeper waters upto
50-60 an depth eone,el the inshore ground (deeper in relation
to the area of normal exietence). Thereupon, poet larvae
mter the estuariee and badcwater areae in large nmbere
end qrcw rapidly. These areas serve as natural nureeriee
for the juveniles. The euryhaline nature of theee prawne
enables them to colonize the estuaries and backwaters. In
the traditional culture operations, these naturally occurring
poet-larvae and juveniles are trapped in the brackilhwetet
impoundnenta and allowed to grow for ehort periods before
they are caught. The ponds are constructed in suitable
coastal brackishwater areae where there is a good tidal
range and an abundant eupply of pram eeed. This type at
prawn culture is practieed in the breckiehwater 'b»heriee‘
in west Bmqal, and in the ‘paddy fields‘ and ‘perennial
pravn culture fielde‘ adjoining the Veabaned I-eke in
Kerala. The tielde are can-seated by ceaele to the Vnbeaed
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I-eke and are subjected to the tidal influence, The larqeet
and the relatively deeper impounanmt at Edvanakadu,
Vypean Island (Fiq¢ A) was aelected as the grow-out
ecoeyaten be-cause the probability of getting maturing or

nature 2. jggjggg throughout the year, at the cite, wan
more.

The ecoayatema dealt with during present inventi
gation comprise of a grow-out ecosystem (I-‘ig.A) at Vypean

Ialmd connected only to the Cochin backwaters through

canals mad a marine ecosystem (Fig. B) consisting of the
inshore area oft Cochin corresponding to about 30 ma depth
1801-illfie

Cochin beckweterl which includes Vembanad Lake

(Fig. 4) is e typical tropical eatuary lying at 76'10' to
1e'ao' latitude and 9'30‘ to 10-10‘ longitude and mrtmda
into the central part of Karala state. It runs almost
parallel to the mainland with a depth range of 1.5 to 12 m
(Bhynanma and Balukriahnan, 1973) and ccmpriael at total

area of 300 square kilanetere extending frcm Alleppey in
the south to Azhikode in the north. The Cochin badnratetl
is well cmnectad with the rivers originating tron the
western chats in the aaat ad flowing towards the vast,
cud! ea Pauba and Muvattupuzlu Joining vcmbanad Lake in

the southern half and Pariyar river with its tributaries
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an the northern half. ‘Iheee rivers traverse through the
Precmbrim romnatione in their upper reachoe md recent
elluvitrn in the lower reaches supplying the dissolved III
solid material to the backwater: especially during the
eoneoon months (Murthy and veerayya, 1981). Silting in
the estuarine portion occurs curing pre- and poet-eoesoon
while flushing of the river material takes place during
the mmsom period (Gopinathan and Qaeim, 1971). Iottm
sediments of the estuarine region compriae oi the eedilsnt
load brought from the rivers as well as materials transported
from the seainto the estuary during pre- and poet-naaeom
through tidal currents. The fact that materials frun
inshore region find their way into the estuary is also
confirmed by the radioactive tracer studies (Gole and
Tarapore, 1966). lhe clay mineral assemblage of Panba
river from source to mouth consists of predominantly
kaolinite group of minerals with subordinate amounts or
montmorillonite and illite, Gross mineralogy of other
contributing rivers is considered to be the sane aa the
mineralogy or Panba river sediments except for minor

differmcoe (Aevathenerqena, 1964). Additionally, Kerele
is a zone of intense weathering. The role of rivers in
truieportinq material from continents to oceme ie
parenolmt (Goldberq, 1976). They carry metal in solution,
absorbed in "inoromio solids, as metallic coatino on
solids, in organic solids and in detrital crystalline
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materiel (Gibbs, 1973). Hanan activities, weathering of
rocks and other natural phenanma also constitute m
important pathway for the entry of metals into the aquatic
environment.

Cochin backwatera has two pa-rmanmt cmnectiona to

the seas the 450 an wide and 12 m deep main entrance to the
Cochin Harbour; and the Azhikode bar-mouth further north.

It foms en extensive and an important nursery ground for
the penaeid prawns (Shynmne and Balakrishnan, 1.973) and

in the site of traditional and extensive aquaculture;

Hiatoricelly, there are evidences to believe that
in the past, the area presently covered by the backwater
and the lzmd-strip in between beckwalm‘ ad the sea waa

lubmergcd under the lee. Later on, due to sane natural
causes, huge masaea of sediment might have got depoaited

in between the present backwaters and the sea. Thia haa
been proved by the boring experiments (Bristow, 1938).

Marty gt Q}, (1984) hypothesize that the entire area
between the foot of hills oz western Ghats md at about

‘I5 In depth off the coaat was a deep basin, which got
aubaequently tilled up with mud and sand. over vhich a
aandy crust van formed in acme pleas

According to Sankaranareyanan and Gaeim (1969),

the average aaxinua auoapheric terperature rmqea Ira
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20 tsM°Csadnininm£ru 20ts25°CstCochinbsdtweters,
!he~deily"temperetureJhes e.mmuisus in Ari;/Meg'end1sinisue
in only/Mount. Annual rainfall is about sacs In st shid:
75% occurs dm-isg esuthvest nmsoon period, ‘me prevailing
winds are southwesterly daring masons and northessterly
during late October and Ioveihsr, tor €h.1:‘.t or the year
wind direction keeps changing, Maxims solar radiation
reachos the surface from Dacanber to March; and minimss tree

June to :8}_3tQIlbQ-re Underwater itllunination is least during
monsoon monthsbecausa of turbidity, Tides are of miinfl
tyne, predominantly diurnal whose maximuu range is about l I
(fiankarmarsysnsn and Qesim, 1969).

The Cochin backwaters and the coastal inshore waters

oft Cochin are susceptible to the influence of the two
monsoons (Rao gt 31,, 1968). As a result of trwhwater run
off from rivers, the local precipitation and incursion of
cool seawater towards the estuary during the monsoon period,
a tongue of less dense, loss saline, oxygenated warm water
of about 10 an thickness sxtmds over more dense, highly
saline, poorly oxygenated and cool oontinental shelf waters

(Reo 51 Q1" 1968), According to Runmirtham and Jeysrsssn
(1960), the main circulation in tho Arabian Sea results in
the estwlishmsnt of a surfacs current along the west coast
which reverses itself in the course of the year, This
stream is southerly when the circulation in the open pert
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of the Arabian See ie clockvile and northerly when the
circulation ie counter clockwiee. Aelocietod with these
drifts are 'apwelling' and ‘sinking’ phenomena; The
existence of these phenomena has been pointed out earlier
by Sentry and Myrland (1960). 'Upuelling' oocure along the
coaet during peak eouthwaet nmeoon period. The draetic
decrease in tenpereture (6-7'62), caabined with oxygen poor,
upwelled waters could be probably the result of upwelling
phenonenon (Rmunirthan, 1967). The intense upwelling

brings up nutriente from the deeper layers resulting in
high productivity (subrehmanyfln  .1.-.‘-_», 1%-Q), Thole‘ $070

mentioned phenomena of eeeaonel rainfall and upwelling in
both the ocoayeteae reeult-e in the eeaemal variation of
phyaioochemical and ccneequently, biological characteristic!
in the estuary and the adjoining inshore waters.

The Cochin backwaters and the adjoining inshore

areas are lashed by heavy rainfall firm June to August
(eouthwost monsoon) and with mild, lees frequent rainfall
{ran Novanber to January (northeast monsoon). Coneequently,
there is a trenendoue rate of water outflow in the rivere

which pour into the Venbanad estuary during the moneoa: and

thereby, brings alongvith induetrial effluents containing
polychlorineted hydrooerbone, heavy metals and other
materials from Udyoguuendal Induetrial Complex, in addition

to silt, clay, municipal diechergee and atmospheric
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contribution, Rotting o! coconut husk, shipyard sctivitiss,
zsgulu‘ dmip trsitic, port activities, mippinq oi! Ind
pointing activities Q ships, and drsdqinq activitiss
contribute to alts: tho ocosystm or the area (Vumqopsl
Q; 3],, 1982; Rqjondrm and Karim, 1986). in-edging in
sstuarioo particularly disturbs ssdimenta with their
contained metals Ind produce a chsngs in the chemical

prOpei‘t1.c:s of the metals and the potential change in its
biological availability (Morton, 1977), Seasonal dnanqss
in mm-off (Sanknrsnarayman 3; 31., 1918) also affects ths
total level of metals in the marine snvirmmmt, Tho
Vmbanad estuary is the place of mixinq of freshwater Ind
soawater and this may rault in various phoncxncna such as
ailtation, flocculation/doflocculation, desorption/adsorption
dspendinq upon ths regulating factorl (Bourq, 1981), Thoss
phenancna may significantly alter the ecosystem indirectly
vi! change in various physicochemical characteristics d
tho water and the sedimont.

Physicochomical characteristics have been workod

out in the estuarine complex of Cochin backwaters by many
workers,

Rununirthsm and Jays:-nan (1963) examined temps:-sturs,

salinity, and dissolved oxygsn in ths water of Cochin
baacwateru around willinqdas Island and observed that tidal
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across the chmnal are fairly high. as also the
influzr of freshwater. The diurnal variations of s@a
physicochsnicsl. factors of the water in the Cochin

backwaters during southwest monsoon were reported by

Bhynlma and Balakrislman (1973). 8a1inity, tulpcratura
and dissolved oxygen in the Cochin backwaters were studied

by Haridss 31 31. (1973) ehrinq pro-monsoon, monsoon and

post-monsoon period. Ansari (1974) noted that, in general.
bottom tonperature was high in the. pre-monsoon months in

the Vembmad Lake and reported high seasonal variation of
Qllinityg

Nutrients of Cochin backwaters in relation to G‘lV1
ronmental characteristics were exanined by Sankarmarsyman
and Qasim (1969) who noted low nutrient values during pra

monsoon period and high values during monsoon and post

monsoon periods. Manikoth and Salih (1974) reported the
distribution characteristics of nutrients in water of the
estuarine complex of Cochin. Nair gt 31. (1975) studied
primary production in the waters of the Venbanad I-aka.

Regeneration or phosphates in the mud-s of Cochin

backwaters has been sxmnined by Raddy mad ijzankaranaraylam

(1972). :».nsari and Rajagopal (1974) noted wide variations
of mud phosphate which revealed a decreasing trend from
marine to estuarine acne. and its concentration was high
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wing eceeoee and low in the pro-» dad poet-nsesesa periods.
Sankerenereyenua cad Penuupunnqil (1979) studied organic
carbon, nitroqm md phosphorus in the sediments or Cod\in
badweters.

-Msnikoth (1975) studied the distribution of calcium

in water of Cochin backwaters. Rio 5 Q1. (1982) investi
gated the seasonal variations or calcium in water, sedinmt
and different tissues of Eng”; jggigm collected from a
perennial brackish water prawn culture pond near Cochin.

Particulate copper and zinc in the waters of Cochin
backwaters were examined by Sankaranayayenen and Btephm

(1978) who reported significant concentrations of copper
at the river mouth. Rajendren end Kurian (1986) described
copper and zinc in water and sedimmt of Cochin backwaters
while surveying these metals in the mwironment and the
oyster» ) . Copper content in the
inshore and estuarine waters along the central west coast
of Indie was reported by senkaranarayanan and Raddy (19730,

Distribution of copper in the sediments of Vembanad
lake was reported by Murty and veerayya (1981) who observed

that river sends contain very low concentrations of copper.

Vcnugopal Q1 Q1. (1982) noted prevailing physicochemical
conditions and 'bac‘klend' influence to qovern seasonal
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variations or trace metals in the sediments of Cochin

backwaters mo reported that the bar-mouth region showed
an increase in natal content of sediments in the post
nonsoon season.

I.

considerable enount of literature is available with
regard to phyeicochemicel parameters of water and sediment

in the coastal, especially inshore, areas._

o-imnanirtham and Jayaranan (1960) observed that the

influence of southwest moneom on coastal waters is very
ptOfOunél while that of the northeast monsoon is at best
indirect and also mentioned upwelling and sinking processes
along the continental shelf waters of! Cochin coast,
Reaanirthan and Nair (1964) noted that the stability in the
immediate surface layers of Arabia: sea off Cochin is high,
but the bottan waters over the shelf are unstable. Vertical
turbulence during monsoon and early poet-monsoon and

restoration of stable conditions by the onset of winter are
indicated in the coastal Arabian sea, and high stability
values during winter and sunmer seasons are stated to be
sufficient to immobilize the bottan nutrientsfllananirthln

and Nair, 1964), Temperature, salinity, dissolved osqgca
and water-mass characteristics of the inshore waters of the

west coast were described by Ramanirthan and Patil (1965)

during pre-monsoon season, Upwelling phenomenon and winter
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ooaditioaa vara aotafl by nuaairthaa (1961) aim; tha van
oout mm nunaon and peat-uuaocl pariofl. Rfiflfl.
(196!) oxminafi tqaratara and aalinity of aurtaoa watara
al-no rba uaat ooaat a! India. Baaaoaal variatioaa in aha
hydroqrmhio taataraa alaoq tho aoutlmalt ooalt or India
wara noted by Rao Q6 Raanirthaa (1978)

Primary production in tho aoaa around Iaflia val
raviauad by Nair (1974). Primary productivity in tha
aouthaoat aa wall an tha northaaat Arabian Sea was

daaaibed by Bharqava Q1 3],. (1978) and Radhakriahna

Q1 11. (1978) raapaotivaly.

Total phosphorus content in tha watera of tha
Arabia: Saa along aha vaat ooaat ot India was qivan by
sankarmarayanan anfl Raddy (1970). Diatribution oi
iaorqanio phoaphata in the upper 10 moolmnn in dittarant
ragicna of northern Indian Doom waa atudied by Anand and

Jayaranan (1972) who roportad that the concentration of
inwqanio phoaphata inoraaaad in alinoat all the region!
daring tha aouthwaat uaauaooa pttififl and this rising trad
war maintained during laastha imaadiataly tollowinq it.

Distribution pattern of phoaphata in tha aadimaata
of the 'L"£S";e!!': oo:':ti:~.en2a1 shelf Q! 1’!!3.!.9. 1!‘! relation to

tha hydrographic faaturaa oi tho ovarlying waters waa
diaouaaad by Rao Q; Q. (1918) who aaationad that phoaphab
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contmt exhibits en increasing trend away from the coast
Harchig (1973) described the distribution of celcim end
maqnesiun in the western cmtinmtel shelf of Indie.

copper content in the inshore and estuarine weters
along the central west coast of Indie was studied by

Sankaranarayenen and Reddy (19733. ‘me processes leading
to the incorporation of copper in the sediments of the
western continental shelf of India were reported by Reo
Q; Q,-(1974). Trace eluaents in the marine envirornent or
the west coast of Indie were described by sreekumaren

3; ,5], (was). Marty u 3],. (mac) considered removal of
copper in association with hydroxide of ferric and Inengenese
as the most effective process in the near-shore regions for
the incorporation of trace elements in non-lithogenoxi
fraction of sediments of western continental shelf of
Indie.

It becomes quite clear, from the literature cited
hitherto, that the sufficient but frequented work on
various aspects of physicochemical characteristics has
already been carried out and that these characteristics
exhibit marked seasonal variation subject to land run-off,
local precipitation and other factors.

The relatively dry summer spell upto May is
followed by e short period of heavy monsoon which cmutributee
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about three fourth: of the annual rainfall (av. 3200 Q).
‘Ina reeultmt heavy run or! and local precipitatiau
compounded with other phyaicochanical phenomena altar the

marine phase of the estuarine grouout acouyata into In
alaoet freshwater phase. ihe marina acoeyetm undarooaa
relatively mild alteration as vertical mixing oi laaa
saline surface waters with the deeper aaline watar il
restricted»

the auddan and drastic alteration of the ecoeyata
stresses various physiological phenomena of the inhabiting
flora mad fauna. The atreaaed fauna either ‘adapts’ to the ~
changed ecoayatan or ‘migrates’ to more conducive ecological

niche. lhe pmaaid prawn, 2,. fligljggg, a commercially
important specie.-a comprising about 6% of the prawn catch

in India is extensively cultured in the brackiahwater fielda
of Kerala (Silas, 1983). The penaeid catch from Karala
constitutes 46.9% (52633 MT) of the total penaeid production
of 1.12 lakh tonnaa in India’. (nrxs..3s, 1982). Scarcity
of maturing and mature B. {@151-3; in estuarine watara and
ita relatively easy availability in 25-30 m depth on the
continental ehalf of the Arabian aaa lead us to praauua
that the ‘migratory’ behaviour of the animal aeta in at
the initiation of ita reproductive development. This is
supported by Rao'a (1968) observation that 2. QQQQ,
migrate back to the sea from their nursery grounda in tha
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estuaries as they approach adult hood. George (1962)
studied breeding of penasids in the Cochin backwaters
and opined that spawning activity is closely related
to the chmgss in salinity, whereas Rao (mes) opined um
there seems to be no clan.‘ relationship betwem salinity
and Ip&fl‘I1l‘lQ¢ Inai (l977)‘stated that the beginning

of the irrmature stage is said to be during the period
when the penaeid prawns shift their growing places from
the coastal regions to regions in the opm seas. He
(Irnai, 1977) further said that the penaeid gonads are
either immature or have just started to mature in the
bays or estuaries but spawning does not take place there.
Correlation between water temperature and spawning has
been reported by a number of workers (Lindner and

Mderson, 1956; Eldred £51., 1961: Ctmrnings, 1961)
and Idyll g gin 1963). It has been shown that the
intensive spawning activity is gmerally related. to rise
in water temperature. Rao (1968) opined that spawning
seems to he not influenced by the_temperature since
temperature variation in the tropical waters is not
sioni.~°~‘icant. But Imai (1977) stated that there is no
definite explanation of the factors contributing to the
movement of prawns from nursery to open sea and vice-verse.

Non-availability-of maturing and mature__E_. “gig;
in estuarine waters compounded by the decline in fishing
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activity in the coastal shelf areas during the monsoon season
is a major constraint for the sound aquaculture industry to
sustain itself as availability of mature 2,. mggg is a
pre-requisite for controlled spawning and hatchery
prochction of pram seeds throughout the year.

The fact that maturing and mature Q. ‘@1gQ|, are
availdale primarily in the 25-30 an depth-zone cuff Codain

lead us to presume that sane physicochsnical parunetars of
the estuarine ecosystem or their synergistic effect sedan
to alter, directly or indirectly, the ecosystem and thereby
inhibit the normal maturation process in the estuarine scan.

The present work was undertaken to understand the

crustacean ecological niche of Q. iggigg and its inter
actions with the animal's physiology. Most of the crustacean
research work has eigher been on general physiological aspects
such as moulting and osmo-regulation or ecological aspects.
Though there is sufficient literature, most of the work

has been carried out in the laboratory where einrulatia: of
jg ‘lg; natural physiccchemical dyninics becuncs a limiting
factor in obtaining a true picture or the ecophysiological
interactions occurring in the ecosystem. Lewis and C870
(1982) suggested that the mount of the metal taken tron
the water into the biological material is also a function
of the nature of the environment and the physiological
requirements of the organism. Seascnal changes in
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environmental tee.-tore are known to attect the rate cl

natal intake by the organises (wolte ad Rioe, 1972b
The interactions or the organism with the envircuacat
and the aedinant becomes imortant in muderetndinq the
uptake or traoe metals (Pellenbarq. 1978).

In the present etady, the raain unphaaia was to
rind out if seasonal variations of calcium, magnesium,
phosphorus, oopper ahd zinc in the water and the Iodildit
have any important role to play in altering the concent
ration of these elements in ditferent tissues of the

prawn 2,. 13213,: as evidenced by the seasonal atudiea in
the grow-out as well as the marine eoosyatan.

There are basically three reservoirs for metals
in tho marine envirouauutc water, eedixnqxt, and biota.
Metal levels in theae reservoirs are determined by a
cauplu: ecpilibrim governed by various phyaical, ohamioal
and biological factors (Murray and Murray, 1973). Sealmal.
variation in metal cmoentration in the envirornent and
in the organism may be related to the seasonal changes in
land drainage and thus metal import into estuarine ayatlnl

Very few attanpta have been made to study the
effect of environmental metal concentrations on the nilal
tissuo ooncentratiaae.
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‘Ina only directly related work is of Rao gt Q. (1982)
who studied seasonal variations of calcium levels in the

exoakeleton, muscle and hacaolynph of 15$; @131 in
relation to the variations or water teaperature. salinity,
pf! Ind calcium in the water and pl-I md calcium in the
sediment of a perennial prawn culture field near Cochin and

observed that calciua content of the pqad water and the
haunolymph show a direct relationship with salinity. Doll
(19655) studicd calcium metabolism of  species and
observed that calcium was lost rapidly in calcium low
artificial seawater and most of the lose was made good within

twenty four hours, Greanaway (1972) exenined calcium
regulation in the freshwater crayfish
glgg and observed that calciun turnover was very low
and the normal balance was negative tor much of the winter

intermoult stage, calcium and magnesium in the environment

and the ea-cockeleton of decapod crustaceans was reported by

Gibbs and  (1972). Colvocorresses gig 5,}. (1974)
reported that cyclic seasonal variation in mean calcim and
magnesium of the blue crab, gg  didn't
exhibit any obvious seasonal trends and no clear relationship
with salinity was found. Reduction in relative calcification
was described as an adaptation to the concentration oi‘
caloiun existing in the enviromnent inhabited by Crayfish

(Mills and Lake, 1916, M1118 et al., 1976). Chichibu(l979)
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reported calcium concentration changes in the aesthetic
hairs of crayfish caused by the envirmmental salinity
shifts. Regulation of blood ions in Qflgimg, Q31,
in normal and dilute saunter was raportld by Zandsrs(1980).
Greenowoy (1985) reviewed the calcium balance and moultinq

in crustacea. Uptake and turnover or radio-active calcium
in the crayfish was reported by Miyazaki and Jazuka (1964).

\

In relation to copper and zinc, most of the work
is on purely physiological aspects and, that too, mainly
on toxicity,

Lewis and Cave (1982) reviewed the literature in

relation to copper in the marine environment. Colvooorrossss

and  (1975) noted variations of copper and zinc in
serum of the blue crab, ggllmi “gig and observed no
significant correlation with environmental salinity. Bryan
(1964) studied the zinc regulation in Hgarug mlgga
mad explained that increase in sea water zinc concentration
did not agfvpreciably affect zinc concentration of the blood,
abdominal muscle and gonad.

r-iatkar gt Q. (1981) studied the distribution d
copper a.n<2 zinc in water, sediment and crustaceans in the
Banbay Tiarbour Bay. white and Rainbow (1982) noted tho

ability of 31%;; Qgggg to regulate the internal
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oflloentration of trace metal over a wide range of external
trace rsstal concentrations. white and Rainbow (1984)

Itedied the effects of temperature and zinc concentration
It the regrulation of zinc concentration in §_g_L@@_ g_1gg_gl_,_

Rajah gt, 5;. (1986) noted the effects of season, weight,
sex and reproductive cycle on zinc concentration in the
soft tissues of a mussel r_-33$}; gag;-,5. Shiber (1979)
euggested the occurrence ct higher levels of metals in
organisms at certain times of the year. Petkevich and
Btepmyuk (1970) showed that the seasonal variation of sane
trace metals in shrimp is very pronounced especially during
fine breeding season.

It becomes quite apparent from the available
literature that the ecophysiological approach to ecosyltun
dynanics was rarely followed and, therefore, the present

s

attmpt has been made.

present investigation was carried out in. two
differmt ecoaystena inhabited by Egggg Egg; during
its life i. e. a grow-out ecosystan ccmpriaing of 176
hectare estuarine impoundment located at Edavanakadu as

vypeen Island and connected to the estuarine complex d
Cochin backwaters which remains marine dominated from

November to May, and a marine ecosystem located at about 30 I

depth in the inshore area off Cochin where maturation
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mdIpl\n1l\quna11yacuu,nuner1nu,&ur1aqnoct
pnrtutflaoyur¢

‘H-nerotuo. the at:-can in the praamt invutiqptlnl
nu ax the study 0! uucnal dyamicl 0! phyaicochmied
characteristics and natal: in water and udinaat La ouch

ocosyirtmu. Subuqauntly, the afloat at seasonal variation
of ouch metal in water and aodimnt. an tha seucnal metal
dynamic: in male and female prawn 5. ‘@155, was wound mt
in the rapoctivo ucosyatml.
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MQTEREAQ AND METHODS

{legular fortnightly samples of water, ssdilsmt
ad prawns of male (Fig,C) and tussle (Fig. D) gggg
“gig; of maturing or mature sise were collected in the
fires:-out (Estuarine) as well as the marine ecosystems for
the period of two years (£rom.Nowember 1982 to Octber 1984)

to study the interactions oi various physicochanical
paruneters and some of the trace metals with the bioelcnents
of the animal. As prawns are benthio organisms, it was
considered more appropriate to collect water sunples fras
just 30 cm above the base of the water-colunm in both the
ecosyatans. Thewater samples were analysed for temperature,
dissolved oxygen, pH, Eh, salinity, net primary productivity,

nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, calcium, magnesium, total
phosphorus, copper and zinc. Sediment samples yore analysed
for temperature, pH, Eh, calcimn, magnesium, total
phosphorus, copper and zinc, Simultaneously, different
t:l.ssues(e>:oskeleton, muscle, hepatopsncreas and ovary/testis)

and heenolylnph of the prawn sanples were subjected to
lnslytical methods to find out their calcium, magnesiun,
phosphorus, copper and zinc content.

'1he grow-out ecosystem is an estuarine ilupon-|n&Qt

of about 176 hectares located at Edsvanakadu in Vypsen Island
near Cochin (Fig. A). This is connected to the vesnbsnsfl
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estuary through a net work of a few canals (Fiq. A2). The
average depth of the estuarine impoundrnent is about 1.5 I
and the tidal Umlituda is about 0.5 ra. Three research

stations representing the approximate total area of the
grow-out inpoundnant were selected, keeping in view
various factors, to carry out the seasonal variatim
studies. “II-nose were station I, station II and station
III:  A).

11-he marina ecosystem (Fig. B) lies at about 30 u
depth-zmc on the continental shelf of Arabian Sea of!
Cochin. Tl-xree stations i.e. station IV, station V and
station ‘--JI(Fiq.B) were identified for regular sunplinq
of water, sediment and male and female E. iggigm in tho
marine ecosystem. This area is considered to reprelmt
the optimmn grounds for maturation and spawning or prawns

though the outer limit extends upto 50-Gflndepth-24‘-no II

reported by Rao (1978).

1:13‘? 399- BUTT? I§3l‘"~1e aPA3A?41?TF35

The monthly c‘-iata relating to maximum mad minimum

aerial temperature, humidity and rainfall was regularly
collected, to have the qanaral seasonal picture of the
local climate, from the Meteorology Department, Government
of India's local data recording centre at Cochin Air-Port.
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Sltplll 0! water, ldlillnt, Q6 I110 and £1810
Z. fig, (intanoult ltaqc) at maturing our mature sin
worn collected noquuatialiy, nary fortnight, tun all:
ocosystaa during high tide pariod unly, as copper
aoncuntration il Rama to vary Q a tidal buil (tmq
Q1 31.. 1911; urine 3; 53.. 1910). Qllpllhq wu usually
carried out onboard a dug-eut Canue (Fig. E) Ifld
research VQIIOI RN. Cadalmin (liq. F) at the qrou-out
and the marine ccocyntno rupcctivoly.

SFMPLQIG IN THE GRCM-GIT ECO§§§2Q

‘ OE WATE
For (oxygen malyais, 125 I1 ‘Cm-ning' roaqat bottlo

with a BOD 8tOpp0I‘ was used. The bottle: were washed twicc

with the mnbiont water boforo llllplillq. Caro was tlkm to
ensure filling of water into tho bottle: with air-bubblc £200
unagitated watar. Themthc bottle was stoppered inside thn
water column. i ml or winklur M2076 aq w/V mmganoso daltidcl

and 1 ml of Winkle: B (4.1 g N101-I + 75 g KI in 100 cc watt!)

were added using the automatic pipottn imodiatcly alto:
removing the stopper of tha battle. Subsequently, the DOD
stopper was scoured without trapping my air-bubbld and thi
precipitate was disparaud unitamiy thruughout the botth





i-Z-§.\

by ahaking. The fined aanplea were kept in a covered
rack to prevent evaporation.

water samples for net primary productivity atudicl
were collected in the nae way as tar the dissolved mqqan
but for the addition cf Winkle: A G I uaing ‘Light
Dark‘ bottle method (Strickland and Pu-eons, 1968). (hly
‘light’ bottles were uaed in the present investigation II
emphasis was to know the rate of net primary production
only. the bottlea were atoppered inside the water-colvx
without trapping any air-bubble. Reagmt bottles of 125 Ill
capacity were uaed an 'Light' bottles

water sanplee for temperature, salinity, pH, Ih,
nitrate, nitrite and unmonia were collected in 2 la narrow
mouth polypropylene (FAQ, 1975) bottles precleaned tvioe

pith the ambient water. The bottle was dipped to just 30
above the bottan in a closed caadition and then, itwaa
opened to let the water in under undisturbed conditione
Once filled, it was taken out, capped and atored in a
woodmw-box after recording the water tewperature. Water
samples for calcium, magnesium, total phosnhorua, copper

and zinc were also collected similarly except that thele
samples were acidified to about pH 4, capped and stored
in a woodm-box.
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water maples were analysed for pH end Eh

innedietely after reaching the laboratory. lhereetter,
weter samples were either preserved or analysed es early
ll poeaible for various peremetern Li¢1t bottle: for
net prinmry productivity etudiel were kept in the ehdie
leer window for 24 hours before enelyaie.

§mPLING GP SEDIMENT

sediment ample: for temperature, pl-I, Eh, calcium
magnesium, totel phoephorue, copper end zinc were collected
with the help of e Ven Veen grab (Fig. G) lowered frm the

dug_m1_g- gamm using polypropylene rope. The grab wel
hauled up once it penetrates flue bottom Thereupon,
sediment sanple was collected at randan from inside the
greb and pooled up in 200 ml capacity wide-mouth polypro
pylene bottle, capped air-tight after noting: the tunpereture
end stored in e wooden-box.

Sediment ecnplea were analysed for 11H and Eh

immediately after reaching the laboratory. Subsequently,
these were dried in hot-air oven at 100°C for 24 hour.
1lher¢\lP°Y% sediment samples were cooled to room tempQ!'lt\l1‘I¢

pondered with egete mortar, put into smell polythene bags
along with date, etetion and ample number information,
eeeled and stored in e-deeiccetor for metal analysis,
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PEQG  PRAWN§

The Indian white prawn. 2. jmigg of intereoult
etage md maturing or mature eize were collected with the
help of stake net, every fortnight preferably on tull
aocn and new-moon daye, immediately after the water and

the eediment eamplinq. The moult staging was dme by
referring to the methods described by scheer (1960). It
involved hand-touch feeling of the carapace and the
rostrum, and hand-lens examination of the setae of the
ur°P°d¢

'Ihe maturing or mature prawns were collected belefl

on the taxonounical characteristics of 3. mggm described
by Rao (1978). The tmaale prawns (Pig. D) belonged to
140 to 200 mm size rmge and had light yellow to dark
green colour of ovary along the mid-dorsal line; md nale
prawns (Fig. C) belonged to 110 to 160 um sine range mad

had white terminal anpoule of van deferens one on each
aide of the thoracic region.

§=~‘:EI*lI eCQL§"'CTIOH

Each prawn was washed with the ambient mediua betere

taking out haenolymph eo as to clear off any extraneous
material sticking to the arthrodial membrane or the carapace.
A 1 mllglasa eyringe with No 22 hypodermic needle wal need

after washing with ma anticoagulant (3% aquoue Tri-Sodium
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citrate) for haeaolyuph collection from each prawn. The
heemolymph was taken out either after piercinq the
posterior well of the heart along the mid-dorsal line by
inserting the hypodermic needle throu¢\ the arthrodiel
membrane connecting the cerepem end the first terqite or
by piercing the dorsolaterel well of the cermloe. 'Ihe
heqwsolymph wee trmsferred to 2 ml screw-capped vial

precleaned with an anti-coagulant. The vial was numbered
and stored in chilled condition in an ice-box. Thereaftd,
the nunbered prawns were wrapped in aluminium foil end put

into a polythene beg, which was, in turn, put into another
polythene bag. A label containing the relevant information
was placed in the outer beg which was tightly tied with e
rubber bend and stored in an iced ice-box. All haemolymflu

eenples collected were preserved in the freezer after
reaching the laboratory.

QESSUB C(33'..L;‘ZC‘I'ION

The prawn sanples were dissected immediately etter
’_

reaching the laboratory for different tissues (Viz.
exoekeleton, muscle, hepatopencrees mad ovary/testis). The
haemolymph and the tissue portions of the various animals
were pooled up for analysis, The tissue £¥&';tI‘f1*;?~l@8 were kept

on tin foil pieces and dried overnight in en hot-air oven
et 80°C, ;3ubsequent1y, dried tissues were cooled to roan
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temperature, powdered in agate-mortar and put in smell
polythme beg! containing relevant ecimtific information.
Thereafter, these begs were sealed end stored in e
deeiceetor for further metal enelyeie.

SAMPLING IN THE MARINE ECOSYSEQ

SAMELING CF WATER

water eanplee for tanperature, salinity, dissolved
oxygen, pH, Eh, net primary productivity, nitrate, nitrite
and unmonia were taken with the help of a Nansen bottle

(Fig, m. [mmen bottle is B. reversing bottle fitted with
two plug: valvel on each end of the Nansen cylinder. The

valves are operated synchronously by means of e connecting
(metallic) rod fastened to the clamp that secures the bottle
to the wire-rope. when the bottle is lowered, this Qlllp
is at the lower end and the valves are in the open poeition
(Fig. H-1) so that the water can peas through the bottle.
The water eanpler is held in this pO81t10n by the releele
mechanism which passes around the wire-ropg7, Naneen

bottle wee lowered after fixing it to the metallic winch
wire in such e wey that aanple is collected from about 30 Q
above bottom of the water colunn. A messenger was then
forced through the water column, The messenger strike! the
release, the water sampler fall over and turns throflqh 180°C,
(Fig, H-1), chute the valves which are then held clolell by
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s locking device, and reversed the attached rev-arsinq
thermometer too. Nansen bottle was winched up onboard

and the ample aliquots were tflkQ1\0

Water‘ suaplas, thus oollactad from the Nansen

bottle, were ussd for determination of all mysicoobsnical
parameters but for metals, '1ha methodology amploryd for

preserving the sanples till analysis was the sue as tho
methods used in the grow-out ecosystca.

water samples for calcium, magnesium, total phosphoral,

copper and zinc analysis were collected with the help of
‘Van-Dorm‘ polypropylene water $&np1Ql' (Fig. I) havinq

least m=:."t:a111c parts. It was lowered down frau tho

research vessel Cadalmin alongside a polypropylene ropa
in open condition. After lowering it to just 30 cm £507:
sea floor, a messenger was forced through the water column.
It atriked, resulting in unlocking of the spring which in
turn closed the sauplar tightly, Thereafter, it was
hauled up onboard and the water was transferred to 2 1
narrow mouth polypropylene ‘bottle, acidified to pH 4.0,
capped and stored in a wooden-box. Further laboratory
treatment was similar to the grow-out ecosystem.

OF SEDIMENT
$edimant samples were collected and stored in a

aimilar way, after recording sedimsnt tcnperatura, pl-I and
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lh; an carried out in the  oooaystam. In this case
tho ovm Won grab was lonrod from the monarch vessel
cndddn using jockey pulley (Fig. Eh-1); As soon as the
Ill bottom was nnchad. tho winch bah: was applied. Tho
hauling up of the cub an conuanood imdiately as any
dolay on the bottom will inctouo the wire anal-H, coining
tho grab to be pulled obliquely.

$2LI§Q OF Pg fit

prawns o£_intormou1t stage and of rmturing or
mature aim ware oollectad with the help of a trawl-L-mt
oporated from R.v. cadaimia at each of the research
stations. Trawlinq timn par unit haul never exceeded
twenty minutes. The prawns were sorted out immediately
after hauling. The furthentreatrnant for collection of
hamolyuph and tissue omnploa and their preservation wan
the sane as described earlier in the grow-out ecosystem.

~~.  go? i, S OE 1"}!  Q U ;-.. ;._-1nQ‘5-‘E’ OF e;1§ Q ,'

%E.RAE1.2~..F-.

A 0-50°C high prociaion thormomter wamdippad into
water (unacidifiedl contained‘ in 2 1 na::row-mouth polymo
pylene bottle immediately after its sampling at the grow-out
ocoayatom and the temperature was recorded. At the

marina ecosystem. water temperatalro was noted on tho
rovorainq thermom:.»te.r attached to the Nansen bottle
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immediately after it is hauled up onboard after water
sapling.

SQQIHIE!

-water ample oollected in 2 l polypropylene bottles
(unacidifiod) were used for salinity estimatim. It was
determined by the classical Mohr's titration method
(Strickland and Parsons, 1968). The outline of the method
is as follows:

10 ml of water susple was titrated against the
silver nitrate solution with potassium chromate as an
indicator. Care was taken to arrive at the exact and-point
colouration in all the sanples and the standardisation
titration. silver nitrate solution was standardised during
every set of titration using the standard sea water supplied
by the iceanography Institute, Copenhagen.

Eialinity was calculated as follows:

-‘Salinity of the sample 1- V2 X S
V

1

‘-‘mere;
1

V1 n volune of silver nitrate for 10 cc standardseawater.

V2 n volunie of silver nitrate for 10 cc slplm
S an Salinity of standard seawater.



rtrnaosm ION cmcrnwrmwzow (Q)

Water llllplll collected in 2 l polypropylene bottlol
(unaoidified) were used tor electrometric pH determination:

utilizing Yilioo pl-I-meter model LI-10‘! having e glen
electrode md a celomel electrode. The instrument was

calibrated with the help of pl-I buffers. After taking the

pH-meter reading, the jg-g_i§g_pI-I was calculated usinq the
formula (¢=*ieskee, 1969):

p';Li‘m'.,-‘Q’ I  + QeO113 (ta-ti)
§'IhQre|

ti = teaperature jg gig
t2 -= meesuranent temperature.

EQOX PO’.??$31‘~I'EIZsI4 ‘Eh!

2--rater sample! collected. in 2 l polypropylene bottle!
(tmacidified) were used for electrometric an determination

utilizing Elico pH meter model LI-1OT havinq a platinum
electrode and e oelcmel electrode. Eh readings were taken
Utter calibration.

Q Q SS OQV ‘Q OXYGEN

125 ml 'corning' reagent bottles having precipitated
water sanple were used for oxygua analysis. Traditional
twinkle: method with aside modification was used to determine
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the diasolved oxygen content. The outline of the method
(FAQ, 1975) in as follower

'11-ne precipitate was dissolved in the laboratory

using 1 ml of 1+1 l\l1ph\lI.‘1C acid. The solution was

titrated against eodium thiosulphate eolution. Starch
was used as an end-point indicator. -‘iodium thioeulphate
solution was standardised during every set of titration
using 0,005 N potaeaiun iodate. Then the dissolved Oxygen
concentration was calculated using the formula:

Oxygen (ml/1) e MN, 22393
4. (V-2)

';'2'heI'Q;

a e volume of sodium thioaulphate consumed in ml.
N an Normality of sodimn thiosulphate solution.
V an Volume of Winkle: bottle in ml.

NITRATE

water samples collected in 2 l polypropylene bottle:
(unacidified) were used. Nitrate was estimated ueinq
cadmium reduction column (Solyan and carlberg, 1975),

Nitrate is reduced to nitrite almost quantitatively by
malgamatead cadmium column (Fig. Jr), The nitrate in than
determined accordinq to the classical G:-ieae'e reactim.
The outline of the method followed (FAQ, 1975) in

presented below:



75 ml of the water sanplc was run through tho
Illllglnated cadmiua column, First 10 ml of tho sasplo
flowing through tho column was discarded and tho noxt

10 ml was used to wash the Erlcnmlyar flask. Thon 50 ml
was colloctsd in two flasks of 25 ml each, To 25 I1 of
the reduced as-apls lad the blmk sample, O.-5 ml
sulphanilamida reagmt (prepared by dissolving 8 g or
sulphanilanidc in a mixture of 80 ml concentrated
hydrochloric acid and 420 ml of water) was addod. Aftor
not loss than 3 minutes and not longer than 8 minutes,

0.5 ml of N-('1-Naphthyl)-’-othylcne dilnine solution
(prepared by dissolving 0,8 g NI-IED in water and makinq up

to 500 ml) was addod to the sample; Tho absorbanco wal
measured against the blank in the ECIL senior Spectro
photometer cs 8651) at 545 ml.

NITRITE

E-‘Fate: samplos collected in 2 l pO1yprOpy1C\O

bottles (unacidifisd) wars usod. Nitrite was datarminod
by the Am-dye method (Bmdschneider and Robinson, 1952).

'11:: determination of nitrite is based on the classical
Grioss’s reaction in which the nitrification at pH 1.5-2'0
is diazotizod with aulphanilamida, resulting in a disco
compound, which in turn is coupled with N-(1-napthY1)—

ethylene diaminc to form a highly coloured azo-dya with



an sbsorption maxim: st 545 m that is measured
spoctrophotornstricsllb

Ina methodology used was ths sun as tor ths
dctcrmination of nitrate after reducing the slnpls through
the smalgansted csthiua reduction colnmw (FAQ, 1975).

EEIA
water sunplcs collscted in 2 1 polypropylns

bottlos (unacidifiod) wsrc used. Isuuonis was detsrainsd
following the phenol-hypochlorito method (Solorsmo, 1969).
The following methodology was employed in the analysis:

Ti‘o 50 ml of the ample and ths blank (having

distilled water), added successively, 2 ml of phenol
solution (prepared by dissolving l0 g of phenol in 100 ul
of methanol) and 2 ml oi 0.5% sodium nitroprussids solution
(prepared by dissolving l q sodium nitroprussido in 200 31
distilled water) were added. To the sample, 5 ml
oxidizing reagent [' prepared by mixing 100 ml alkslino
solution (prepared by dissolving 100 g trisodium citrsto
and 5 g of sodium hydroxidc in 500 ml of water) and 25 I1

of sodium hypochlorite solution which was more than 1.5
was also added mixing thoroughly after each addition. The
colour was allowed to develop at room temperature for 1

hour, The absorbsnce was measured against the blank in _thI
BCIL Senior Spectrophotometer GS 865 D at 640 In.
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NET EEIMAR! E§ODUCTION

Hot primary flC0d¢$10fl‘III cotimatod'by ‘Ltqht Ind
Dark bottle‘ tachniqua (8trid:1and and Paracni. 196:). an
diuolvad oxymn value: were taken for tho Initial bottlc
(In),

After kacpinq in laboratory for 24 houra tho water
samples collected in the ‘Light and the Bark‘ bottles I01‘!
fixod using Winkle: A and Winkle: B solutions. The diff

erences betwam ‘Light‘ and ‘Initial‘ bottles wcra takon
as net production. The calculation was done as follow”

Nat Primary Production (mqc/m2/<1) - sos*,£['v(LB,- VIM]

Whora,

f I '15“ f actor datarmined through sodium thiosulphato
standardization.

Vua) and VH3) - sodiun thiosulphate titre value! obtainod
from the titration: of ‘Liqht‘ and ‘Initial’ bottles
roupcctively.

PO I Photosynthetic motiant (hare taken as 1.2).

QOTAL I-‘E-lI.'Il£> LTHORUB

Hater samples collected in 2 l polypropylana bottlal
(acidified) ware uaad. The modified method] of MuI'1i‘lY and

Riley (1962) was followed for the Qtimation of total
phosphorus. Tho outlinc of the method is preaantad boloun
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To 35 ml lllplfl in e 100 ml Erlenmeyer Flask, 0.35 q
of Potesaiua peroxydisulphete was added, and boiled gently
in e electric heating mantle until the volume is 5-7 ml.
After cooling it to room temperature, the solution is
diluted to 35 ml again with distilled W8.tQI?e Added to it,
l ml of the acid-molybdete solution (prepared by mixinq
200 ml of 9.1 N sulphuric acid with 45 ml of 0.073 M

Illnoniun heptmolybdete solution and then adding 5 ml of
0.1 M potassium anti-monyltertarate solution) end mind
well. Then l ml of the ascorbic acid solution was added
to it. The blue colour of the ample wee measured in the
ECIL Senior Spectrophotometer GS 865 D at 882 m after live

_1l\Ut§QI s

ANALYSIS cl? PHYSZCOCHEMICAL P,-mm»uz*rz-:Rs "O".-P szanmsm

A O-50°C high precision thergnaneter was inserted in
the-sediment sunple contained in the van vecn grab immediately
utter it was hauled up onboard and the temperature was noted

HYDR.CI;.’-‘.33; ION e CONCENTRATION (E5)

Sediment samples collected in sir-tight 200 ml wide
south polypropylene bottle were used. The pH of the sediment
wes determined using Elico pl-I meter model LI-10'!‘ and the

method followed was similar to water pH analysis.
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§Q%Pc>'rg ggg gg gt

Qcdiment samples collected in air-ti§\t 200 ml vide
nouth polypropylne bottle were used. Ina Eh of the sadimsnt
vas estimated using the alas Elico pH mater but with a
platinum electrode following water Eh methodology.

IOTAL PE-IGSPHORUS

Total phosphorus was determined by prolonged nitric
parchloric acid hot digestion of dry finely powdered sediment
sample of known weight takan from sealed polypropylene bag

in a desiccator, This brings all phosphorus into solution
except that held in resistant silicate lattice structural
sites. '5.he outline of the method (FAQ, 1975) ia as follows:

0,5 g dried finely powdered sediment sample was
taken in a 100 ml Kjaldhal flask; and three small acid

washed glass-beads, 2 ml concmtrated nitric acid and 2 ml
of concmtratad parchloric acid were added. The sedilnnt
sample was than heated todry, After cooling, dilute
sulphuric acid (prepared by diluting S0 ml concmtratod
sulphuric acid to 1000 ml) was added to the sediment. It
was then boiled slowly for 10 minutes. After coolinq, the
solution was filtered using moistened whatman 42 filter
paper into a 250 ml volmnetric flask and diluted to 250 ml,
To 5 ml of this solution, 25 ml of water, 5 dropa of 0.4 I!
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ascorbic acid cad 1 el of sulphuric acid-anmoniua molybdete
eolution (prepared as for the total phosphorus estimation
If water) were added. After 5 minutes, the ebeorbence wee

leeeured on ECIL Senior Spectrophotaneter model (388653 at

I82 mu against distilled water as blank. The results were
calculated firm the equation:

X Q
where,

>1 -- total concentration of phosphorus in uq/g
a - values obtained fran the curve, in uq/0.5 q
b - ample weight in q

L =- or CALCIUM mnmzsxum COPPER ms :"-'I:ec IN waran
§EDD!EN1‘,3~l“1§3;V§_1ZOUS ssuzzzs or P mucus

Perkin-E lmer 2380 Atomic Absorption spectrophoto

meter (E’ig.K) incorporated with automatic curve correction
microprocessor technology was utilized for metal analysis.
The light source used was an inteeitron Hollow Cathode
Lmp (HCL) . Air- acetylene was the oxidant-fuel combination
with a czzzvmatible 10 on burner heed and an impact bead of

pyrex. The instrmsent was used for analysis subject to
the operational as well as standard conditions laid out
in the Perkin-Elmer manual.
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While carrying out analyaia, the following
additional precautions ware taken:

Intertarencea (in. Chemical, Ionization and
Matrix) and background absorption, if my, were correctad
after d1-sacking the standard conditions, In case of the
matrix interference, standards were matched, as closely
an poaible, to the amploa» Always used deionized doubla

qlaaa distilled water, Uaad proper number (usually two) at
calibration atandarda, and also check standards (falling
in tho middle of the range being covered by calibration)
to make sure that the malyaia will ba accurate. 'l‘hO
blank was a repreaantativa of tho sample matrix. Whdllvar
sample was digeatad, the blank contained all tha raaqantl
uaad in the ample preparation. The burner and tha humor
head aananbly was cleaned regularly,

ZEQPARATION OF SZOCX  3OLU2§§§

QALCIUT4
To l.249go‘:'C@~3, added 50 ll of deimiaad nature

md than added to it drop wile a minimum voluue of Hcl to
affect complete solution of the calciun carbonate and
diluted to 1 litra with daicnizad watar.

MAGNESIU!‘-~'.- s  Iflflz L2

Dissolved 1 9 of magnesium ribbon in a minimum
voluma of (1+1) Hcl md diluted to 1 litre with 1%(v/v)
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I-lcl. having 0.1% Lanthanun as chloride.

QOZPEQ “QQQ ml“

Dissolved 1 q of copper metal. in o minimum volume of

(1+1) mos and diluted to 1 litre with 1% (v/V) unoa.

ggc §§OO ma}

Diarolvod 0.5 q zinc metal. in a minimum voluao of (14-1)
I-Iol md diluted to 1 litre with 1% (V/V) Hcl.

E §£.1\i°£fZ‘;QN Q‘ DILUTE W051 ING STANDARD SOLUTIONS

Prepared suitable dilute standards frun the atod:
solutions described under the standard conditions for each

element, adjusting the pH of standards to ‘pH 4.0 with
hydrochloric acid. Added incranentel ammmts of these
dilute standarde to the distilled-water (containing 1%
lanthanum in case of calcium) to prepared working standards
containing O, 2, 5 and 10 ug/1 of the elanenta of interest.

In case oi‘ copper and zinc, the incremental mounts
of their dilute standards are added to the extracted sea
water to prepare the working standards containing O, 2, 5
md 10 ug/1 of the elcnent of interest. To 750 ml of the
working standard, added 20 ml of methyl iso-butyi ketmo
(MIBK) and than '7 I1 of the 1% Anmoniwa pyrrolidine

dithiocarbanote (AFDC) solution. and equilibreted for 30
Ininuta on a nechU\i0l1 shaker. Separated the organic lqor
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in polypropylene bottle and analysed within 3 hour cl
IXtIHCt1ODa

The working standards were prepared fresh every time
and were used as calibration as well as check standards.

ba
P‘
hr

' 4"I

Acidified seawater sanple (pH 4.0) was diluted with

distilled water (having 1% lanthanun) so as to plaoe the
elemmt concentration within a suitable analytical range.
The calibration standards as well as the sanples were
aspirated under standard conditions (422.7 nm wave length;
0.1 um slit width) as described in Perkin-Elmer manual.
The slight ionization in the flmne was controlled by the
addition of an alkali salt (0.1% potassiun as chloride).
The concentrations were than calculated as follows:

Elcaent (pg/lnl) I (P9/H1 in suapla solution). (6.5)
WC;
d.f. n dilution factor, if used

I final voluue of diluted aligt
volume of aliquot taken for dilution.

H~£§§SIQ1:~ui

Acidified seawater sanpla (pH 4.0) was diluted with
distilled water so as to place the elemental concantraticn
with in a suitable analytical range. The procedure
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followed was similar to that ct calcim except that tho
wave length or 285.2 nm wan used and lanthanum addition
was not carried out.

COPPER AND ZINC

Acidified water sanplol (pi! 4'0) contained in 2 1
narrow mouth polypropylene bottles ware uaed. Took 750 all
aliquot into 1 l polypropylme flask and added 35 ml of
MIBK followed by 7 ml of 1% APDC solution (W/V) in distilled

water (prepared the APDC solution with an equal voluna of
MIBK, allowed the phaaca to separate and retained the

aqumls phase) md oquilibrated for 30 minutes on a mechanical
ahaker. Separated the organic layer in a polypropylene
bottle. It was aspirated and analysed preferably within
3 hour of extraction and the aquous layer was saved for
the preparation of standard solutions. The slit width
was 0.7 nm for copper and zinc. The operating wavelength:
for copper and zinc analysis were 324.8 rm and 213.9 nm
respectively. The calculation of metal concentration!
were carried out an for calcium.

QQETQ AIJIALYS IS OF SEDIMENT SAMPLES

Ignited 1 g of -the dried and finely powdered

sediment sanpla in silica crucible at 700°C for 24 hour.
Thereafter, aediment aa-nple was cooled to room temperature
and trmsferred to a 100 ml beaker. Added to it, 10 ml



(1-0-1) Ho! and hoaund at 60-80°C to: on: hour. Doomuod

the suparnatont into n 250 :1 volmuntric flank and
rotainad. Addld to the reliduu 10 uni aqua-roqin cud
cvuporatad to drynall in a rum--hood. Rapoated the
addition of aqua @911 and evaporation to drynanu
msaoivod tin rasician in 1 an lwunt or km]. and
transferred to Q 100 mlihonlbt llowwith tho acid unstruct
Diluted it with‘ diltilhd avatar, filtered and undo ho"
voirm in a 250 mi volumetric fluk

‘rhe processed sample solution was diluted,

whanevor neceasary with distilled water to bring tho

conoantration of the eiemnt of intorost into a auitablo
concentration range; For the dotermination of calcium
tho final dilution containod 1:‘--3 lanthanum to pravont

potential anionic interferences. For copper and zinc,
APDC-I4IB_K extraction was carried out. The procedure

followed for analysis of calcium. mtqnosium, copper
and "zinc was same as described for metal analysis of
water;

% %;-§§:~»10L_tg*£ 1-1 ggg  131?“;-.;uz: Q '"1}$%";2

Known might (usually 1 9) of dried and
fimly powderad tissue or known volume (0.5 ml)
of humoiyuph was taken in a nilioa crucible
covered with silica lid: and transferrad no a

6%
<19



cool waffle furnace and slowly raised the tmperature to
450-500°C. Ashed overnight, removed seeples to let it

cool to room temperature. Then added cautiously 2 ml mo,
and swirled. Evaporated carefully just to dryness on were
hotplate. Transferred to cool furnace, slowly raised the
temperature to 450-500°C and held at this temperature tor
l hour. Again ruuoved the crucible and cooled it.

Repeated HN03 treatment. as and when necessary, to obtain
clean, praCt1Ca11y carbon free ash. Added 10 ml 1 N Hcl
and dissolved the ash by heating cautiously on a hot plate.
Transferred to 25 ml volunetric flask md added Hcl as

necessary. Cooled and diluted to volune (AOAC, 1980).

Metal analysis was carried out after further suitable
dilution/extraction of the digested sample and procedure
followed was same as for metal analysis of water. the
results were expressed in dry weight or volume basis.

EHOS?HO?.U{5.» ANALYSIS ZN HAEMOLYMPH AND OTNI'L'I?‘. TISQUES

Phosphorus in haemolymph and various tissues was

estimated by Lowery gt ,g1.'s (1954) method using phospho
molybdate and ascorbic acid.

To the weighed dry tissue sunple or haenolymph oi

known v=.>lums, added aching mixture (containing 70% per

chloric acid and 20 N sulphuric acid). Pleated the mixture
in an not-air oven at 95°C for 2 hour, followed by heating
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to 165%‘: ta‘ nether two hem". The mixture wan coolad to

tom tanparatnra, and to the cooled, vat aahed aamplo,
added mix-aura of ammonium nolybdata md ascorbic acid,

Imodiatcly mind thoroughly and placed the tubes at 3‘7'C
for two hour. The optical density was recorded when the
aaaplea warn cool ca ECIL Senior spectrophotometer at 882 mu

Tho phO8ph0l'\18 was expressed on dry weight basin or voltlno
~

bani: (in cane at blood) and valuaa ware the mean of
triplicate analysis.

§TATIS1‘I'C:\L ANALYSIS

All the statistical analysis were carried out
according to Snadacor and Cochran (1967). Monthly mean
and atmdard daviationa ware calculated for all the
paranetars. Correlations between all the phys icochamical
and biological paraneters were computed at Ylegional Ccmputar

Contra, -1-iovermncnt of India, Chandigarh,
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Seaacnal variationa or difterat phyaiooohcaical
parameters in the grow-out ea well an 1-he marina acoayatqa
are governed by aaaaonal rainfall Mrinq monsoon no
therefore, for convanianoa, aealon-wiae delcription waa
adhered to. An year has been claaaitied arbitrarily aa
follows:

1. Mcnsoon period (June, July and early August)

2.. Poet-monsoon period (Late August, September and October)
3. Non-moneoon period (Novcnber to May)

Seasonal variations of meteorological paranetarl
ouch as maximum and minimuu aerial tanperature, rainfall

and hunidity, as reported by the local office of Meteorology
Department from Novunber 1982 to October 1984, are qivan in

figure 1.1 to 1.4 to have an idea of the seasonal climate
at Cochin,

‘Ina reaulta obtained at the grow-out as well al
the marine ecoayatam depict very minor inter-station
differences within the each ecooyatem. Therefore, to
avoid repeetative description and for the sake of
convenience & brevity, aeaaonal trenda of varloua
phyaicochemical and biological paraneters have not been
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described at each station of a particular ecosystem ‘lhe
values mentioned in the text, though almost similar at all
stations, rarer to Station I(representing the grow-out
ecosysten) and station IV (representing the marine
eoosysten). '1he monthly seen md standard deviation
values of all the physicochemical md biological pareaetete

at each station studied during present investigations are
given in ’l"ab1QIA1 to VI G2, The research data of seascnal
variation study was statistically analysed at Regional

Y

canputer Centre, Chandigarh to see if any significant
correlations‘ exist anongst various paraneters. The
correlations with 'r' value equal to or more than 0.28
were found to be significant. The 'significant' correlat
ions mentioned in the text should be taken as significant
at all the three research stations of the particular
ecosystem. The correlation values of various physicocheu
mical parameters of the grow-out ecosystem are given in
Table vxx.A, vxx B a vxx c (station I); vxxx A, vxxx B and
vxxx C(Station xx); and Ix A, xx B and IX C(station 111).
The correlation values of the various physicochemical

parameters of the marine ecosystem are given in the table
x A, x B and x c (station xv); xx A, xx B and xx c
(station V); and xxx A, xxx B ad xxx c (station vx).

* Positive correlations means that the rate of increeeel
decrease or two pareneters is directly proportional to
each other.

* Negative correlation means that the rate of increase]
decrease of two parameters is inversely proportionalto each other.



" ICEIKI L AND B OIDGICAL PARAMEPEIS _I'* '11-IE
"§lI*”If'.'H".7i*.I?"r§4I'I-.*)t'i£I I-7f'~‘l"r'R5'l ,

m-1~" 1' ~-ewe _r   t. 11-"' = 1:, WATER‘

Tho rolultn of the data an tunporcture, pH, Ih ma
diuolvod mqqcn are oivn in Figural 2.1, 2.4 no 2.7

Tcmoraturo VIIUOI of water were high tron Novfibor
'82 to May 1963 (30.05 to 31.50%!) no subsequently, low

valuu were recorded upto October '83(2‘!.00 to 28.80%).
In tho subsequent your too, values were low from July '84
to Saptflltber '84 md ninila were notiood in Juno '83

(:7.oo~c) am sqptunbnr '94 (2a.25~c). raps-azure lhowofl
lignificmt positive correlation with salinity, Eh, calcium
and magnesium of water; and with taporature, cnloith and
maqnolium of radiant. It depicted simificmt noqativu
correlation with rainfall, pl-I, not primary productivity,
nitrite, ammonia, copper and zine of water; and with pl-1,
total phosphorus, COp'pIl‘ and zinc or sediment

Diasolvod oxygen concmtration wu relatively low
from early monnooa to late monsoon period (May to October)

but for the month of July in both 19B3(2.99 to 3.47 ml/1)

*ror correlation values an tabla VII Mutation I),
vzn Mstation 1:) md Ix A(Itation In).
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and 1984 (3.11 to 3.80 ml/1). Value! rnnqcd botwoan 3.65

to 4.53 ml/l during rut of tho study period. It
oadmibited oimiticant positive correlation with not primary
productivity, nitrite, Imonia, total phoaphorua, copper
and zinc of water; Ind with phOIphOt'lll of sodimonh

Hmaoczzu ION coucmrmxrrou (pg)

pH rnainod lcu than 7.97 firm Novuabor '82 to Nay
'83, and tron November '83 to Juno ‘B4 but higher valuon

were recorded during monsoon md post-monaoon period [' 1.0.
fran June to October '83 (8.02 to 8.82) and {rm July to
October 'a4 (e.1z to c.1117. Tho militia wore noticed in
July '83 (8.82) and August '84 (8.72). pl-I hu aigaifiicmt
positive correlation with rainfall, net primary productivity,
nitrate, unonin, coppcr and zinc of water; and with pfl,
total phosphorus, copper and zinc of sediment. It uhowod
aimificant negative correlation with temperature, salinity,
Eh, calcium and magnesium of water; md with temperature,

calcimn and magnesium of sediment.

A )

kl
E5

[2

Eh value: were loos than 90 av cknring maaon period
(i.a. from July to Soptmbcr) and minima of 47 and 42 av
was observed in August month each of 1983 and 1984

rape-actively. The values ranged betwom 142 to 230 av

except October '83 (115 mv) in root of the ltudy pctilll.
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Radon-potential observed significant positive correlation
with tenperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, calciuu and
naqnesiun of water; and with taparatura, calcitn and
maqnesiurn of sediment, ‘ma values showed signiticmt
negative correlation with rainfall, pH, net primary
productivity, nitrate, maonia, copper and sine of water)
md with total phosphorus, copper and zinc of sedinenh

The results of the data on net primary productivity,
nitrate, nitrite, anmonia and total phosphorus are presdlted
11'! F1g\.lr€38 2Q2p 255 M 2.8

NET PRHZARY PRODUCTIVITY

Net primary productivity values were more than 1350
mgC/in:/d during monsoon period -(i,e, June and July) in both
the years and mexima or 14 91 and 1625 mgC/inz/d were recorded

in June month each of 1983 and 1984 respectively, values
for all other months fluctuated between 628 to 1040 |agC/Q2/6,

It showed significant positive correlation with rainfall, pl-I,
nitrate, nitrite, cmcnia, copper and zinc of water: lid with
pH and total phosphorus of sediment, The values depicted

significant negative correlation with temperature, salinity,
dissolved oxygen, Eh, calcium and magnesium of water: and

with temperature and Eh of sediment,
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mm
Nitrate caacantraticn was more daring lcaaom Ind

peat-lcnaca: period (1.0. Jma to 8ept¢ar) in both the

years, and maxilna cf 323 ad ll?/uq/l were noticed in July
'83 and July ‘B4 raapactivaly, Nitrate valuea tluctuatafl

batwam 21 to 62/iq/l for all other ucntha of the atudy
period, It ahcwad significant positive correlation with
rainfall, pH, not primary productivity, nitrate, ammonia,
copper and zinc 0! water, It ha: aiqnificant negative
ccrreleticn with temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen,
Eh, calcium and magneaiun of water; and with temperature,
calcium and magmeaiun of aedim¢\t

5.1!-"~...I-'1-‘E

Nitrite cuntant ahcwed mincr variation mid fluct

uated between 2,9 to 9.5/ag/1 from November '82 to October
'84 ma no aeaaonal trend waa observed. It exhibited
aimificmt positive correlation vith rainfall, net
primary productivity, nitrate and copper of water. It
depicted significant negative correlation with temperature,
salinity, disaolved oxygen, calcium and magnesium of water;
and with tanperatura of ltfiilflfilta

E922
Pnmonia values were high ( 7 116/uq/1) during mcnaoal

period (i,e, June to Septanber) in both the years and maxilla
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at It ncliflpq/l nu-caution! inhlynnthaa at 1903
ad 1904 mnpoctivuly, Tho values race:-606 £0: othnr neathl

arid banana ll to “pa/1- Imnaia dqictd aipiticnt
positive ewrolatia with rainfall, 9". not primary product
ivity, nitntn, oaypar mi nine of watery Q4 with pl, total
phosphorus ad cuppa: at uflinnt, It than! oiniticat
noqatiwe eurrelntia with tape:-ntura, salinity, dinolvnd
mqucn, Eh, calcium cu! magscliun oi‘ avatar; ad with
tanpuaturo of radiant.

‘fatal photphorul lhand fluctuating value! hut

relatively higher values wire racordcd in Hay (111/uq/l) ml!
Juno (87/ag/l) of 1983, Q6 in April (99/cg/l), llny (96/uq/l)
and Jun: (93/uq/1) of 1984, The values in root of the pried
lnqed between 55 to B5/uq/l, It éapictod oiqaitiulnt

p081t1Ve aorrelution with salinity, calcium and magnoiun
oi’ water; and with calcium md magnuoiun cf radiant, It
shoved aimific.-am: negative earrclltion with diaaolvnd mtyqm
of avatar: md with tar n6 zinc of aadimcnt,

The results at tho data on salinity, calcium, raamuliuln,
copper and sing: are prolntcfl in Figural 2,3, 2,6 Q6 2,!

v.

§AL§§§TY

iéalinity incrcucd tram Y-¥OV¢nber '92 (7,5%,) t0

February ‘as’ (3374,) and tlunceiorth, rumined study unto Hay
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($2,594,) followed by a mitorn sharp daceasa during nausea
period (5,576, sin July), Subsequently, it showed a nine:
decreasa upto Septabar and therelftl-I‘, increased gradually
to a Iuaadaan value of a2.sx, in May 'a4 followed by a lhllp
uniform decrease to 3.5%, by July (monsoon period). There
upon, it increased gradually to 11.5%, by October ‘B4.
Salinity exhibited siguiticant positive cwrelation with
taperature, lh, total phosphwul, calciua and magnesium
of water: md with temperature, calcium and magnesium of
sediment. It depicted sigmificant negative correlatim
with rainfall, pH, net primary productivity, nitrate,
nitrite, mmonia, copper and zinc of water; and with pH,
total phosphorus, copper and zinc of sediment.

2%:
Calcium concentration increased from November '02

(90 mg/1) to February '03 (372 mg/l) and after that,
varied a little upto May (375 mg/1), Subsequently, it
decreased during monsoon to a minimum value in August

(15 mg/1). In the subsequent year too, calcium values
were high from February to May. Thereafter, it sharply
decreased during monsoon to 42 mg/l (July) followed by a
gradual increase to 135 mg/l by October. Calcimn showed
significant positive correlation with temperature, salinity,
Eh, total phosphorus and magnaium of water; and with
magnesium of sediment, It exhibited significant negative
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correlatim with raintell, pfl, net primary productivity,
nitrate, nitrite, uunonie, copper and lino or water; ad
with pl-1, total phosphorus, copper lad einc of eedinent.

MAQ ES

Meg-zeaima increased tron November '82 (280 mg/1)

to February 'a3 (1190 lnq/1) and thereafter, the level
varied a little upto May (1178 mg/1). Eubsequently, it
decreased during monsoon to a minimum value of '72 mg/l

in Anguat. In the eubeeqamt year too, low magnesium
veluea were recorded during monsoon period (130 mg/l in

July '84) followed by e gradual increase to 423 mg/1 by
October. Mameeiun showed significant positive correlatim
with temperature, salinity, Eh, total phO$phOI‘t1l and ce1ci_
of water: and with temperature, calcium and magnesium of
oedinmt. It depicted aignificmt negative correlatim
with rainfall, pl-I, net primary productivity, nitrate,
nitrite, awnaaie, copper and zincof water: md with pH,
total phoephorue, copper and ainc of eedimmt.

.¢.‘2£.P.E

Copper values were high during mcnsoon and poet

monaoon period [i.e. fraa June to October (7.50 to 9.30

/uq/1) in 1983, and from July to September (6.93 to 0.62/aq/1)
in 19817 and maxine occurred in July '83 (9.30/ug/1) md
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August '84 (8.62/uq/1), Values of copper varied between
4.10 to 5.98/uq/1 except Iovemer (6.36/uq/1) in rest of
the study period. Copper showed simificmt positive
oorrelaticn with pl-I, net primary productivity, nitrate,
nitrite, Illtllis and sinc of water; and with pl-1, total
phosphorum and zinc of sediment, 1: depicted
simificmt negative correlation with terrperature, salinity,
dissolved oxygen, Eh, calcium end magnesium of water; ad
with temperature, calcium and magnesium of sediment,

QINC

‘zinc depicted increased values during monsoaa and

post-mcnsom period [i,e. from June to October (7.92 to

13.35/ug/1) in 1983, and {ran July to September (7.97 to
a.e4/mg/1) in mag? and maxinmm values of 13.35 and

8,84/ug/1 were recorded in July '83 and August '84
respectively, It varied between 5.30 to 7,10/ug/l during
all other months or study, Zinc has shown simiticent
positive correlation with pH, net primary productivity,
nitrate, unnmie and copper of water; and with pl-I, total
phosphorus, copper and zinc or sediment. It depicted
siqnifi-cant negative correlation with tewporature, salinity,
dissolved oxygen, Eh, calcium and magnesium of water; end

with tanporeture, calcium and magnesium of sedimmt,
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The reeulte of the data on temperature, pH and Eh
are give! in figure: 3,1, 3.3 and 3.5

2m£ER.1‘m‘I"[IRE

Tanpereture recorded during monsoon and poet moneoaa

period was low and varied a little {ran June (29.2O°C) to
October '83 (29,05'C), and from July to October '84, It
was relatively high and depicted minor fluctuation! in
raet of the period (30.82 to 31.90%‘), Tqnperottlre hee
shown aignificmt poeitive correlation with salinity, Eh,
calcium and magnesium oi water; and with calcium and

magnesium of sediment, It depicted significant negative
correlation with rainfall, pl-1, net primary productivity,
nitrate, nitrite, Ianonia, copper and zinc of water; X
with pm, total phosphorus, copper and zinc of aedinent,

HYDRO<3;:':1; Ion concruzraxrxou (213)

pH value! raained low alkaline rrcm Novenber to liq
but high alkaline valuee were recorded during monsoon in

both the yaare [i.e. during June ('1.a2), July (a.1o> and
August (7.82) in 1983; mad during July (7.87), Auguat(B,O2)

and sepmmer (7.90) in 19857. The values fluctuated
betwam 7, 32 to 7,77 in rent of the period, pH showed

*For correlation values lee table VII Mutation I),vxn A (station 1:) no xx Metetia: :11)
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aigniticmt poeitive correlation with rainfall, pH, net
primary productivity, nitrate, ammonia, copper and zinc
of water; md with total phoephorue, copper ad zinc or
eediment. It depicted significant negative correlation
with temperature, aelinitmm, celcitn and maqneehn
of water: md with calcium cad megneeiun or eedinqt.

Rw  AL ‘
ma valuee fluctuated between -122 to --172 av during

both the yearn except for e high value in April '83
(-195 mv) and low values of -60 and -50 mv during early

monsoon (June) of 1983 and 1984 respectively. It
exhibited aimificant negative correlation with rainfall
and net primary productivity of water

The results of the data on calcium, magnesium,

total phosphorue, copper and zinc are ptesmted in
F1g1-11328 392' 3'4 Ind 3Q‘

CALCIUM

Calcium concentration showed continuous increase

from 11.25 (November '82) to 29.50 mg/g (5-pril '83) and

aubeequmtly, decreased to 11.80 lag/g by August. Thereafter,
it varied little upto Decmber (11.50 mg/g). In the next
year too, higher values recorded in April (28.00 mg/g) lid
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May (29.00 nq/q) decreased sweequently to 11.7! IQ/9 in
mm»: followed. by little variation upto October (11.25 sq/q).
Calcium depicted simiticmt positive correlation with
temperature, salinity, redone-potential, total phosphorus,’
calcium and magnesium of water ad with tsnpereture and
magnesium of sediment. It showed significant negative
correlation with nitrate and copper of water; and with pll,
total phosphorus, copper md zinc of sedimmt.hi

The values of magnesium increased firm! 5.60(Hovu\ber

'82) to 12,40 mg/g in March '83 which varied little upto
May (ll.--90 mg/g). Subsequently, it uniformly decreased

during monsocn months (5.15 mg/q in August) and remained
low upto Deceuber. In the subsequent year too, him values

were recorded in April (12-10 mg/g) and May (12.20 mg/9).
Magnesium showed significant positive correlation with
temperature, salinity, Eh, total phosphorus, calcium lid
magnesium of water) and with temperature and calciue of

sediment. It depicted simificsnt negative correlation with
pH, nitrate, copper and zinc of water; and with pH, total
phosphorus, copper and zinc oi‘ sediment‘

TOTAL PHCG PI-!@U8

High values of total phosphorus were recorded {ran

May to October ‘B92 to 1515/ug/g) in 1983 and from July to



October (B40 to 1414/uq/3) in 1904. Valufl were low and
fluctuated between 717 to aozfeq/q except February '8!
(82lfl9/Q) in rest ot the Still‘! period. Total pholphoflil
shoved significant positive correlation with pl-I. net
prise:-y productivity. nitrite. nunoaia. copper and sine ed
water: mad with pfl. copper ad sine oi sedmant. It
exhibited significant negative correlation with temperature.
salinity, dissolved oxygen, Eh, calcium md msmesiun 0!
watery and with tunperaturs, calcium and magnesium of
Iediment.

QEEE.

High values of copper were noticed in November '82

(66.63/ug/g), Decfler '82 (63.31/ug/Q), from June to
October (60.79 to 74.72/sq/g) in 1983. and from August to
October (62.51 to 69.50/uq/g) in 1984. The maxilmll level

was teen in August 1983 (74.72/iq/9) and Soptunber '84

(69.50/Jg/g). The values fluctuated between 39.42 to
59.04/ug/g in rest oi’ the study period. Copper depicted
significant positive correlation with pH, nitrate. mnonia,
copper and zinc of watery md with pH, nitrate, mmooiu.
copper md zinc of watery md with pl-I, total phosphorus
and zinc of sediment. It exhibited significant negative
correlation with tanperature, salinity, Eh, total phosphorus,
calcium and magnesium of water; and with temperature.
calcium md magnesium of sedimmt.
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21:22

zinc ooncentrstions observed were in low protile

from January to June (42.54 to Glfiifq/9) in both tho
years of study; but relatively higher values were

recorded during Novmbor '82 (l6.'70flg/g), Decabcr '82
(69.55/uq/q), from July to Deoavber (65.42 to 81.52/sq/9)
in 1963, end tress July to October (65.97 to 79.29/sq/Q)
in 1984. zinc hes exhibited significant positive corrolstion
with nitrate, copper and sine of water: and with pH; tottl
phosphorus and copper of sediment. It has shown significant
negative correlation with temperature, salinity, pH, Eh;
total phosphorus, calcium and magnesium of water) and with

tunpereture, calcium and magnesium of sediment.

§;Q§LE24EN‘TS gs vangcns '.r1ssu:.=:s or- MALE g, mucus‘

QE%
The results of the data on calcium in hscsolynph,

eauoakoleton, muscle, hepstopsacress and testis are presented
in Figure! 4.1, 4,2 and 4.3

%12%£1.‘!

calcium concentration of hsceolymph increased {ran
03% mg/inl (November 1982) to O.-755 mg/ml in March 1983

1 lu s table vn a v11 c (station I):
' $1°'§1°;§',”»7§§§  I3: IX B. IX C’ (station :11).
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lollouad by a little decrease upto May. Subsequently, it
lharply decreased to 0.395 mg/hl in Septcaber md thereafter,
little variation occurred upto December. In the subsequent
year too, low values were recorded during monsoon period.
Haenolymph calcium depicted significant positive correlation
with salinity of water; and calcium of water, sediment,
muscle, hepatopancreaa and testil.

Calcium concentretionr of exoskeleton rmained high
and varied between 106 to 119 mg/g fran November 1982 to

May 1983 but for March 1983 (99 mg/g). Subsequently,

relatively decreased values were found during June (94 mg/g),
July (91 mg/qr) and August (102 mg/g) only. In the subsequent
year too, decreased values were recorded during monsoon

period. Ylxoskeletal calcium depicted significant positive
correlation with salinity and calcimn of water,

§lL§§.

Calcium concentration of muscle increased gradually
from 3.129 (November 1982) to 4.389 mg/g in May 1983 except

for a decreased value in March 1983. Thereupon, it decreelod
3.098 mg/g by September followed by little variation upto
December. In the next year too, calcium values decreased
during monsoon and late monsoon period only. It exhibited
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FROM FIG. 4'! TO 4'3

A HAEMO LYM PH
A EXOSKELETON
O MUSCLE
O HE PATOPANCRE AS
GB TESTIS
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siwifiicat positive correlation with salinity of water;
sad calcim or wetsr, sediment, henolymph, hepatopancressM

4

QEQATCPANCREAS

Celciusn values of hepetopmcrees reasined relatively
lowl8.484 9.556 nq/9) except {rm February to May '83
when high values (9.63: to 10.114 mg/Q) were recorded. In
the subsequent year too, high values of calcium were
recorded firm February to June. 1-lepstopancreatic calcium
depicted significant positive correlation with salinity
of water: and calcium of water, sediment, hamolynph,

muscle/'¢ md testis.

TESTISP

Calcium concentration increased gradually firm
1.872 (Novenber '82) to 2.355 mg/q in May '83 followed by
e uniform decrease to 1.861 lg/q by August. Subsequently,
it slightly increased to 1.946 mg/g by Decmwber, In the
subeequmt year too, calcium content decreased during
monsoon period. Testicular calcium showed eiqniiicnt
positive correlation with salinity of watery mad calcite
of water, eedimuat, hacnolylsph, muscle and hepstopsncreem
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!.‘§.!E%

‘me reaulta of the dataon nagnaaiun in naaaolyuph,
exoakeleton, muscle, hepatopancreaa and testis are given in
S01;  Jld SQ,
flfl OLYM. PH

Magnesium concentration increased gradually £1:-an 74

(November 1982) to 133/lg/ml in March 1983 followed by

minor variation upto May (132/ug/ml). Subsequently, it
decreased to 76/ug/inl by August followed by little variation
upto October. In the subsequent year too, low values were

recorded during monsoon period. Haanolymph megneeiun depicted
simificmt positive correlation with salinity of water: and
megneaiun of water, sediment, exoakeleton, muscle, ‘hepIato

pancreas and teatim

sxoacs LE‘I‘ON

The concentration of magnesium in exoakeleton retained

high and fluctuated between 7325 to 8173/jig/g except for July
(6670 pg/g) during the first year of study. In the aubaequent
year too, exoskeletal magnesium decreased during Ju11(6796fq/9)
and August (6845/ug/g). It exhibited significant positive
correlation with salinity of water; and magnesium of water,
haemolymph and testis;
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FROM FIG. 5'l TO 5'3
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Mamclium incl was found to be decreased tram

1&1/nyq in Hovcnbcr '02 to 705/nq/q in Docabor '02 and
thanattur, it uniformly increased for not of the period

ohouinqauvdnn value of 1299/no/9 in April '83 followed
by 0 daoroaie to 787,9/9 in Jmqult. Thereaftcr,‘ it
varied a little upto Octobur (795/zq/9). In the mbloqmt
year too, values doorcnlod during monsoon period. Mulch
magnesium showed nignitiomt poaitivo correlation with

salinity of wotery and magnesium of water, sediment,
haumlymph, hepatopancreu md testis.

§E£ATOP§§§§§A3

Mamuim of hcpatopanczou varied little during

November and December '82 (1663/uq/g) afterwhich, it

increased to 2557/ug/g in March '83 followed by I decrease
to 2444/ug/g in Mgy, Subleqlently, it deoroued to 1674

/ug/q by August followod by minor variation upto December
(1671/W;/9). In tho Iuhnoqucnt your too, valual do-creased
during monsoon period‘. Hapatopancreatic -magnesium thawed

aignificont positive correlation with salinity of water;
and magnesium of water, aedimont, haemolymph, muaclo and

testis.
QESTES

Mag1elium level of testis increased from 764/no/Q
in Hovmlber '82 to 1074/iq/q in April '83 followed by
little variation till I-My (1056/no/9). Subsequently, it
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decreased to ‘I60/lg/q by August. Thencoforth, e little
variation occurred upto November 1983 (767fq/g)- In the
following yeer too, decreased veluos were noticed during
mmsuoon period. It depicted eiqsificent positive corre
lation with salinity of water; and magnesium of weter,
sediment, hsmolymph, sxoskolston, muscle and hepetopencroalh

EQOPHORUS

The results of the date on phosphorus in heunolynph,
enulksleton, muscle, hopetopancrees and testis are given in
F1Q\1!'OI ‘e1; 6¢2 Cid 6.3

I{P*»EI*1 CJLYM EH

Heemolymph phosphorus showed low end fluctuating

values (39 to 53/ug/inl) but for the high concentretions
recorded in June 1983 (63/ug/ml) and June 1964 (64/no/bl)
during the study period.

XCQGILETON

Exoskclctsl phosphorus dspicted low values in July

1983 (12004/ug/g), July 1984 (11799/Ag/9) and August 1984
(12142/uq/q) but fluctuated {ran 1:189 to 16726/uq/9 in
rest of the study period. It dqaictsd significant positive
correlation with salinity of water and phosphorus of testis;
and showed significant negetive correlation with phosphorus
of sediment.
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ESE
High phosphorus values were recorded during June ($154

/uq/q) and July (5170/uq/q) in 1903; and during -Inns, July ad
septcnber in 1934. In rest of the study period, fluctuating
and low values ware observed. Muscle phosphorus exhibited

\

sigllificmt positive correlation with phosphorus or sedincat;
and significant negative correlation with phosphorus of
tlitils

§§§ATCPANCREAS

Phosphorus values increased from 1278/uq/g in lloviar

'82 to 2033/ug/q in March '83 followed by a little decrease
upto May (2019/ug/Q). Subsequently, it decreased to 1676/

/1g/g by .-xugmst followed by minor variation upto Dacia‘ (1699
/ug/g). In the subsequmt year too, values decreased during
monsoon period. Hepatopmcreatic phosphorus depicted simi
ficant positive correlation with salinity of water: Ind
phO8phOr‘uS of water, exoskeleton and testis; and showed
significant negative correlation with phosnhorus of sodilallts

TQSTIS

Phosphorus of testis increased gradually from 5792/uq/q
in November '82 to 7166 uq/q in April '83 and a minor

decrease occurred in May (6772/no/g) followed by a decrease
to 5793/19/9 by Soptember ‘ea. Subsequently, 1: increased
to 5874/ug/q by Daombcr. In the following year too, values
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decreased durinq nmsoon period. Phosphorus exhibited
significant positive correlation with salinity of weter:
and phoephorue of water, exoekeleton end hepetopencrees.

292.225

The results of the date on copper in hacnolymph,
exoekeleton, muscle, hepetopsncrees and testie ere given
in figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3

HEOIEMPH

Copper concentrations of heenolymph" fluctuated in

the rmge of 106.0 to 115.0/lg/inl from Novenber 1982 to June
1983 and thereetter. increased to 128.4/ug/1-nl in July
followed fly e decreeee to 112.2/ag/hl by Septunber. In the
subsequmt year too, hiqh veluee were recorded in Jme

(120.1/lg/ml), July (128.8/ug/bl) and August (120.7/eq/ho.)
ally. Haanolymph copper showed no significant correlation.

EXOGKELETCN

‘There wee e gradual increase in exoskeletel copper

concentrations“ from 15.7/ug/g in November 1982 to 23.2/sq/q
in May 1983 followed by e decreeee to 14.6/ug/q by July.

It increased to 16.9/so/g in August end thereafter, varied
e little upto October. In the subsequent year too, it
decreased during monsoon period. Bxoekeletel CQpp0!’d'p1ct'fl

siqnificant positive correlation with eelinity or water.
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E1193

Copper concentration or macle showed minor

fluctuations (17.1 to 19.5/uq/q) tron Novmber '82 to
October '83 but for increased value: in June (23.9/do/Q)
and July (24.7/uq/q). In the following year too, hi¢\
valuos was recorded durinq monsoon period. It showed
significant negative correlation with copper of
hepatopancreal and tastie

§QAg0P2~NcREA$

Hqatopancreatic copper remained relatively high

and fluctuated between 1929 to 2102 /ug/g frcrn Novanber '82
to October '83 but for decreased values in June (1779/uq/Q)
and July (1843/ug/9). In the subsequent year too, decreased
copper concentrations were recorded during monsoon period.
It showed significant positive correlation with copper or
testis.

TESTIS

Copper varied a little (99.5 to 105.29/iq/9) {rm
Novanbor ‘B2 to May 1983 followed by e decreased value in

Juno (91.9/uq/9) which increased to 104.7/ug/g by October.
In tho subaoquent year too, values decreased during June
and July only. It ahowed significant positive correlation
with salinity or water md copper of hepatopencrealy md
depicted aiqaiticant negative correlation with copper of
water 82¢ Illicit.
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EE.

‘me reeulta of the data on zinc in hecnolymph,
enoakeleton, muscle hepatopancreaa and testia are given
in rig“-1'38 Bel; 8;: ‘Id 8;:

HADiCLYH§

zinc concentrations of haeuolymph rsnained low tram
November 1982 to October 1983 but for increased valuea in

July (17.3/ugfial) August (17.2/uq/Yul) and Sepgunber (16.4
/ug/ml). In the subsequent year too, copper concentration
increased during monsoon period only, Z-Ia6nO1ymph zinc

showed significant positive correlation with zinc or water,
sediment and muscle. ‘

EXOSKIZJLJZTQQ

Exoekeletal zinc oontmt fluctuated in the range

of 40.7 to 48.9/lg/q from Novanber 1982 to March 1983 andhi
values were recorded during April and May (56.3/uq/q)

followed by a decrease to 43. 2 /ug/g in July. Subaequqatly,
it increased to 48. 3 /ug/g by October. In the aubaequmt
year too, it decreased during monsoon. It showed
significant negative correlation with zinc of haunolyuph.

QQSCLE

zinc concentration depicted fluctuating trend (40¢0

to 4“6.7/ug/g) firm: Novenber 1982 to October 1983 but for
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high valud in June (52.0/id/0) and Jal7(Si§‘7/no/9). In
the subsequent year too, high values were observed dnrinq

monsoon period only. zinc of mecle shoved significant
positive correlation with zinc of water and hacaolynph,
end eig-aificmt negative correlation with einc of
hIPGtOpGCIQIIe

QEZATOEANCREAS

zinc values of hepatopencreee exhibited fluctuating

trend (642 to 092/ug/q) frat November 'a2 to October '91
but for low concentration! in June (565/1g/g), July (618

/IQ/Q) and August (618/lg/g)_. In the subsequent year too,
values were low during monsoon period. H-I?'p8tOpli'l¢I'6lt1O

zinc showed significant positive correlation with zinc of
testis; and significant negative correlation with zinc of
muscle.

IESTIS

‘;:Z.1.fiC showed minor variations (77.1 to 82.8pq/g)

from November ‘B2 to May '83 but decreased to 69_.9/zg/q

in Juno followed by m increase to 71.3/_.1g/g by October.
In the subaequent year too, it decreased during early nmlom
period. It depicted significant positive correlation with
salinity of water and zinc of hepatopancreag; and signifi
cant negative correlation with zinc of water and haanolyuph.
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The results or the data m calfi-an in h%1fl§h;
axoakoleton, muscle, hopatopancroaa and ovary are qivcn in
407; 4¢O Eld ‘Q,Q

EAMOLYMPH

Calcium concentration of hanolymph increased from
0.423 mg/hl in November 1982 to 0.801 mg/ml by May 1983 md

aubaaqucntly, it sharply decreased to 0.393 mg/hl by July
1983 followed by a little variation upto October 1983. In
tho subaaqumt year too, tho valuaa sharply decraaaad during
Jmmo," July and August followed by a little variation upto
October, Haanolymph calcium exhibitad aignificmt pocitivo
correlation with salinity of water: and calcium of water,
sediment, muscle, hapatopancraaa and ovary.

EXGQI-G3 LZZITON

calcium showed fluctuating values (87 to 125 mg/9)
firm bfzovesnber 1982 to cctober 1984 and no seasonal variation

was observed. It showed significant positive correlation
with calcium of ovary at station I and II only.

* re: correlation value: lac tabla vn B, vn Chtation 1);
vnx :2, vxn c (station I1); Ix B, xx <2 (station :11),
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EE
Calcium increalod qraaaaily {rm 3.100 mg/q in

Iovanbar '82 to 4.258 uq/q in March '83 followed by a
doaeaaa to 3.145 nq/q baring laptiar. In the aubaoqunt

/

year too; calctu values decreased baring nausea: period.
It depicted significant punitive correlation with nalinity
at water; and calcim at water, aedimmt, haunolymph,
hapatopancreal aud evlry.

r7 ..‘,HEPATOP »NC'R EAS

Calcium valuel were law ad fluctuated between 7.416

to 8.3% mg/g except tram February to May during the tint
year ::o£ study when high values (9.655 to 10¢ 393 mg/g) were

recorded. In the oubaequant year too, high values were
ebserved from February to May, Hapatupmcreatic calcium
thawed significant positive correlation with salinity of
water: and calcium of water, sediment, haaaolym-ph, uuacla

md ovary.

21$!
Calcium concentration increased gradually from

1.954 mg/g in November '82 to 2.246 mg/g in March '83

and afterwards, varied a little upte May '83 followed by
a decrease to 1.970 mg/q by Augunt '83. Subsequently, it
varied a little upto Decanber, In the subsequent year too,
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it decreased during monsoon reuniting in lJ54 I9/9 ll!
August 1904 tollonnd by little variation upto October.
Qalciua of ovary depictld significant politive oorreletim
with salinity of water: and calcium of water, ledinent,
helnolymplu mantle and hep-ltopencrenl.

§&NES@

The resulta of the date on megnesiun in haeunolymph,

eaooekeleton, muscle, hepatopencrees and ovary are given in
f1§I\1I'BI S070 508 Ind 5Q9

E“ '1OLm£H

Magnesium cmcentretion of haauolymph increased

gradually from 72/ug/iul in Novunber 1982 to 158/ug/ml in
March 1983 followed by e little decrease upto May 1983

(146/uq/inl) and further significant decrease to 76/uq/ml
by July. '1‘!-aereetter, it varied little upto October. In
the following year too, megnelium values decreased during
monsoon period. I-Iaernolymph magnesium showed aignificlnt

positive correlation with salinity of water; megneaim of
water, sediment, exoekeleton, muscle, hepatopencreu end
ovary.

§§CX3I<§LE‘I‘0N

Exoakeletel magnesium content remained high and

tluctuated between 7334 to 8176/ug/g frcm November 1982 to
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October '83 except tron June to Magnet when decreased

values (6343 to 6961/uq/q) were noticed. In the aubaequnt
year, decreased valuee were obearved during July (6837/no/9)

and August (6430/uq/q).' It depicted eignific-mt poeitive
correlation with aaliaity oi water; and megielitlm of water,
aediment, hanolwnph, muscle, havpatopencreaa and ‘ovary.

Negaeaim concentration of maole wee low daring

uovenbar (safe/q) and Deccnber '02 (811/no/9), tolloved
by a uniform increase to 132 no/q by April '83. Subeeqamtly,
it decreased again to M2 no/q by July '83, Thereafter, it

showed a minor decrease wto Decder '83 (794/uq/q). In l984
too, low valuea were recorded during June, July and Monet,
tollowod by e little variation upto October, It ahouad
significant poaitive correlation with salinity of water; and
magnesium of water, aediacnt,  ;aoly:aph, eacolkeleton,
hepatopmcreaa and ovary.

!l!£A22’£§2&

Megnuimn content inceeaed gradually trons 16O‘7,eq/q

in Novuflaar '82 to 247!/no/q by March '63, Subaequently,
it varied a little upto I-lay '83 (2452/mg/9), followed by
a decrease to 1657/sq/g by August '83, Thmceforth, it
aliqhtly increased apto October. In the follovinq year

too. high values were reoordad in April and May (2527/no/q)
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which thereafter dam-Quad to 1692/uq/0 P7 August 19a4.
Maqnasitn ct hapatopmcraas showed sienificant positive
correlation with salinity of water: and magnesium of water,
sediment, hauaoiyeph, axcskalaton, muscle and ovary.

92$!

Magnesium increased uniformly tron 781 /igfg in

lllmrenber 1982 to 941/iq/q in March 1983. lhereaftar, it
rcnained almost steady upto May followed by a decrease to

757/iq/g by August. Subsequently, it varied a little apte
October. In the following year too, values decreased during
June and July, Magnesium of ovary showed significant positive
correlation with salinity of water; magnesium of water,
sediment, haenolymph, exoekeleton, muscle and hepatopancreas.

QOSQHORQ S

The results ct the data on phosphorus in hacnolymph,
exoskeleton, muscle, hepatopancreaa and ovary are prescntad

in Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9

H.*.\.E.9.!-'.E&

Phosphorus values depicted fluctuatione from Ncvqbar
1982 to October 1984 but no eeaeonal trend was noticed except

that the values were maximum in June 1983 (57/ug/hi) md June

1964 (60 /.1q/'m1)- Phoaphorus levels varied between 41 to S2

/nq/ml in rest of the study period. It ehowed no significant
correlation.
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Exoduletal ph0Iphfl‘\ll depicted fluctuating value!
fraallovdber '82 to October '84 but no soalonal trend val
obeerved accept that values decreased duringnoneoan oi 1993

['1.¢. June (1191:/uq/q)" ma may ('13054fi_q/Q_)__?. All nloee

during other months varied firm 13719 to 16054/liq/9. It
depicted no significant oorreletion.

EESLE

Phosphorus in muscle Ihowed fluctuations from Nov¢er
'02 to October '84 but no seasonal trend wee noticed except
that relatively higher values were rworded daring nonaoaa

poriod of was [June (saao/ulq/q). July (-4880/uq/9)] md
1924 [June (5220/uq/Q), July (4:20/uq/Q7, Pmephu-an
values rmgod between 4000 to 5140/uq/q in tent ot the atudy
period. It showed significant positive correlation with
phosphorus of sediment

gz-1\T0P&CR§ "

Phosphorue oi hepetopanoz-one inoreaud from 1837/ado

in fluid‘ '62 to 2096/no/q in Hatch ‘B8. It variefi 1
little in April '83 tolloued by a deotoale to 1661/no/q by
July. Swaequently. it 1:-quince! eteeoy upto Decenberl 1071

/no/07. Ia the uubnoqulnt year too, it decroatad may
June mo July followed by elnoet steady velnel apto
Ootdaor '84. HQpltOpIlGIIl‘§1¢ phoephoru showed aimitiemt
punitive oorroletim with lalinity of water, no pholphonnl
of ovary.
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Ptaacphorul of wary increased {rm 4160/10/9 in
llflvllbl-1‘ 1982 to S260/uq/q in February 1983 md thoredtnt,
varied littll upto May ($209,113/q) followed by a uniform
dnctoaaa to 4760/gq/q by July. It remained almolt Itody
llptb Hoeunber um uvao/uq/q)’. In the iollouinq your too,
values aecreaud during monncon period and subsequently,

varid a little upto October. Phosphorus of ovary depicted
aiqn'ificant poaitiva correlation with salinity of water;
and phO.5’.DhOI'\1l of water and hepatopmcroam

' ggwsa

The rosultl of the data on coppar in haunclynplm,

Qxoukoleton, muscle, hopatopancrou and ovary are proantcfl
in  707; 708 "Id
22.2%

Copper cantent of haunolymph increased gradually

{rem 100.5 (November 1982) to 124.2/:q/ ml. in Juan 1983
but n subsequent, charm: increase to a maximum value of

131.5 /igfinl wu aoticud by Augunt follcwed by a lhltp
docroue to a minimum value of 99.4/nq/ml. by Novabar 1983.
In the following year too, it increased sharply during

July and 1*-Mgult rolultinq in a maximn valm d 13-599 fq/Q1
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in August which thoroottor, docroued by 0ctobcr(105.0,\q/bl)
Cp of haaolymph showed Iignificant pooitivo correlation
with copper oi water and muscle; and significmt noqativo
oorropation with ¢OpplI.' of hepl‘l:Op8!d'0Ilo.

\
1

Enookolotol copper contlnt depicted fluctuating values

(13.8 to 20.1/no/9) inn Iovxor '82 to October '94 and no
neuronal trend was observed. It showed no significant
correlation.

Copper values runainod low (17-9 to 20.4/uq/q) oxcqt
during monsoon period (i.o. Juno and July) when high valuol

(23.6 to 24.6/ug/g) were recorded during the first your of
ltudy. In the subsequent year too, high values were obourvcd

mrmg June (23.1/ug/Q) and July (26.5/ug/g) only. Hulclo
copper depicted significant positive correlation with copper
of water and haanolymph; and significant nogative correlation
with copper of hepatopancreas,

I-IEI’¢§'l‘O£ AN CR Eg

Copper content lhowed fluctuating values (2011 to

2187/ug/g) from November '82 to May '83 and subsequently,
decreased during monsoon period to a minimum value (1875

/ug/g) in July followed by an increase to 2109 /n-q/g by
October. In the tollowing year too, it decreased during
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ncnsotn period (i.e. Jme and July). Hepatopencreatic copper

showed significant negative correlation with copper oi’
hlIdO1Yfl!ph and muscle.

QZEX

"COppQI' concentration of ovary increased gradually

from 183.9/uq/q in Novmber 1982 to 217.7/ug/q in May 1983
and subsequently, it  183.0/lg/g by July followed by
a little variation upto October (162.8/ug/g). lathe next
year too, decreased values occurred from June to October.
Copper of ovary showed significant positive correlation
with salinity of water.

Q9.

The results of the data on zinc in haanolylaph.
mskeleton. muscle, hepatopancreas and ovary are givm in
Figures 8.7, 0.0 and 8.9

H ABM OLYN PH

Zinc values rcnained low (11.1 to 13.2-lfag/Isl) true
Novenber 1982 to May was and high values (16.4 to 1a.?/uq/a1)
were recorded from June to Septcnber 1983. The mllillfl value

was recorded in July 1983 (18.7 /ugfinl). In the subsequent
gear too, high values were recorded tran July to September
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rt} 3233
(17-1 to 18.1/uq/ml) and the maximum value  in
Monet (16.1/no/bl). Hanolynph zinc showed simiticant
positive correlation with ainc of water, aediaent md

UN V
J__ 5%»

0
6‘

I

. d9
ND TY-CM“

muscle; and eigniticmt negative correlation with salinity
of water, and zinc of ovary.hit

zinc ooncentratim of exoskeleton showed fluctuating

values (361.8 to 52.'l,ao/q) tru Iovcber '62 to October '84
and no seasonal trmd was obswved. Bnoskaletal sino showed

eimiticmt positive correlation with salinity of watenlul
zinc of every; and siqnificmt negative correlation with
sino of haenolynphe

EEE
zinc values were relatively low tram llovaber '82

to May '93 Ind from August to October '83. Increased

values were recorded during June (55.45/mg/9) no Joly
(S3€.5e0/no/q). In the subsequmt year too, high values
were recorded during June (55.30/ug/Q) no July (55.80/we/q).
zinc of macle depicted siquificant positive correlation
with since of water and haenolnph.

Eflfii
Zinc values were found to be high and fluctuated

(654 to 731/no/q) Iran llovmber '82 to October '83 except
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tar the maatha of Jana (596/uq/9) md July ‘B3 (645/mg/q)
in the first yaar or atudy vhan the concmtratluna ware
relatively law. In tho aaeund yaar too, dacraaaad valuaa
ware raccrdafl mating Juno and July enly. Hapatopmcraatlc
alnc showed no almiticmt earralatlum

21$!

zinc lncraaaad tram 124.3/uq/q in Havaabar '82 to
149.0/mg/g 11: rabruary '83 flcllowad by a little variation
uptu May (149.7pq/Q). Subaaquantly, it deeraaaafi to 124.2

/uq/q by July. Tharaattar, it ramainad almost steady upto
October. In tha next year too, valual fiocroarad during
Jana and July and thereafter, rmainad ateafiy. Zinc of
ovary dqicrtad aiqnificmt poaitlva correlaticm with
salinity of water, and zinc of aacskaletom and aimiticnt
naqatlve eorrelaticn with zinc of water, sediment: and
haanolmh.

6)
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fiEI ;QQL P£_AflE'.l‘ER8 OF WATER‘

The results of tho data on taaparatura, pH, Eh lad
dissolved oxygen are prasantad in Figures 2.10, 2.13 and 2,16

EEEEEAEE

Relatively decreased values of temperature wsra racordad
frun June to October (23.50 to 2s.2s~c) during both cub yaara

of study and minimum valuas of 23.15 and 2s.so~c wata obsarvad
in August of 1983 and 1984 raspectivaly, Tcnparatura values
ware high and fluctuatad between 26.25 to 28¢-75°C during all

other mcnths. It axhibitad significant positiva correlation
with oxygen, pH and Eh of water: and with temperatura, pl-I
and magnesiun of sadimant. It showed significant naqativa
correlation with rainfall, primary productivity, nitrate,
nitrite, uumonia, coppar and zinc of water; and with Eh,
total phosphorus, copper and zinc of sediment."

2;§SOLVED OXYGEN

Dissolved oxygen‘ level ‘ranained low-( <1.69 ml/1) during

monsoon and early post-monsoon (i.e. July to September) in
both the years of study and minima of 0.58 and 1.37 ml/l
wars recorded in August of 1983 and 1984 respectively, It
increased and fluctuated between 2. 32 to 4,40 ml/l in raat

* For correlation values sea tabla X.A (Station IV), XI A(Btation v) and xxx Mstation v1)
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or the-study period, Dissolved oxygen of water showed
significant positive correlation with temperature, pl-I sad
Eh of water; and with temperature, pH and calcima or
sediment. It depicted significant negative correlation
with rainfall, primary productivity, nitrate, nitrite,
ammonia, copper and zinc of water; and with Eh, total
phosphorus, copper and zinc of sediment.

HYDROGEN I0.-N coucrzrrrazvrzon gg-3)

pH values-were relative low (7.42 to 7,47) during
monsoon period i.e, during July and August in 1983 and
from Juno to August in 1984. It fluctuated in the range
of 71,52 to 7-92 during rest of the study period. pH of
water showed significant positive correlation with
temperature, dissolved oxygen and Eh of water; and with

temperature, pH and magnesium of sediment. It exhibited
siqaificant negative correlation with rainfall, primary
productivity, nitrate, nitrite, munonia, copper and eino
of water; and with Eh, total phosphorus, copper and sin:
of sediment

REDOX-POTENTIAL gap)

Eh values were less during monsoon period in 1903

[July (55 mV), August (92 mv) and September (80 mV)J
and 1984 [August (95 rnV) and September (75 mv)_7. It

‘B
4 J
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remained hi¢\ Izd fluctuated between 122 to 182 av in
telt of the study period except Hey '83 (110 av). Eh
or water maibited eimirioent poeitive correlation with
temperature, dissolved oxygen and pl-I of water; end with

temperature end pl-I of eedinmt, It ehowed eimiticmt
neoetive oorreletion with net primary productivity,
nitrate, nitrite, xaaie ad zinc or wetuy and with Eh,
total. phosphorus, copper cad zinc or eedimmt.

The reeuite or the dete on net primary productivity,
nitrete, nitrite, xoaie end tote! phoephonu ere given
‘I  2,11; 2e1‘ Qd 2.17%

Not primary productivity or water ehowed fluctuating
veloel from Iovaber '82 (810 mgC/ha/d) to June '83(784
IQC/I2/G). Thereetter, it sharply increased to e
maximuu value of 1499 mqC/ha/d in July and decrealed

qnmumy to use mqC/Q2/d by October. m the aublequeat
year too, high veluee were recorded during monsoon end

pout-mneom period [1.¢. during July (1499 eqc/Q3/4),
August (12.46 mqc/hz/a),sQ:nr>er<1a4e mgCM2/d) and October

(965 mqc/la:/d)7, ' It ehoved aigzifioent positive ‘correlation
with rainfall, nitrate, nitrite, unonie, copper and zinc
oi’ water; em? with Eh, total phosphorus, copper end nine
0! eedinmt, It depicted liqnificent negative correlation
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with twereture, selinity, dissolved exygen, pl’! end Eh or
weter: Ind with temperature md pl-I or sedimmt.

EIEAEE

Nitrate values were observed to be relatively less

(<55/ug/1) tron Wovaber te Hey mad hiqhc velues with

mum in July 'as (:22/eq/1) md July '04 (:11/sq/Unc
recorded firm June to septevber during both the yeers er
study, Nitrate depicted significant positive eerreletia:
with rainfall, net primary productivity, nitrite, total
phoapharu-B, Ilnonie, copper lad sine at weter: end with Eh,
totel phosphorus, copper ad sine of sediment. It exhibited
significant neqetive correlation with temperemrqseliaity,
dissolved oxygen, pl-I end Eh of water: and with temperature,
pH, calcium end magnesium or sediment.

§['I'RI'I‘§

Nitrite velues were high tree Hey to September in

both the years or study accept January '83 (12.8/sq/I.)
end mexime of ll.-4 end 17,2 /uq/l were recorded in August
'83 end July '84 respectively. In rest of the stufly
period, values were relatively low and ranged between 2.1

to 9,4/lg/1. Nitrite showed significant pesitive
correlation with reintell, net primary productivity,
nitrate, ammonia, Oflppflt’ and zinc or watery and with Eh,
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total plmoaphorua, copper and zinc of aedinmt. It exhibited
aimificant negative correlation with temperature, dissolved
oxygen, pH Jul Eh of water; no with aamaaium of sediment.

Imoaia valuea rcnainad high trcn June to Bcptflbflt
inboththayaara at study mdaaxinaware obaerved in

lagust 'aa (78/uq/ll) and July '04 (Q3/uq/1). In rant oi
the period, valual showed variatima tram 8 to 34/uq/1.
Iunonia exhibited aimiticant positive correlation with
rainfall, not pl'1IIlI‘Y productivity, nitrate, nitrite,
copper and zinc of watar: md with Eh, total pholphorul,
copper and zinc of aedimmt. It ahowad aignificaat negative
correlation with tuaparature, pH and Eh of water; and with
tunperature, pl! md ma¢\eaium of aadimant.

PHCSPHORUS

Total phoephorua maxima of 195 lad 194/uq/l in July
month each of 1983 and 1984 ralpectively, dacraaaed to

minina of 105 and 98/uq/1 in Septnber mmth of the
relpectiva year. It fluctuated between 103 to 158/uq/1
in rent of the period. Total phosphorus depicted signi
ficant poaitiva correlation with rainfall and nitrite
oi watar. It depicted aimificant negative correlation
with total phO8phOI'\il md ocpper of aadimmt.
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The reaulta at the data an salinity, calcium, magnesium,

W ad zinc are preaantad in Figures 2.12, 2.15 and 2.18

EAL-¥J.!.I_TY.;.

Salinity val a little low firm 8apt&ar (32J3%,) t0
llovaber (32¢79%,) in 1983 Ind firm mm (31.7%) to Input
(33.14?-,) in 1984. It raained high (33.19 ta $5.11!.) Q6
showed little variation in rest or the away period but in
llovaabar ad Dacnbar '62. Salinity exhibited significant
peaitive em-relatian with dissolved oxygen, calcium and
magneaixm of water; ad with temperature, calc.-iula and magnalim

cf aedimmt. It showed aiqnificant negative correlation with
rainfall, net primary preductivity, nitrate, copper and ainc
of water; and with Eh and zinc of saéimmt.i

Calcium level! were ebserved té be high except £01‘ the

monsoon months of June (394 mg/1) and July '84 (374 nq/1)

and the values fluctuated between 404 to 438 mq/l in the "
rent of the study period. Calcium depicted significant
positive correlation with salinity of watery and calaiua
at water and aadilaant. It depicted significant negative
correlatico with rainfall and zinc of water.
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%EE!.
Magnesia levels reecrded were high except for the

monsoon months at June (1115 mg/l) and July '64 (1059 nq/1),
and the value! fluctuated between 1137 to 1234 nq/1 in telt
of the study period. Mlqtlelium exhibited aiqniticat
positive eorreletia with eelinity at wetup ad ealciu of
water aid ledinellt.- It depicted eignificmt negative
correlation with rainfall.

E222
Copper showed mine: variation from November '82 to

July '83 (SJ to 5-4pc/1) UM hiqhet values were recordd

in Mme: <1.6,eq/lb uptqee: (1.1/mg/1) end Octoberfid
/I9/1). subsequently, low values occurred from Nevunbdr ‘B3

to Hey ‘B4 (5.0 to 5.4/uq/1). Thereatter, hiqher veluee were
recorded from June (6.8/uq/1) to September (6.7/uq/1) with e
maximum in July (8.8/1g/1). It, eqein, decreased to 5.6%/l
in October. Copper depicted significant positive correletiaa
with rainfall, net primary productivity, nitrite, Qxonie
Ind zinc of water) Ind with Eh, total phoaphorul, eopper mil
zinc of sediment, It showed significant negative correletim
with tenperature, lllinity, dissolved onygm, Eh and pl"! Of
water; md with temperature, pH and calcium of eedinqtu
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zinc was 7.5/no/l in Hovnbcr '92 and aubooqmntly.

raainod low (4.7 to 6.1/uo/l) upto Juno .’B3 followed by
higher values (7.4 to 9.7/ug/l) upto Novanbor '83. In tho
rubuoqmat year too, valuu warn low up to May '94 and

higher valuar (1.7 to 10.9/no/1) occurred from Juno to
October '84. The maximum values worn recorded in sqptcnbor

'83 (9.7/ug/1) and July '84 (10.9/ug/1). Zinc ahouad
significant poaitivo correlation with rainfall, not primary
productivity, nitrate. nitrite, mnonia and copper of watar:
and with Eh, total ph0BphOrtll; coppar and zinc of rudiment.
It depicted significant nogative correlation with temporaturo,
salinity, dissolvcd ozqqan, pH and Eh of water; and with
tampcrature, pH, calciua and magnesium of sediment.

mz§£COCHEMICAL EARAMETER3 OP SEIMENT.

"mo result: of the data on temperature, pH and Eh
are presented in Figures 3.7, 3.9 and 3.11

EERAHJRE

Tenperature showed minor variations from Novuabar '82

(28.2%) to April '83 (28.50'C) but docreasod, subsequently,
to a minimum value of 25.0096 by August followed by a gradual

increase to 29.00%: by December. Thoreafter, valuon variodcan
* For correlation values loo tabla x Mutation Iv), XI A

(ltation v) and xx: Mltation vi).
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I little upto April '84 (28.00'C). Subaequently, it
decreased gradually to a mininua value in imquat (24.2O'C)
followed by a gradual iacraala to 25.10% by Qctobet.
ledinant tanperatura adaibited significant poaitiva
oorrelation with tenparatura, aalinity, diaeolvad oxygen,
pH and an of mo, and with pl-1, and megnosiua of aadinaat.
It depicted significant negative correlation with rainfall,
net primary productivity, nitrate. nitrite, mmonia, copper
end zinc of water; md with Eh, total phosphorua, copper
md zinc of sediment.

HYDRG3.Z3II I~;§N CONCENTRATION

pH of aedimmt fluctuated between 7.00 to B.O0£ru
November '82 to October '84 but no aaaamal tread val

observed. It ehowed aiqnificent poeitive correlation with
temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH and Eh of water: and with
temperature of aediment. It depicted significant negative
correlation with net primary productivity, nitrate,
nitrite, aumonie, copper and zinc of water; and with Eh and
copper of sediment.

agoac-Po'r;§r:cIAL gab)

Eh value! were relatively high (-277 to -320 IN)
during moneocn period (i.a. July and Auguet) each in l!l3
and 1984. 11; =.'...1...¢ low and showed fluctuating valuaa
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(-137 to -235 nv) hit ta: Deomber '83 (-255 av) in rent
of the study period, Eh showed significant positive
correlation with rainfall, net primary productivity,
nitrate, ammonia, copper and zinc of water: and with total
ph0IphO!1.l.I; copper and zinc of eedillent, It exhibited
eipifioant negative correlation: with teuperature,ealinity,
dissolved oxygen, pH .md Eh of water; and with tcnperature
and pH of aedimmt,

The reeulte of the data on calcium, magnesium,
total phosphorus, copper and zinc are pruented in Figural
3,8, 3.10 md 3.12

2.5¥."3...1.‘£’.1.

Calcium ehowed fluctuating values (32.3 to 37.5 lg/Q)
except for a slightly low value in July '84 (30.2 mg/q)
without any seasonal trend frcm November '82 to October '84.
Bedimmt calcium depicted significant positive correleticn
with salinity, dissolved oxygen, calcium and magnesium of

water, It showed significant negative correlation with
I

,

rainfall, copper, zinc, nitrate and net prim8I‘Y producti
vity of water,
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Magnesium concentrations or sediment were obaervee to

be relatively low during June '83 (11.2 lag/9). July '83
(14.2 we/oi md July ‘a4 (14.1 mg/q). 1: mm uiqnu valuee
fluctuating between 14.0 to 11.0 no/q 1» 1-at or the may
period. It depicted significant poeitive correlation Iifln
temperature and pH of water: and with temperature of ledilint.
It depicted significant negative correlation with rainfall,
nitrate mad ammonia of water.

TQTAL PI"1C'iI- I-‘HORQ§

Total phosphorus value! were high in Novcaber '82

<1oaa/1g/<1), fran Auguet to November (1051 to 1646/no/q) in

1983 and fran July to October (1027 to 1635/ug/Q) in 1900)

and mexima were recorded in August ‘ea (1646/ug/g) end

September -'84 (1635 /uq/Q). ‘me veluee fluctuated between

S83 to 956 /uq/g during rest of the months. Total phoiphcrlll
of eediment shoved significant positive correlation with net
primary productiiity. nitrate, copper and zinc of watery
and with Eh, copper and zinc of sediment. It depicted
eimificent negative correlation with temperature, dissolved
oxygen, psi , Eh and total phO5phO!‘\.lI of water: and with

temperature. pH ad maqneeium of eediment.
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Coppervelueeverehiqhtroneeguettefletaber

(47.4 to 54.7/eq/Q) in 1901; end tra July to Oeteller (50.5
to 66.5’q/q) in 1986 with eexine in ieptnher '83 (5461,;/9)
£6 September '84 (66.5/cg/Q). ‘me veluee were ion, ml
fluctuated in the range of 3050 te 46¢4,iq/g for rueininq
noaflme. Sediment copper unwed eiqniticent poeitive
correlation with net prilery productivity, nitretm Junie,
copper and zinc of water: and with Eh, total phoephorue ml
zinc of sedimont. It depicted significant negative corre
letion with tenpereture, dieeoived mqgqq, pa, Eh end tote!
phoephorus of water; and with temperature, pf? end megnelifl
of eedimont.

ZHS

1-zinc veluee were hiw during Nova-nber end December ill

1982 ad from July to Decmber each in 1983 and 1984. The
maxim value: were recorded in septenber ‘B3 cad Aoqoet '04»
The values recorded vwo low in reet of the study period.
zinc of sediment ehovod eignificent positive correlation with
net primary productivity, nitrate, ammonia, copper and lino
as water; and with Eh, total phoephorue, and copper at
eedillent, It depicted eignificant negative correlation with
tempereture, salinity, dissolved oxygen and pH of weter:
end with tanpereture of ledilnnt.



1132-mm’
95%!

‘me result: of the date on calcium in henoiymph
enoekeleton, muscle, hepatopencreea and testis are presented
in Figure: 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6

1&
Heanolyuph calcium concentration! were high and

fluctuated between 0.73 to 0.761 no/bl during the {int
yea: of study except to: decreeied veiuel (0.713 to 0.7 '18 leg/hi)
during November and December in 1982; and Septmber and Qctfitl.’

in 1983. In the eeoond yea: too, decreased values occurred
from Jux-ac to August, It exhibited eignificent politive
correlation with salinity of water; calcium of water, llfiilfit;
muscle, hepatopencreu and testis.

ififi
calcium values ranged between 113 to 132 mg/g tram

Hovauber '82 to october '84 end no seasonal trend vol
observed. It exhibited no significant correlation.

'.'£E.¢.1_l;.

Calcium depicted minor variations (4.096 to 4.360 mg/9)
from November '82 to October '84 and no neasonel trend nu

1' For correlation value: lee table X 3, x c (“gum Iv),
XI B, XI C (ltetion V); XII B, XII C (ltetion VI).
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dnorvod. fialcim ct muacln depicted cignificant positive
correlation with aalinity of water: ind calcium ct writer,
hnnnolyrrqah and fiflltllo

E2532?
calcima value: fluctuatod in the rang: of 10.03

to 11.154 mg/q ti-an Rovnbor '62 ta October '84 but no
Qcaponal trmd was mccrdd. Hapatopmcreatic calcim
ahcvnfl significant positive correlation with calciza at
water, haemclymph and testis.

ZESTIS

Calcium depicts! minar variations (2.104 to 2.210
mg/q) £1.-an No-rumba: '62 to October '84 and no seasonal
trad was obacrvcd. Calcium at tactic showed aiqniticnt
poiitiva correlation with salinity ct wutarg calcizn 0!
filter, aodimmt, l\lIn01Yfl\P1'h muscle and hQp&tOplnflIOIIo

HAGHE9§ll

The result! of fin data on magnesium in haclolylph.
umdzuleton, muscle, hopatopancrou ad testis are granted
1Q Pigflffll 50‘; 505 i 50‘.

°LY§*-"KPH

Magneairzn valuu fluctuatud in the range of 139 to 180

/la/ml tram Novcnbcr '82 to October '84 and no acuonal trdd

5:
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was obsarvad. Haunolysuph msqnslhl showed siqnitioant
politivs oorrslatian with salinity of watsn sagnssim st
water, axoskalaton, hspatopanossas, auscis ad tsstis.

!§§.F.<..E.E%

Eauosksiatal assassins values fluctuated in the ranqs

of 71.18 to 8265’uq/9 firm llovunbar '82 to October ‘B4 no no
ssssonsl trend was rscomdsd. It exhibited significant
positive correlation with salinity of water; magnssiua at
water, haemolymph mo tastis.

MUSCLE

Maqnssiun dspiotsd minor variations (1245 to 1364

/lq/Q) £1-an Rovdbor '82 to October '84 but for a dootsasad
valus in July '84 (1160/no/sq) and no seasonal trend III
noticed. Muscle laagnasiua showed siqnificmt positivs
oorrelatim with salinity of water; magnesium of water,
hacaolwuph, hspatopancrsas and testis

HEMATOPMICREAB

Magnesium showed minor variations (2514 to 269-0/uq/9)
from November '82 to Octobar '84 but for a decreased vaius

in July (2380/tug/9) and no seasonal trend was racordsda
Hapatopancreatic magnesium showed significant positive oo::
olation with salinity of watery magnesium of avatar,
hsslnolymph, muscle and testis
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Magnolia dopictod minor fluctuation: (980 to 1091

/mg/q) iron uovnbor '82 to Ocrtobtr '84 but for rolativoly
docrenaed values in Doculbor '82 (958/ug/Q) and July '84

(994fq/g) mu! no manual triad van rooo:-dad. Magnesium
of testis ahowod tsiqnitiomt positive corrolatioa with
salinity of water; maqnelim of water, nedimwt, haunolylph,
muscle and hepltOplI‘1Cl‘Q0.Io

£.".!§E.°.!3.P.§

The results of the data on phosphorus in hacnolymph,
oxookeleton, muscle, hopatopancreaa and testil are prolnattd
in Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6

OIEIIQH

Phosphorus values fluctuated (39 to 51/ng/bl) vary
often frcm November '82 to October '84 but no seasonal triad

was recorded. Humolymph phosphorus ahowed no significant
correlation.

Exoskolotal phosphorus concentrations dapictod minor

variation (15356 to 18050/uq/q) {run Novanbor '82 to Octubot
'04 and no seasonal trend wan rocordod. It depicted
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significant positive correlation with sslinity or water!
md phosphorus oi testis.

Phosphoras concentrations or muscle reasinel ion Id

rimmstad between S120 to 5240,19/q easoapt tor slightly
increasod vsiuss in July '03 (5360/no/9) sud June '84
(5400/ug/9). It exhibited siqnificsnt positive correlation
with phOs‘_ohO1'Ill or water; "sad siqniticsnt negstivo owrelctim
with salinity of wetnrs

HEMATOP2‘ =2’ 5.1»¢ c “A8

Phoaphorul fluctuated in the range of 1880 to 2135

/no/q tran November '82 to October ‘B4 ad no Ioaloncl trill
was noticed. Hcpstopsncrectic phosphorus showed siqniiicnt
positive correlation with salinity of wster md Isegnosilsn
oi tutis. It depicted no siqnifiosat correlation.

ZEEE

Phosphorus depicted minor verietiona from Novfior ‘I2

('7020}:g/g) to May '84 (7160/ug/9), but decreased to Gfilbfq/9
in June followed by 11u=1¢ variation in July (eeso/uq/q).
Subsequently, it increased to 7075/ug/g by Gctober ‘B4.
Phosphorus of tastis exhibited significant positive
correlation with salinity of watery phosphorus of
snoekeleton, hepetopencress end muscle.
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ma ralulta at tha data on coppar in hauaolymph,
oxoalualcbon, muscle, hapatopanawaaa and tutiasrara praaaatad
ill  7;‘; 10’ “ 7Q‘
géggowxmpn

copper ahauad minor variations {ran Novmbcr '82

(115.3/ugfinl) to Jana '83 (iiépq/bl) but thereafter,
uniformly increased to 138.5/mg/Q1 by August followed by

uniform decrease to 116.4/19/ml by Octobezu. In tho
subsequent year too, high valuoa wara recorded during July

(ill-5/ug/Yul) and August (136.5/aq/ml). Hacnolylnph coppat
shaved significant positive correlation with copper it
wator, sediment-Lani namclay and siqaificant negativa corro
lation with salinity of water.

zxosxmmronv ‘ '1

Copper ahowad lino: fluctuations (20.8 to 24.2’:/9)
{tun November '82 to October '84 and no seasonal trend waa

rocordod, lixoskeletal coppar dapictad no significant
cortalation.

QQSCLE

Copper abound minor fluctuations (21.9 and 23.0/nq/bi
hm November to Juno but increased values were reco:-dad in
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July (26.4/my/q) and August (2-ldfq/q) tollowud by dacoud
values. ma!-‘alpcn, inc:-and value I030 notiead during Jun

ad J\_1y maths at the lubuqunnt year. Hulela copper mound
aipifl-cunt pocitiva cutrolatiun with eoppor at hacnclqlplu

EEBIQPESEE.

Hupatopumcrqatic copper concentrations raninod high

Ind tlucmatd in the range of 1973 to 2129 /iq/q Qmcpt £0:
the relatively decreased valuu in Anqult '83 (1927):;/Q)
and July '94 (1954);;/q). It chord no significant
QOIIIJ-815101! 0

IEIE.

copper shaved minor variations (110.1 to 110.1,‘:/Q)
tram Novanbcr '92 to October '84 and no seasonal trad was

dncrvrod. It showed nu aiqmitieant aarrulatioa.

EH9

‘me results at the data an zinc in haunolymph
oxukoletoa, muscle, hopatopmcreu and testis are prenatal!
in riqm-as 8.4. 0.5 mfl 0.6

§§0LY1‘-TH

Zinc dupictad minor variations from Novaaber '82

(11.6/ug/ml) to Juno '83 (12.8/uq/ml) and subsequently,



12??

increased to 18.1/uq/al by August tollouad by a daoraaaa
to 13¢!/aq/ml in Boptcnbar. In tha following you too,
incraasd valuaa vara obaarvad outing monaoon..pariod

Halnolymph zinc axbibitad aiqniticant poaitiva eorralatim
with zinc o:E water, aadinant and naacla.

13.!-.-"3@.T.'.Q5.

Zinc: valuaa tluctuatad in tha range of 53.1 to 57.4

/uq/q from Novmbcr '82 to Octobar '84 Ind no loalmll ttand
was recorded. Exolkolotal zinc dapiotafl no Iipificllt ’
-correlation.

!£%°_.1£

Muscle concentrations of aino rcnained rolativaly
and dapititfld minor fluctuations (50.1 to 52.1/no/q) firm
Novcnber '82 to Octobu: '83 except for alightly inoraaaad

values in July (§3a"fl/Q) and August (ss.o/uq/9). In an
aubaequaat year, incraaaod aim: valuaa were recordafl
during July, Muscle zinc showed significant politiva
correlation with zinc of water and hamolymph; and
significant negativa oorralation with zinc of hepatopancraal.

HQEATQANCR

Zinc ahowad minor variation: {ran Novuubar '82 to

May '83 (679 to 712 uq/g) but low levels were noticd during

Juno (640/ug/g), July (642/ug/g) and Pugust(653/lq/Q)
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FROM FIG. 8'4 TQ 8 6

A HAEMO LYM PH
A EXQSKELETON
O MUSCLE
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GB TESTIS
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and thateattor, high value! with ricotdld tptfi Outfit!‘

(687)nq/9). In the subsequent your too, lav value: warn
rncordad during anneal period. Hcpntupucratic line
aboard niqnitient positive aenrclatiea with sine at hoo
lolylghp md liqnificant nogativb cmrolntion with Iinc at
succin

EEQ

Zinc dupiotd minor varigtiono (86.0 to 93.0/I9/q)
from Navembor '62 ta October '84 and no seasonal trad-all

@001.-vnd. Zinc 0! tatil abound nu aiqniticunt correlation.

INDICUSQIQLWIEEITS IN VARIOUS TI3$U§C".»F FEMALE §_¢ .

865%

‘mo Inuit: 0! the data on calcium in hacnoiyqh,
cxookeleton, mnein, hepatopancreas and cvary are qivn in
riqurs 4.10, 4.11 Ind 4.12

§&9.W;‘1.1'-.‘"£5.

In the first you‘, calcixm concentration: incrnnld
gradually iraa 0.710 mg/01 in lluvcunr to 0.746 mg/ml in
robmary and nubuqumtly, '1-unlined him and variad a little
upto Auquit (0.740 mg/ml). Decreased levels at calciil

* For correlation value! (r) lea Table X B, X C (ltatioll IV);XI B, XI C “station V); and XII B & XII C (station VI).
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FROM FIG. 4'10 TO 4 I2
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were notioad in laptqbsr (0.714 no/bl), October (0,721 no/nl)
and Hovmba: (0.722 no/hi). ‘In tho saoond year, dsorossad
Vllnlrl ‘Illa raoordad 1|! Juno (0s“2 Iq/I1), Jill! (0¢6'74 I9/#1)
I86 Mguat (0s7l3 IQ/bl). Hkflljlph 130161185 osmibitsd

significant positive cwralation with salinity of watsri
calcium of water. saoimsnt, msols, hspatopanorsas and ovary.

BEL:-"‘TG\I

calcium concentrations showed fluctuating lsvall

(lli to 136 no/q) from Novaber '82 to October '84 In! no
seasonal trend was obsarvsd. Eauoskalotal oaleiun shouad

significant positiva correlation with calcium ot ovary

5.22%

calcium shovad fluctuating values (4.141 to 4.390
no/q) from November '82 to October '84 and no seasonal trawl
was racordad. Muscls oaloiwa dapiotod signifiomt positivs
oorralation with salinity of watary and oalciull oi watt,
haanolyuaph, hapatopmcraas and ovary,

§§P§TO£§§iCREA5

Low values of oaloinss warn raoox-dad from August to

oetaar (10.0-41 to 10.12: no/Q) in 190:. and =1» during -Tuna
(10,234 mfg) and any (10.2% mg/q) in mm. cumin
concentration rcaaiaod rolativaly him (10.S46 to 11.823 In/Q)
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in rut of tha months. Hapatopncraatic calcium ahcvad
significant poaitiva con-alaticn with salinity of vatar:
and éalciun of hacaolywh and mach

H.651

Calcium ranained about ataafiy firm Novaabar '32 Q0

Octcbar '84 (2.231 to 2.324/aq/g) and mowed littla saalalal
variations. Calcium ct ovary shoved significant poaitiva

¢

correlation with salinity at water; and calcium of vital‘,
hanuolymph, exoakeleton and muacla.»

QPGNE S§Ql_§

The raaulta of aha data on naqnaaiun in haalaolylph.
axnakalatm, macla, hapatapancraaa and wary ara pralantafl
ill Figures 5.10, 5Q11Q llld

Relativaly low values of magnesium were raeordafl in

liavuubar (148/aq/ml) and Dacmwer (146/ug/ml) in 1982;

Biptuzber to November (142 t0 149/Jq/ml) in 1983, and
during ihme <14:/my/ml) and July (144/ug/hvl) in 19154.
Magnesium levels ware high and ranged between 152 to 158

/aq/ml in rest of tha study period. I-Iamolymph magneaim
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FROM FIG; 5'|O TO 5 I2

A HAEMO LYM PH
L EXOSKELETQN
Q MUSCLE
' HEPATOPANCREAS
Q9 OVA RY
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showed signiticmtly positive correlation with salinity e!
wetar: magnesium at water, sediment. muscle, hepetepeacteee
@‘ GVlIYe

EEEEE-§.S‘.@.

Magnesium values were relatively low during llovqubet

'82 (8074/ug/q), July (B080/uq/g) and Mgust (B071/uq/9)

in 1983 md during June (B039/ug/q) and July (7863/Ag/q)
in 1984. Piagnesiun levels were slightly high and varied

betwwz 8137 to 3354/iq/Q in rest of the period. Exoekeletel
magnesium exhibited significant positive correlation with
salinity of water; magnesium of water. sediment, muscle;
hepatopancreas and ovary.

filléfi.

Magnesitln concentrations rcneined high and fluctuated

between 1221 to 1357,19/q‘ except fer thelow value of 1179
pg/q in June ‘B4, and no seesenal variation was abserved.
negneeim ct muscle depicted significant positive correlaticll
with eelinity of eaten lid megneeitm 0! water, hemflljqh,
emflekeleton, hepetopencteee UN! every.

E£é.29E&fi*m§.

Magneeixn values were low during Nuvunbsr end Deeds:

(2591/ug/q) in 1982; July (2552/uq/Q) and August (2556/us/9)

and August (2556/uq/9) in 1983: and in June (2500/uq/q), July

4



(2419/19/g) I'll’! August (2550)aq/qlin 1904. It was hiqh
ta: the rest of the period and ranger! betwem 2594 to
2'!2B)1q/g. Hepetopancreatic meqnesim showed sipiticmt
positive correlation with salinity at water: and neqnesius
at helnoiymph, exolkeleton mad muscle

HE
t~iagnel1\In shoved minor variations ranging between

980 to 1035/no/q and no seasonal trmd was recorded.
Magnesiun of ovary showed significant positive correlation

huh

IQ
6;‘!

with salinity ot water; and magnesium of water, haenoiylsph,
exoskeietcn and sluscle.

goo PI-IORUS

The results of the data on phosphorus in haenolynph,
exoskeleton, muscle, hepatopancreas and ovary one given in
!‘1q\n.‘Ql 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12

HAH'1OLYMPH

Phosphorus depicted erratic values from November '8

to October ‘B4 and no sensual trend was noticed except that

I low valua of 33/no/ml was recorded in May '83. ‘ma
values ranged between 39 to 60/.19/ml in rest of the period.
I-t1o1ymph phosphorus showed no signiticant correlation.
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FROM FIG. 6'lO TO 6 I2
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om
Phosphorus concentration showud tluotustinq vslusl

from November '92 to October '84 and no seasonal trond was

noticed except that decreased values were recorded in nmtoon

of 1984 Juno 15095/lg/q, July 15042 fur;/g]. Values tuned
bctvosn 15080 to 17052/uq/q in twlininq months of the stdy
period. Exoskolotnl phosphorus dopictod significant p0lit1VQ
correlation with salinity of water; and phosphorus of ovary.

QQSCLE

Phosphorus showed minor fluctuations from Novnbor '82

to October '84 and no seasonal trend was obsorvod axe-opt that

values were slightly high during monsoon of 1983 f July
(5340)ag/g), August (S300 pg/g)_7 and 1984 [(5300 pg/Q),

July (5360).1g/q), August (S32O).1g/QL7. The values ranqnd
bctwom 5090 to 5240).\g/q in rest of the study period.
Musclo phosphorus showed significant negative correlation
with salinity of water; phosphorus of hspatopancroll and
ovary.

flEAEANCRE§

Phosphorus incrossod gradually from 2050/19/Q in

Novanber '82 to 2320/lg/q in May '63 Ind thereafter,
doctsssed to 2005/uq/g by August. Subsequently, it 13680806
to 2130/ug/g by October. In the subsequent year too, loll
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values occurred during monsoon period (1995/sq/q in July)
Hcpatopmcreatic phosphorus dapictonl significant positive
correlation with salinity at wltntz Ind tiqnificlllt
negative corrclaticn with phosphor-an of lunch.

HEX.

Phosphorus varied a little from Novanbor '82 to
October '84 and no seasonal trend was recorded except

that values slightly decreased during monsoon period ol

1983 (July 5200/uq/g) and 1984 (Juno 5240/ug/g, July
5200/uq/q). Values tanqed batwoen 5200 to 5320/ug/q in
rest of the study period. Phosphorus of ovary oxhibitod
liqnificant positive correlation with salinity of water;
pholphorus of cxotkelcton and hopatoplncreas. It dafid
aiqniticant neqativc correlation with phoaphoml at
lunch

SEE.
lho tumult: of the data ca copper in haunolynph,

ouolkcleton, muscle, hcpatopmcrou and ovary are
prascnted in Figural 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12

EQI.Zfl‘~'1EH

Copper valuoc worn him during August (141.1 F/I1)
Ind Sqptanber (136.9flq/ml) in 1983 mt! during July

'7
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(134.4/no/ml), mount (140.1/uq/bl) Ind Bcptnbor (120.9
Inc/hi) in 1984. It remained low and fluctuated botvnm
11a.s to 121.:/an/oi in rout 01 an pOl‘10d d Quotation.
Hmnolymph ooppar ficpictui nimiticnt positive cc.-tclation
with copper at water, ladilacnt and muscle; and liqnificcnt

niqativo correlation viflu copper of hcpatopnncroal.

ggg "" 1-:'I‘0N

copper showed minor variation firm November '62 to
October '24 Qua I11 value! fluctuated betwem 11.0 to 22.9

/uq/Q. It depicted no seasonal trend and showed no
Jiqnificmt correlation.

fl2Q£

Copper values were h1g1 during monsoon of 1983

[ 1.1». July (23.2/uq/q), August (24.5/no/9),? and 19a4
[i.c. June (23.7/ug/ql, July (25.9/uq/q), August (22.7

/sq/9)]. Copper valucs rsnained Ion (18.4 to 21.2/no/q)
in rest of the months. Muscle copper dcpictod significant
poaitive correlation with coppor of water and haunolynplu
It showed significant negative correlation with salinity
of watery copper of hepatoplncroal and ovary.

HEPQTUPAQCREK3

Copper value: were la: during July (2075/ug/0) ml
August (2070/uq/q) of 1993; and during July (2067flg-/q)
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and Saptuubar (2077/no/Q) of 1984. Pm" the rant of tho

par1or!’l'-ugh valuaa batwaan tho range at 2101 to 2167/19/q
have bean raoozdad. Bqaatopancraatto ooppar aahibitad
aiqniticmt poaitiva corralation with aalinicy at vatan
and slmifioat aaqativa correlation wlth ooppar ot
aadinmt, haaolyaph and muaola.

2%
Copper ahowad minor variatioaa (212.4 to 221.5/aq/q)

tron November '82 to October '84 and no seasonal trend val

recorded. Coppar of ovary showed significant: positive
correlation with lalinity 0! watery and copper of Iaulcll.

EH2

The results of the data on zinc in haanolymph,

oxoakeleton, muscle, hapatopancraaa and ovary are

ptaamtad in rtquraa l.10, 0.11 and 0.12

&0LYMg'1

zinc concentrations of hacnolymph were h1qb {rm

July to -‘ieptmbar aach 1n 1983 (15.3 to 19.8)“/in) ml
1904 (14.6 to 19.0/iqfial). Valuaa warn low» nuocuatlno
batwecn 12.4 to 130,19/:1 in rut of the study pariod.
Hacaclymph tine lhcvad aiqnlficant pOl1tive correlation
with zinc of water, ladincnt and munch
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£31
Zine depicted very minor verietioar (49.5 to 53.3

pg/q) firm Novcaber '82 to October '04 and no aeeunel
tread was recorded. It shoved no significant correlation.

§!§%.

Zinc value: increased slightly during July (52-0

/no/Q) md. Augult (54.6/uq/q) in 1983, and during July
(54.9 /ug/1;) in 1984.  values rneined low end
fluctuated mm» 41.4 1=o’s1.s/uq/gin rest of the etuiy
periodh Hulcle tine exhibited liqnifiomt positive
correlation with zinc of water and heenolymphp and

liqnificmt negative correlation with zinc of hepetopuh
GI-‘ill Ifld OVIIYQ

EEATQPANCREAB

zinc showed minor fluctuations from November '82

(724/ug/Q) to May '83 (725/ug/g) and eubeequently, it

decreased to 6'79/uq/g by August '83. It inéreeled to
724/ug/g in Septcnber. In the next year, decreased
values were reeorded in June (Q77/no/q) and July (684,/Q/q)
only. Hepetopencreetic zinc showed significant poeitive
correlation with salinity of water, and zinc of ovary;
and significant negative correlation with zinc at lnalcle.
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EARY

Zinc showed slightly low level: éurinq July (144.3

/uq/g) and August (146.2fq/9) in fill: and during July
(144.0/ug/g) in 1984. In rut of the study pQ1'1Od7VI1fllI
fluctuated beewan 149.1 so 193.3/\I:|/M Zinc at may
exhibited significant punitive correlation with salinity
of water and zinc at hopatopmcrau. It showed ciquilialnt
Iloqltive correlation with zinc of water, sediment and
muscle.
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Plvsicochnicel perlueters are governed by

seasonal rsintall during monsoon and poet-monsoon
both the ecosystems and therefore, as already auctioned
in the 'Rasults', in the discussion part too, season
wise description is adhered to.

In the grow-out ecosystem, tenperature, salinity
and dissolved oxygen of water md temperature of sediment

decreased during monsoon and post-monsoon period in the

present study. Freshwater run-of! from rivers and local
precipitation bring about decrease in temperature and
salinity, The low dissolved oxygen encountered during
monsoon and post-monsoon per1Od is due to the increased

decomposition of higher levels of organic debris at bottfl.
The higher amount of organic debris is formed as e

result of high productivity rate and subsequent deith md
dUClY(51OC'hfOI‘d¢ 1951). The increased content of silt

load in the river water and respiration of increased
biomass during monsoon and post-monsoon are the additional

causes for dissolved oxygen depletion (Smmmne and
Balakrishnan, 1973)., Rmmirthan and Jayaraman (1963)
described temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen of
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ills Qdil batsatsrs ad obstvad that apart from ths
inllumca of monsoon rains and ths considsrabls bunt

of svmoration during hot maths, the influmca or various
typo or phsnouana in tha Arabian saa such as ‘upwelling’,
‘sinking’, ‘coastal piling‘ atc. arc considerably affecting
ths charactsristic variations in ths hydroqrsphical ad
associated conditions in this II-‘Ila Sankaranarlilflfll I14
Oasim (1969); shils studying ths nutrimts or Cochin
backwatars in relation to snviromsantal characteristics.
notsd that chanqss in water tuaparatura, salinity ad
dissolved oxygen were small during the pro-monsoon psriod

ad larqo during monsoon period. Shynmma and Balakrishnll

(-1973) also obaarvad that dissolved oxygen valuas rsaainsd .
lov during monsoon pariod while invastigating diurnal
variations of sons physicochanical factors of Cochin
backwaters. Ansari (1974) recorded high watsr tampsraturas

and salinity concsntratioos or satsr in ths vipmad laha
during pI.‘6-UITDBSOOI1 period similar to those recorded wring

prsaant invsstiqation. While dascribing the seasonal
distribution of vats t@araturs, salinity md dissolvsd .
canyon in tho inshors waters of Karwar Bay, Mniqsr1(198B)
also rsoordad lowsst tallparattlrs md salinity durinq
southwest monsoon. Naqarajaiah and Gupta (1983) has

rspsrtsd that ths monsoon and tho freshwater discharqs ara
ths sain factors which rswlats dittarant ph1sios¢Qical
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parnctars of m actuary while studying the physioochaicai
characteristics oi brackishwatcr ponds along notnravuti
actuary, Mmqaioro.

The marina ooocyctuu, in the present I'tIQ!| too
shown! low water tunparaturc and diuolvod oxygen drinq
Ionnoon am post-llonlom potiofi but salinity icvol val not
affected much. The incursion of cool, poorly oxyqnttcd
waters into the contincntnl shelf Qiring monsoon U16 palt
aonaoon period as reported by Rmanirthmn and Jnyarunm
(1960) may account for tho present observation. Hiqh
salinity bottom waters ware also obnorved by sanknrlnarqmm
and Qasim (1969) in the inshore waters of Cochin urn during
monsoon and post-monsoon period. Gopinathln md Joseph
(1980) havo 1-Qortod low temperature ad dissolved 0:193.
and high salinity mrinq monsoon and post-monsoon polio!
in the inshore waters oft-Karwa: cont, while invutiqctinq
phylioochemical parmetora in the inshore region of Klrvlt,
Mniqeri (1972) rqpoz.-ted highu range of disloivod oxygn
than those observed in the present investigation. ‘Phil
disparity may be related to the nature of the lodillqt Ind
tho provalcnoo of more romcing conditions near bottfl oft
Cochin.

The hiqhcr doctouo in wltot t@oi‘atur0 md
diuolvod oxygen in the marina oooayntm when coward! to
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the wow-out aooayetem during monsoon lid post-monsoon may

be related to the relative ehallmaaaa, and the regular
Iaixinq of water (due to the tidal influance) in the grou
ont amsyetm and inouraion of offshore water: and
Iaaoonal stratification (Ranunirtham & Nair, 1964) in the
Iarina ecoayetm.

The prevalence of highly saline stable inshore watara
htouqht in by the offahore inauraion (Remunirthm and

Jayaranm, 1960) and reatricted vertical mixing of atratitiad
waters (lliauanirthca ma Nair, 1964) account ior almost
nornai salinity oi aaawatar in the marina ecosystem. vhereea
in tho qrowout ayatun, mcountering of almost freshwater
aaaditione during monsoon and poet-monsoon period are
related to heavy precipitation and local riverina run-off.
(Rasnirthm and Jayarunan, 1963.). The relatively low
fliaaoived oxyqm values recorded in the marina eooayatfl
$0 compared to the qrowout ecoayatan cmrinq non-aenaoon
period are presumed to be related to the reduction of
ilflalled content of dead and decaying matter which wt
acalated due to inoreaaed rate of its 'sinking' to lea
floor which, in turn, in me to the presence of enornoua
Qflllfli of overlying watara in the marine ecoayatm. The
vertical water-man ia relatively very less in the grow
oat eooeystam of the present atudy. The winking‘
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phllnnou omounded with the incureion of poorly
exyqmeted ottehore vetere ee reported by RIIIIIHIUIQ
nd Jeyereuen (1960) explein the ecute oxygen depletion
in the marine eooeyeteu <hrinq emeooe ad poet-euleoee
period.

Preeed (U82), heaiveell (1982) ad mmn
(1983) . 1-mile inveetioetiao eooloqy oi breckiehveter
oelture pmde aeer Cochin, heve reported ureter end eedinent
tebeefieere elkeliee uetute mrieqeeoeoon mdpoet»
meeoon period. In the preemt study, inweeeed hydrogen
ioe concontretion of water end eediecnt recorded in the

grow-out eooeyetee an-inq moneoon cad poet-moaeoon period

De! be related ,to the removel of cerboadioxide which ie
eeeimiletod due to increeaed photosynthetic eotivity of
the eyatan during that time (sreeniveeen, 1962). In the
pteemt ceee the hydrooaa ion-ooncentretion did not believe
ooeeervetively ee observed in Gironde md Clinerente

eetueriee in rrenoe by Hertin 31 3],. (1978).

In the merine eooeyetda, relatively low hydtflqelh
ien oonodltretioo noted in the water md the eedinmt
Gating monsoon may be me to the increased sedimentation

end euboequent reduction of organic deb:-is resulting in
relatively note reducing condition: neer bottm. Such
cbereoterietica were eleo reported by Renanurthy (1963)
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while studying hydrology of the inshore voters oi newer.
Annioelri (1972) described seeoonal hydrological verietione

in the inshore region or Kenn: daring eon-eoneoon period
Qd IQOI-‘ted pl-I rage sieiler to the presnt tindinos.
suuzermereyenen ad Qesin (1969) have elao reported
decreased pl! veleee in the inshore eree of Cochin during
eonsoon end post-eonsoon period. Redhektishnen (1970)

cerried out hydrological studios in the inshore esters of
henqeloro with en usphssis on the ottoots of the southvest
moneoon md reportod decreased pH values durinq southwest

monsoon period.

The dittermoe in oeesonel behaviour oi pl-I betvem
both the eoosystx during monsoon Ind post-monsoon period
may be duo to the prevalence of freshwater oonditione in
the backwaters md incursion of poorly oxygenated offshore
wetoro in the merino ares.

‘Tho low redox-potmtiel values of the weter end the
eedilmt recorded in the preemt investigation durinq
monsoon period in both the ecosystems sons oonsistnt
with tho oomrrmoe of selet ively reduced conditions
due to the increased rete oi! deeth and deoey of orqmio
dobris during that period on elroedi,-' discussed . while
studying ecology of prawn-culture breckishwatoz: ponde

eroond Cochin, gggmugg. (man, Sreeniveeen (1902)
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ad Bowen (1903) have reported seasonal ream-potential
trad similar to presmt findings in the grow-out acosysti.
Untortmastsly. there is little record at rodoa-potmtial
malyais related to the sariae ecosystem in the literature.

The sstat of increase or nitrate, snoaia md net
prilary production war cmsidarable, whereas nitrite Q6
total phaaphorus showad fluctuating but Iildly increased
values mrinq monsoon and post-Ionsooll psriod in both the
acosystmar ‘Phase paraletara show non-conservative behaviour.
incursion of mtricat rich “M95. waters into inshore area
as wall as the treshwater discharge md lmd run-or! tron
the cstclnsot arcs in the vicinity are the main causes for
higher concentration of nutrimts and net primary proflaction
during monsoon and post-monsoon period in both the scosystcs.
out the explanation ct various authors (mains and Spacd,
1967; ssnkarsnarayenm sad oasim, 1969; Nair 3 31., 1915)
that such m increase of nutrients is entirely due to trash
vater discharqa and lad rm-off, based on the tact that
nisiaal values occurred during marine conditions period in
estuarine rm and thereby, implying nun marina
contribution is not ooasistmt with the presmt finding or
recording similar seasonal behaviour of nutrimts and not
primary production in both the ecosystems. This suggests
that both the acosystans may have similar contributory
sources. This is supported by the observation or



Rnmirthun ad Jeyerunen (1963) who, while studying

hydrology oi the Qochin beckwetere duriaq mmeoca ma

pert-ncnecoa period, reported that the batten veter or
the eetueryie the nae ee theupweiiedweteret the
Arabian see which hee epreed ever the ccntinmtei eheltt
Ieir Q Q. (1975), deecribed Intricate and prinery
hivity in the Vinefl I-due ad npheeieed that the
diltrihuticn of Intricate in ierqeiy dependant on the
nerine intluence and the treehweter discharge.

while examining the distribution of primary produ
ction and cherecterietice of nutrients in Cochin aree,
various mthore (Mmikcth me! Salih, 1974; Nair 31 1.,
1915; Pmlinole 3; Q,“ nan me Sremivanm, 1902) have
reported the results similar to thoee recorded in the
grow-out ecoeyetem during present study.

The riuctuetinq velnee 0! nitrite recorded during
present study eeeme to be related to its trmeitieaei
nature in the uitroqa cycle (Rekeetrew, 1936). The
nitrite values recorded by Sreenivum (1982), while
inveetigatinq ecology ct culture panda in Vypen Iliad.
were eactrmeiy higher (976/uq/1) then the preemt ener
vetice in the qroueut ecceyetem, thoum the eeeeeael trad
wee similar in both the canoe. The relative eheileuneee
(depth 40 ml 0! the pends studied by Sremiveen (1082)



nay be the cause of higher‘ values noted by him.

sankermareyanen md Quin (1969) reported fluct
uating but relatively hi¢:er velud of nitrite during
monsoon md poet-noneocn period in the inshore area oi!

Cochin. Subrdaanfm (1959) and Annigeri (mes, 1912)
also reported values einiler to the present findings in

1

the inshore areae or Arabian sea.

The noting of an average of 43/ug/l end 57/zg/1
nitrate and umnonia respectively, and recording of
significant positive correlation between them by
Bhargava 5 Q1. (1978), while carrying out productivity
studies fraa October to December in the column-waters

in Arabian See, compare fairly well with the present
results in the marine ecosystem.

Frequent oscillations of total phosphorus noted
during presmt study are indicative of the regeneratim
of phosphate phosphorus from the bottom sediments
(Sankaranarayanan and Qasim, 1969). Increase of total
phosphorus noted during monsoon and post-monsoon during

preamt study may be due to the greater silt-load in the
estuarine ecosystem at that time (sankaranarayanm and
Qaeim, 1969). According to Ansari and Rajagopal (1974)
large quantity of allochthonous phosphate which finds its
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way into ths estuary may be responsible for hioh values oi
phosphorus, svm in the inshore waters chrinq the nonsoon
period. Iaqarajaiah ad Gupta (1983). while studying
physioochunioal chsractaristios of braokishwater ponds

along Nahtravati astuary, HlIl¢l1Ql'O,tI0Ol'-‘G03 a nutricat
peak during June which is consistent with the presqt
iindinos in the qrov-out scosysta but their observation
of relatively low phosphate phosphorus values chrinq monsoon
is not oonsistmt with tha prasmt findings.

The range and seasonal variation of phosphorus
described by various authors (Runanrthy, 1963; Ananfi
and Jayeraam, 1912; Annioui, 1972; sankaranarayanm mo
Eddy, 1973b; Bharoava gt Q” 1978; Cid Radhakrislam 197!)
in the inshore areas of Arsbim Sea along the west coast
at India, are in aqrscunt with the present results in the
marine ecosystem.

nsir 3;, Q. (1915) sea Paulinoss 3 Q, (1931)
noted seasonal variation of primary proézction in tho
Cochin badwatars and the prawn culture ponds naar Cochin
respectively and rsportsd oonsidarably high values during
monsom and post-monsoon period as compared to non--llonsom

pariod and this supports the prssent similar finding in tbs
grow-out eoosystsm. Bhargave Q, 3],. (1978) and Radhskristla
31 Q1. (1978) carried out primary productivity studies in
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the Arabic: Sea and reported higher print! profinctivity
values an-inq monsoon ma post-monsoon period which support
present findings‘ in the marine ecosystu.

As elucidated by the fioteqoinq discussion, it is
clear that when reinteil occurs mrinq nonsoon ad post
lsonsoon period. the increased freshwltsr run-on tron the
cstchnmt ares alters the physicochcuicei characteristics
of the water and the sediment in the grow-out ecosystdl
Ind affects to some sxtmt the marine ecosystem too.
incursion of ‘offshore waters into the inshore ates during
monsoon and post-monsoon period govern the variations of
physicochanical pstlnsters in the marine ecosystm though
its influence in the backwaters is not ruled out.

whiie comparing the seasonal variation ct physi

ooohdicel parameters in the wow-out sod the marine
ecosystem, it becomes clear that the physicochuaicsi
conditions remain similar and little-changed in both the
eoosystas airing non-monsoon period cad that the mejot
noticebie variations are encountered only during monsoon
and post-monsodl period in both the ecosystms.

As salinity in both the ecosystns depicted
siqaificmt (negative or positive) correlations with lost
of the phy:-ricochahicsl parameters discussed hither to, it
becomes more appropriate to restrict the discussion oi
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variation: of a particular metal in tha tiasuel ct
Z. “fig with tha variations of aalinity of water Qd
with those of tho particular natal in tho watar and tha
aadinat, tathar chm to diacua variations oi each natal
in the tiaauaa otg. gflggvdth each oi! the physica
ch¢ical parmatarflthoudl correlation values to: all the
phyaicodwlical ad the biological parnatara in both tha
aooayatuua are praantad in the cerralaticn tablaah

calcim of the water and the aadimmt in both

acoaystans behaved conaervatively i.a. positively correlated
with salinity (Tabla VII A To XII A). But cmmtitativaly,
the calcium of the watat md the aadindlt behaved quite
diftarently during aoaaoon and pout-monsoon pariod in both
the acoayatunn tialciun decreased in almost diract propo
rtion to the dactaaaa in aalinity in the wow-out acoayatn
aa dvidancod by its I1@i!1¢Q't correlation with salinity.
(Tabla vn A to IX A). The auddm md sharp dacreaaa
daring monsoon is related to the local precipitation md
freshwater run-off. Rao Q, 3],. (1982), described aeaacaal
variation of calcium in water, aedimant and tiaauea of

ggggg igggga from a bradciohvatar pond", and racordad lav
calcium content in water from August to Novanbar whan tho

aalinity was also low and noted uniformly increased
calcium concentrations from December to May, concalaitdtt



with the increaeed salinity; ma aleo noted a direct
relationship betveee the calcium contmt and ealinity et
the pond water. Gupta and mu: (1991) reported that
when the rivere qet filled with treehvater alaioet to their
nouthe Gating noneoon period, calciun oonomtretion
decreases to near eere with deueaee in ealinity. Maiketh

(1975), while investigating variatione of calcium concat
ration in the Cochin backwaters, obeerved that the calcium
decreaeed in direct proportion to decreaee in salinity,
which dqamde up» rainfall and men precipitation.
Hhile etuodyinq calcium ad naqaeeivn concentration in the
nearehore wetare of Goa, Hail: (1978) suggested, on the

baeie of her, finding: in the maxi eetnary (Goa), that the
contribution of calcim content from the river water il
negligible. Thie eupporte out findings in the grow-out
ecoeyetun as very low valuee of calcium are noted our-inq

peak monsoon when it ie tlooded with treehvaten

In the marine ecoeyetan, the decrease in calcium
contmt of the water Qitlflq monsoon and post-monsoon period

wee lees tlnuqh it depicted significant positive correlatim
with salinity (Tables X A to XII A). The minor decreaee
during monsoon and poet-monsoon period may be related to

relatively little vertical mixing of atratified, leae ealine
eurtace water with the highly saline bottm watere. While

1%/~
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ltudyinq tho variationa of calcium and namuim concat
ration in tha naarahora watara of Goa during tho non-aonaom

pariod, Nail: (1978) raportad conatmt valuaa in tho pra
lnnaoon period oonparabia to tha ooaanio ones but noted
variations during the poet-monsoon pariod. Naqvi and
Raddy (1979) daaoribad tha variations or calcium oontat

of the waters around the ‘I.-accadivaa (Arabian sea) and
‘reported conservative behaviour of calcium at tho dapth
comparable to the praaent investigation. Gupta at Q. (1978)
investigated tluorida, oaioim and magaeaivm in tha Northarn
Indian Ocean and raportad average calcium concentration or
‘ 320  mg/1.

Sadinant calcium, in the qrow-out acoayata, ahowad

aignificmt poaitiva correlation with water calcitn (Tablas
VII A to IX A) and it conatantly increased during atabla
cmditions period and decraaaod during the tranaition,
nonaoonanand post-monsoon parioda, The dilution attack
duo to increased water out-flow probably axplaina dacraaaa
of aadimant calcium during monsoon and post-monsoon pariob.
While itudyinq seasonal variations of sediment calcium in a
brackiahwater pram-culture field near Cochin, Rao 3; Q.
(1982) observed that radiant calcium was varyinq batwan

5.11 md 7.1 no/q ow in moat of tha aonthn axcapt tron
January to Mu.-ch when it was ralativaly low (4.9 and 3.0 aq/9158),,
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‘lhoaqh the preamt reeulte too aoree with their (Rae
Q], 11.. 1982) oheervation that the total calcium centnt

0! the batten eeil of the pmd was alwqa higher than in
the overlying water. yet the ranqe ct values or eedinnt
ea1ci\I (10.8 to 29.5 mg/q DH) noted during present
investigations are considerably higher than there reported
by than, The reason for recording decrealed aedinent
calcium values fraa Jdmary to March GUI! when the ealinity
as well as the calcium content of the overlying water
ehowed a uniform increase has not been mentioned by thQ

(Rao g 51.. 1982). While inveatigatinq phyaioochaical
features of soil: in certain prawn tielde around Cochin,
Praaad (1982) reported that e:nchanqe&le cation, calcium,
ahowed a definite pattern of variation with season in all
the estuarine ecoeyetma. The decline in the exchangeable
cation values after the onset of monsoon in June has bem

explained by him (Praaad, 1982) to be due to the reduction
in salinity md the leaching of exchangeable cations an
they are water soluble in nature.

Seasonal etability of aedimmt oalcizm in the
marine ecosyatua in due to the presence of highly saline
waters near bottom throughout the year. Though there in a
euaplete lack of information regarding seasonal atudiee.
of sediment calcium of inshore areas, yet Rae’: (1978)
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observation, while investigating distrihttim of calcium
carbonate, calcium and magnesium in sediments or the
northern halt of western continental shelf or Indie, that
the near shore sediments contain 5% calcium content

support tlm present investigations, The range of values

reported by Nair gt Q. (l971),while describing calciunv
r

magnesium ratios in the sediments on the continental shelf
off Banbay, agree well with the present findings.

\

It becomes quite clear that there is little
variation of calcium annually both in the water and the
sediment in the marine ecosystem but the annual variation
of calcium of the water and the sediments in the grow-out
ecosystem are governed by water run-off and local
precipitation.

The range of haemolymph calcium values (423 to 761

/ug/ml) noted during the present investigations in the inter
noult male md female E, iggiggg in both the ecosystens are
canparable to the observations of various authors (Travis,
1955; Bursey and Lane, 1971; Charmantier, 1972; Greenaiay,

1912, 1976; I-Iagermen, 1972: wnqm, 1919, 1980, Spqrkl ma

Gremaway; 1984) on hacnolymph calcium in the intermoult
crustaceans belonging to ten different species. Their

reported values range from 452 to 540/ugfinl. The present
investigations are supported by the findings of Rao Q Q,
(1982), who described the seasonal fluctuation or



haqolymh calcim in gggg flflgg. They (Rao 5, Q,
1982) found no appreciable difference betweaa the two
sexes and that the distribution pattern in different
months was also, more or lean, similar. The concentra
tion of total calcium in the hamolynph of male and
{male 2, “gig; in both the ecoayatms during the
preamt investigations remained above than that of tho
aurrounding ‘medium throughout the period of atu¢Y. Thin

probably reflects the contribution of- non-ionic calcium
to the total blood calcium. It is known that in the
crustaceans adapted to normal seawater, about 20% of the
blood calcium is bound in m indiffusible form probably
to blood proteins (Robertson, 1960b; Greenaway, 1976;

Zanders, 1980), It is likely that this bound calcium
is a constant value, even in crustaceans adapted to
dilute seawater (Greenaway, 1976). The findings of

Rao gig Q1. (1982), while studying seasonal fluctuations
of haemolymph calcium of 2. “gig; in the estuarine pond,
that haemolymph calcium remains always at a higher level
thm the calcium in pond water support the present

Kl
1.1

results. Various authorah/inogradov, 1953; Prosaar, Q 3],,
1955; Robertlon, 1957: 196%; Dall 1965a, b; 1974; Dehnel,

1967; Bursey and Lane, 1971; Engelhardt am?! Dehnel, 1973)

Balazas Q Q1. 1974; Colvocoressea gt 5;. 1974; Kannan,
1982) have recorded haaolymph calcium of intermoult

4-‘‘\ \-I

I
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crustacean to be always above that of the meaim. The
niqnificmt poaitive correlation of hacnolymph calcium
of male md fault R. “fig with the calcium of watt!‘
and aedimnnt in both the econystnn (Table VII B to XII I)
during the present investigations chow that a unit change
of calcim in the eooayctcn ma to a decrease in salinity
brings wont a comparable chmqe in the hacnolynph calcium
Rao 3; 3],‘ (1982) also reported that calcium contmt of
pond water and haemolynph of 2,. 1% showed a Girect
relationship with salinity. The chmqe in the total

<==1¢1\=m of the hmvlmh Of mm 2192318.: 2- E.lflfl.Sl'.
mad P%1_ig;g lgggiug with a change in salinity has bum
reported by various authors (I-Ingelhardt and Dehnel, 1973:
Doll, 1974: and Greenawly, 1976).

Though the calcium concentration in haamolynph oi

both male and finale Z. jfligg depicted signified“:
punitive oorirelation with salinity and calcium of water,
calcium of sediment and with calcium of muscle, hepatb

pancreas md testis/ovary of Z. 155153; in each ecolyttlll
(Tlblers VII B to XII C) during present investigation, yet
the quantma of variation which occurred only during uonlotll
and post-monsoon wal significantly higher in the grow-mt
thm in the marine ecosystem. This is directly related
to the qumtun of decrease of salinity and calcium of the
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water ad the sedinmt in each or the ecosystns. Rae '1“,
(1982), while studying seasonal fluctuations in calcium

levels in the euuosheleton, muscle and heemolymph of E. “fly;
rqerted lov heelsolylaph calcite values (280 to 380/uq/ell)
during mmsoon and post-monsoon period md high haaolyeph

calcius values (S40 to I00/uq/all in the non-monsoon period,
This supports the higher qumtva of variation of haclolyqh
calcium noted only during "-monsoon and post-monsoon durinq

the presmt investigation. The observation of Kannln (1982),
on §qfl,_],_§ “fig; that though total calcium of haaolywh
is always higher, yet the tree calcium concentration in the
hadnolymph is lower than the anbillt meditln indicatinq

active ion uptake even at normal salinitiervs-Dell (1981),
while studying osmoregulatol-‘Y ability and juvenile habitat

preference in some pauaeid prawns,a1so mentioned active
regulation of calcium by penaeids in hypcseline conditions.

The 2,. Lnfign, in the present study, may be resorting to
increased active regulation of haemolymph calcium whm low
selinities are encountered in the ecosystem, Passive ionic
equilibria do not, in general, mclst between the medium Ind
crustacean body fluids even when these are isotonic
(Robertson, 1960a). In the decopbfis, in general, the
regulation of the blood ionic levels is accomplished by
active uptake of ions from the medium, chiefly through

the gills (Robertson, 1960a,’ Lockwood, 19621 Smith cad
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ldntm, 1971-), All this augqeeta exiltdwe in thielpeoiea
- Z. Lgfigfl, of extrqnely efficimt mechanisms of ionic 
and osmotic-regulation capable of maintaining large
concentration differences between the haemolymph and the
abient medium even in the moat dilute media studied.

The rate of active uptake of calcium from the medium into
the haanolymph appearafi: incraaae with the decrease in
calcium concentration of the aubient medium an noted tron the

aeasonal calcium values of the hamwlymph and the medium

during the present investigations in the ';row-out ecoeyata.

similar finding of increase in rate of uptake or calcium by
ggggiggg n_;_gg_ with the decrease in ambimt medium calcium
concentration was reported by zandere (1980). This utili
ahea the euryhal-ine nature of Z. Lggjggg. It appeara that
the animal regulates its haemolymph calcium concentratim
at all the salinitiea studied during the present investi
gations. Since the cuticle of the exoekeleton is permeable,
it is to be expect-ed that some calcium ions are incorporated
directly from the seawater (Digby, 1967). active regulatiau
of calcium under low salinity conditions was also noted by
Greu1away(19'76) and Price Sheets and Dendinger(l983) in

Qaasimaa manna and 2.al.1.-.‘-an amides. respectively. Qrecnem
(1976) opined that the active regulation mpeara to get
atimulatec? by a fall in salinity rather than a change in
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the ooncmtration or ealciun or the medixsn.

It cm be interred that scarcity or mature or
maturing 2- “fig; especially during Imaoon and post
nonsoon period in the estuarine area may be due to the
stress of decrease in salinity of the medium (which
regulates and controls other physicochenical characteristics)
and the ccncmmitant decrease in calcium of water and

sediment. 2,. M moves to more conducive, less dlerqy
spending and, presumably, less stressful marine ecosystn
where decrease in salinity or decrease in calcium of water
and sediment even during monsoon md post-monsoon is very

little. Pmikkar (1968), while studying the osmotic
behaviour of shrimps and prams in relation to their
biology and mlture, has indicated that osmorequlation in
dilute media is less-effective in fully developed individuals
especially in their reproductive phase and considered
this feature as one or the principal factors which forces
thm to migrate back to sea. Truchot (1975) and Waterllt
(mac) reported that in portunids, calcium is the critical
ion in the hanolymph. In the tropics. salinity is

round to play a major role in timing the reproduction of
marine invertebrates especially in the nearshore and
estuarine animals (Pillay and Nair, 1971). The stable
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plqaicoclulnical characteristics of the aaa favour

‘honing’ of adult and maturing E,» 195131;, to the marina
acoayatm. It ia praaunad that tha penaaid prawns, in
general, tuad to apand madman anargy on growth and
raproductiva activity and try to curb wasteful axpenditura
of energy by moving towarda tha aaa (Imai, 1977). Tha
preamt inveatigationa are supported by the finding of

Staolcs (1980) who has shown that a marked fall in
salinity causes emigration of the larger maturing banana
prawn Egggg gj,_m_fl|_ to high saline water and that
this behaviour is closely associated with seasonal heavy
rains. No aax-specific aeaaonal dittarmcea of aarun
calcium were noted by Colvocoraaaaa gt, 3],, (1974) and
also during the praaant atudy;

Though the anolkalatal calcium of male and telnalo

Z. ;gg@ ahowad relatively lower values in the grow
out ecosystem in the monsoon months mring the preaqt
investigations, yet, no significant seasonal trand was
noted. The seasonal aamakaletal calcium variations‘ of

g. mg% noted by Rao at al. (19a2) fluctuated
between 101.3 to 151.2 nag/q DW in malea, md batwaan

90,6 to 143.0 lag/q Dw in iunalea md this in conparabla
to the eauoakalatal calcium valaaa of nala (91 to 119 mg/g
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DW) and finale (87 to 125 no/q DH) 1- flflflfl, noted during
the present investiqationsy however the rmge at values
is lower in the present studies. There is little III
specific seasonal exoskeletal calcium concentratim

dittermces noted by Rao Q Q1, (1982) as well as during
present investigations; The low eaneekeletal calcium values
noted during the nausea I\d poet-inseam in the present
study may be related to the decrease in calcium of hamolyuph
as well as water and aedimmt during the sane period. The
observation of Mills cad Lake (1976), while working an

calcium concentration in the crayfish, that exoskeletal
calcium is related to the amount of available calcium in

the water in which they inhabit, confirms the present
findings, The calcium contmt of the pond water and the
sediment and the salinity of water remained high during
nan-monsoon» period in the presmt study when haemolymph

calcium was also high. During monsoon, when there was an

appreciable fall in the salinity, calcium of the water Qd
the sediments, and the haemolymph of 3, mgggg, the
calcium of exoskeleton too decreased but not significant
(Table VII B to IX C), That the reduction in relative
calcification is an adaptation to the low calcim
concentrations in the waters inhabited by the cray
fish has been reported by Mills and lake (1976) and
Mills g‘;__a1. (1976). It is stated that the initial
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hardminq after eceysis ettm results firm the utilisatim
of the stored calcium, but the main calcification of the
endocuticle uses calcium dd other salts obtained firm the

external medium (Passeno, 1960,‘ Dell, 19651:). This may be
the reason tor miner insignificant decrease noted during
present seasonal studies. Hsetner (1964), investigated
haanolymph calcium iluotuetions of 13% ‘gig;
and found a direct relationship between post-molt body

weight of _q_§],_L1,_g_gg|_ and environmental salinity and

proposed that crabs in lower salinity seawater possess
lighter exoskeleton than their counterparts in the high
salinity seawater. Travis and Iriherq (1963), while
carrying out micro-radiographic studies on the enoekeletm
of the crayfish, _C_>_;g_Q@g_ flan; also proposed that the
mount of calcium accunulated in exo- and endocuticle is

dependent on the concuatration of calcium in the
environment and the number of sites which would serve ee

nuclei for calcimn crystal formation. The purely
protective and shaping nature of the exoskeleton night
be a compelling reason to bear upon the male or resale

2. jggggg to cater fully to its calciun needs even in pelt
monsoon period. The observation of Dall (1965b), while
studying calcium metabolism in g sp., that the

fluJ 1'1’

K‘
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"bound" calcim in the cuticle serves m important
structural role, md is therefore not available for
eanchenomcontirn little seasonal variation in cuticle
calcium recorded during the presmt investigations in the
crow-out ecosystem In the grow-out ecosystem, the mieal
nay be either opting for the prolongation: of the inter

noult period to suit the onset of favourable ecological
conditions or tor active uptake, conservation and storage
of calcium prior to ecdysis.

The little seasonal variation in exoakeletal caloit

of Q. indicus noted during the present investigations in
the marine eoosyetq is related to little seasonal variation
of calcium in the sea water, the sediment, and the ha¢olyQh
of 2. ggigm. There is no need for the animal to conetve
or regulate calcium as the phYsicochemical parameters
remain more or less constant in the marine ecosystea. iihll

the valuw of exosheletal calcium of £.]g§_Lg;_g in the marine
ecosystem is compared with those in the grow-out ecosystQ
during the non-moneoonal period, it becanes clear that the
values noted in the marine ecosystm were, in general,
always higher evm at the sane salinity. This may be
related to the differential calcium concentration in the
respective ecosystem.



Rso 5 3],. (1982). described seasonal vatiation of
nuscle celcius in gym“ “fig; and recorded range oi
values comparable to those noted during presmt investi
qeticn in the grow-out ecosystem. Their (Rao Q 11-.1902)
observation that the calcium in the muscle of feaale press
was generally lower than in the males, support the present
data of little sex-specific seasonal muscle calcium
concentration differences. The seasonal trend of variation
of calcium in the muscle of male or fensle prawn in the
grow-out ecosystem was similar to that of calcium of the
water and the sediment of environment and to_ the hsusolylaph

of B. mggg; r as depicted by the significant correlation
(Tables VII B to XII C)_7. This reflects that the calcium
of the muscle cells is partially depleted from its oytinn
levels found at normal salinity. while studying calci\I

\

levels in the exoskeleton, hepetopancreas and abdominal

muscle of the grass shrimp, £;], mag, Brmnon
and Rao (1979) noted decrease in calciim content of the

muscle of control mimals kept for 106 days under laboratory
conditions having diluted seawater(10%. salinity) containing
only one fourth the celciun of oceanic water.

Though muscle calcimn showed significuat positive
correlation with calcium of the water and the sediment in

the marine ecosystca (Teblesz IX B to xn B), yet the

5’?



comparative qumtue or its seasonal variation was little,
reflecting, thereby, the seasonal stability or calcium
eonoatretioo or the eater ad the sediment, ad of the
heeuolyqh of Z, “fig; in the ptesqt study. Though
there is little direct evidence in support or the present
findings, Yet the findings oz nao as sl. (um) during
the marine phase of the estuary (i,e. non-aaonsoon period)
are consistent with the present observations in the
marine ecosystem As compared to the grow-out ecoeystn,
seasonal variations in muscle calcium values were relatively

higher in the marine QC°§Y8t6|!e The conceptual ccmpertI|d:t
ation of calcium, in the animal md the external medium, into
the external seawater, haenolyrnph, haenolymph bathed
organs and the hepatopancreas has been described by Price
Sheets and Dendinger (1983), while studying calcium

deposition into the cuticle of the blue crab, gaging;
;gj,Q_§ related to external salinity, The noting of
calcium values in hecnolymph, exoskeleton, muscle and

gonad whm water and sediment calcium vary during preemt

study confirms the concept of ccmpartnentaticn described
by Price Sheets and Dendinger (1983), The negligible seis
specific seasonsl difference of muscle calcim concentration
or 3, iggiggg, within each ecosysten, underlines the
similar needs in both the sexes.

5
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Though there is little work carried out on the
lines similar to the presmt seasonal study, yet the rage
or hepatopancreatic calcim values reported ‘by Brannon

and Rec (1979) (7.50 to 8.84 nq/q nu) in the grass shrig,
£fl @519, agree well with the presmt values of
hepatopmcreatic calcium of E. flflgm in both the ecosystns
(1.40 to 11.22 aq/q ow). Dell uses 1»), while studying
calcium metabolism of flflgig sp” reported I. 17 nq/q
ow) calcius in the digestive gland which is comparable to
the presmt findings.

The little seasonal variation of hepatopancreatic
calcium in the marine ecosystan reflects stable seasonal
calcium concaatrations of the water and the sediment which

is confirmed by the significmt positive correlation of the
hepatopancreatic calcium with calcium of haanolymph, water
and sedimmt (Table X B to XII C). On the other hand, the
seasonal variations of hepatopancreatic calcium in the
grow-out ecosystem were considerable as compared to the
marine ecosystem and it too reflected trends of calcium
in haenolymph, water and sediment as confirmed by the

significant positive correlations (Table VII B to Ix C).
Io sex-specific hepatopancreatic calcium concentration
differences recorded within each ecosysten during ptsldlt
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study underlines the similar physiological role of
hq>ltOp8\¢t‘Qll.

Seasonal variation in calcium levels in the
ovary and testis shoved little quantitative dirtereocee
within each ecoeyetq and their eiqniticmt positive
correlations with calcium or henolyuph, water and
sedimmt (Table VII B to XII C) in both the ecosystems
make it anply clear that the calcium has a similar role
to play in the gonads of both sexes and that, its

concentration depends upon the calcium level in the
hednolymph. Though the ecosystem-specific differences of
calcium concmtrations in the gonads, are not much (1.86
to 2.35 mg/g DW and 2.10 to 2.32 mg/g Dw in the grow-out

end the marine ecosystan respectively), yet the quantml
of seasonal variation is much higher in the grow-out
ecosystem. This is related to the higher range of
seasonal variation of calcium of haunolymph, water and
eedimmt as compared to the stdole marine ecosystem.

while summarizing, it may be said that the
variation of tissue calcium contents are a function of
the calcium concentrations in the water and the eedillmt

in the particular ecoeystun. The variations occur mainly
during the period of freshwater discharge and heavy
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precipitation and the ecosystem-specific differences are
considerable during this period. There are little sex
specific calcium concentration differences within each
'¢°.Y't3ne

Magmesiun or the watt and the eedimmt in the arou
out as well as the eerine ecosystems behaved conservatively
but the cpmtitetive seasonal variation in the two eooeyetas
was quite different during monsoon and post-monsoon pd-‘10<l¢

The sudden decrease in magnesium content of water in direct
proportion to .the decrease in salinity in the grow-out
ecosystem during monsoon is due to the local precipitatim
and freshwater run-off, There is paucity of literature m
seasonal variation of magnesium in the Cochin backwaters,
Gupta and Nail: (1981) studied the seasonal variations Of
magnesium content in the Mmdovi and zuari river systns
(Goa) and reported that the magnesium appears to take sane
part in the biogeochemical cycles of the rivers and behave
as a conservative parameter. They (Gupta and Naik, 1981)
daserved least values during monsoon which are comparable

the values of present findings. Generally, it is difficult
to draw comparisons between different estuaries as distri
bution of the chemical species are regulated by freshwater

run-off, seawater inflow, evaporation, precipitation, and
the nature of the catclnent area (Perkins, 1976).
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Heqlesitln has also been reported to behave in e conser
vative wq in Chikuqeqawa river estuary, Japan (Hoaokewa,
1910). Bediemt naaaeeiun in the qrow-out ecolyatm
behaved seasonally just as magnesium of water and this
too is related to the dilution effect cmsed by
increased water inflow during aonsoon and post-monsoon

period whm decreased values were noted. Unfortunately
there is no literature on seasonal study of magnesium in

\

sedimaats.

In the marine ecosystem, the relatively minor
decrease in magnesium of water may be due to relatively
little mixing of the, stratified lees saline surface water
with the dense. highly saline, nutrient-rich waters which
occupy the near bottom apaee, Observations of Nail: (1970),
on seasonal variation of magnesium in the nearshore waters
of Goa during non--monsoon period, are generally sale el
observed in the marine ecosystm during the comparable
period of the present study. There was a little deflreeee
in nmgesiuu or sediment durinq monsoon period in the
present study which ia attributable to little dilution
of the overlyinq waters which showed restricted mixing
with less saline surface waters. Seasonal study on the

eedixnmt magnesium in the inshore waters of Arabian See
is wanting. However, Rao (1978), has l'.‘epOrted the
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nsmcsizm to rungs tron 1 to 1.5% in the nesrshsrc
sediments of the northern halt st western continental

shalt of India. This rungs oi‘ valus is in general
sqrsuasnt with the rungs of values (1.46 to 1.78%) noted
during present invsstiqsticli in the marine scosystua.

Fran the obssrvstims recorded, it is found that
than is little ssumll vsristial of magnetism bath in
water and sediment in tho marine scosystan whereas amusl
variation of magnesium at water and sediment in the arms
mt ecosyatm is profamdly influenced by the frsshustsr
run-off and local prscipitstitn.

Magnesium concentrations of hscaolymph, mmskslctm,

muscle and hspatopsncrsss too-shcusd vary little, insiqnip
ficsnt sex-specific differmces within s particular seolysta
just as in the csss of calcium. Tho range of magnslit
concmtration values oi testis (760 to 1074 /lg/q DW) ad
ovary (757 to 941/uq/g DW) in the grow-out ecosystua,
as well as of testis (958 to 1091/uq/g D14) and ovlly
(980 to 1035 /uq/g Dw) in the marine scosystun too shoved
not much q.1antita(:ive_d1ffQ1‘Gl'!C_Q8 within s particular

ecosystem This implies s similar physiological role 0!
magnesium in male and female Z. . Thersfars, nu.-the
discussicn shall be general rather than sex-specific.
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Haenolyuph Iaamaeaima of Z. ipgiggg shoved wide

rmge of seasonal variation mainly during monsoon and
pout-monsoon period in the grow-out aoosystun whereas

the range of seasonal variation of haanolymph magnesium
in the marine aooayatcn was, more or lees, very little.
This can be oonaidared to be the range of normal fluctua
tions at seawater aalinity, and thereby, exhibiting
relatively stable milieu of the marine ecosystem. The
finding of similar positive correlatione.(?able VII B
to XII C) in both the eoosyatane eaqalaina that the nature
of response to the seasonal variation Of'phY81COChGH1Cl1

characteristics by the varios tissuem of_2,‘jgg1ggg is
similar in the grow-out and the marine ecosystems. But
quantitatively, the wide range of seasonal veriation of

haemolymph magnesium recorded during monsoon and poet
monsoon period in the grou~out ecosystem, in contralt to
the stable hauaolymph magnesium values in the marine
ecosystem, is a function of the quantem of variation of
aalinity which regulates magnesium of water and sediment.

Price-Sheets and Dendinqer (1983) investigated magnesium

deposition in the cticle of the blue creb,.Q§111ggg§gg
eegids in relation to the external ea1inity,and found
that haemolymph magnesium exhibit higher concetration
in high salinity and lower in low salinity. This

4



amporta ainilu: seasonal variation at haaolyuph naguuinn
recorded durinq prelmt investigation in either of the
ooolvatenn. Colvooorouea Q 3],. (1974) described
mammal variation or scan constituents of the blue crab.

»

Qgfligggg ‘gig; and noted that the serum magnesium
was maintained hypoionic to the IlV1l‘OIIll\6lt of aalinitiel

over 7%,, and hyperionic below that point,which is
comparable to present results. The range of haamolymph

magnesium values (72 to 160 /ug/ml) recorded during prolont
studies in both the ecosystems are comparable to the

observation of zzandera (1978) in §1_gg_§j,_§ ,

(45 to 120/ug/ml) and _c_g;g;m;§_ may (70 to 193/no/nl).
The concentration of hacnolymph magnesium of 2. fllflfll
in both the ecosystems always ruinained lees than that of
the surrounding water medium in contrast to the behaviour
of calcium, in the present study, which was found to be
always higher in haemolymph than in the medium. Zlnderl
(1978) reported that though magnesium is abundant in
seawater, it is excreted by moat crustaceans resulting in
hauuolynph levels lower than that of the external median.
Qgg _gg is the only animal that actually has a
higher level of magnesium in its haemolymph than in the
Inbient medium (Waterman, 1960). The known deprelllnt

effect of magnesium on nervous and neuromuscular activity
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and its negative correlation with metabolic rate (waterlm,
1960) may be the reasons for active excretion of lagnesib
at all fthe salinities studied during presazt investigation,

ff

At the/I freshwater concentrations of mamesium in the medium,
‘I

1 4'

haanq4lymph magnesium becomes relatively less hypotonic
‘V
|.'

thou/{gih it is round to be highly hypotonic at normal

sali‘./nities, as evidenced by the haunolymph magnesi\m
1mm, which is about one-seventh of‘ the magnesium

.,

concentration in the medium, But almost halving of the

haemolymph magnesium concentration during active monsoon,
when magnesium of the mbimt water is approaching near

zero values /in the grow-out 8CO8YItIll’bl‘.‘|.1'1g out the
conservative nature of the animal with regard to magnesium.
In dilute seawater, the excretion of magnesium in the urine

/,

by  antennal gland decreases or ceases completely but
a

I
,1

it is always maintained below that of the medium as has

been reported by zanders (1978), while investigating
ionic regulation in the mangrove crab, _L§_r3_igg9_1_g

aggm from 100% to 5% seawater, The conservation of
magnesium assumes significance as some minimal level of the

hlC!!O1yTnph magnesium has to be maintained for the stability

of polypeptides of haemolymph (Blair and vm Holde, 1976).

It may be presumed that the significantly
decreased divalent cations such as calcium and magnesium
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in the hacaolynph during nonsoon and post-monsoon period

in the grow-out eoosysten serve u a constraint for prqer
oxyqmetion" of haenolymph, especially in largo size pram
where requiranmt is more, became these salts are known to

raise the oxygen affinity (waternnm ,l96O_).

The range of seasonal variation of exoskeletal

magnesium (6343 to 8176/ug/g Dw) was such larger in the

grow-out than in the marine ecosystem (7718 to 8354fng/g DW9-n

Relatively little seasonal variation recorded, due to the
relative stability, in the marine ecosysten ‘was in contrast
to the range of wide variations recorded in the grow-out
ecosystem mainly during monsoon and post-;monsoon. But

nature of the response to variations indboth the ecosyltflls
is similar to that of the haemolymph magnesium as shown by

the significant positive correlation values of exoskeletal
magnesium with other psranetera (Table:- VII  to XII C).
There is little work to support the present findings but
the range of exoskeletal magnesium values recorded during

presmt investigations agree well with those reported by
Huner gt; 5],. (1976, 1979) in the intermoult Qggggggn
12=.L11s- Izmmssms 1 ind Emsm ail-1.ts2.mimlI;l.~
The decrease in enoskeletal magnesium with the decrease Of

magnesium in the medium during present study is due to the
fact that most of the minerals incorporated in the new
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omskalston after noultinq cane from the surroundinq
medium only; and food, resorption from the o1d onoskolltm
and other crustaoem, stores are considered to be oi

secondary nature (Graf, 1978), This is also supported
by the works of various authors (kloinhols and Bourquin,
1951; Ghyselman, 1953; Robertson, 196Ob;Hecht, 1915; md

(Brat, 1978) who studiodcmoskaletal calcium in crustsccml
md noted surrounding seawater to be the main source tor
the mineralization of the new exoskeleton,

The muscle, hepatopgncreas and gonad of male and

female g. Egg, showed no sex-specific seasonal diftermces,
just as for hasmolymph and exoskeleton, in a particular
ecosystem during the presmt investigation, But the range
of seasonal variation of magnesium in the grow-out ecosystm

(muscle, 705 to 1299 /Ag/g Dw; hepatopancreaa, 1657 to 2557

/lg/g .713‘-.>.I; ovary, 757 to 941/ug/q Dw; testis, 760 to 10'Mflq/q
Dwhwere nuch larger than the same in the marine ecosyltm

(muscle, 1160 to 1364/Ag/g ow; hepatopancre-as 2419 to 2728

/ug/g U1?) ovary, 980 to 1035/ug/g DW; testis, 958 to 1091

/ug/g 1:11-I), This is prrosumably, related to the seasonal
stability of the marine ecosystem in comparison to the

grow-out ecosystem which showed wide range of variations
especially during monsoon and post-monsoon period as

explained earlier, But nature oi’ the response to variltiml
in both the ecosystems is, in general, similar as proved



by the correlation values (Tabla VII B to XII C). There
is scarcity of information on these lines.

The similar trend of magnesium variations in
various tissues though quantitatively different, follov
the magnesium variations an the haemolymph which, in turn,

I

is influencedeby the magnesium in the ambient medium Ind
VI‘

/

the "sediment.

Total phosphorus, in grow-out system, remained low

during non-monsoon period but increased concentrations with

a peak value were noted during-transition mad early monsoon
period whm the first showers set in. The total phosphorus
values after attaining the peak value declined suggesting
thereby, that further lmd run-off from the catchnant area
does not increase phosphorus concentration in water.
Frequmt oscillations noted are indicative of regeneration
of phosphate phosphorus from the bottom sediments. Decrease
during late monsoon and post-monsoon period may be due to

greater silt load resulting in ranoval of phosphorus from
solution. Sankaranaraymm and qasim (1969) described
phosphrus dynamics in Cochin backwaters in relatio to
environmental characteristics and observed low values

during non-monsoon period md high peak values during
transition or early monsoon period. They (Sankaranarayllm
md Qalim, 1969) ruled out freshwater discharge as the

1".-w
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source or input but suggested decomposition of organic
matter as a_n- input source. while carrying out seasonal
study cl the primary proaction in the venbanad Lake.
lair Q 3],. (1975) also reported that high concentration
of phosphorus occur eithu during the monsoon or the post
monsoon period, but their recording of phosphorus values

even upto 600/uq/1 during monsoon is sigaificqatly higher
than those recorded in the present investigation.
Naafwarajaiah and Gupta (1983), have described seasonal

variation of physicochemical paruneters in the Nethravati
estuary, Mmgalore and reported range of phosphorus values

similar to the present findings but their observation of
low values during monsoon is unusual, This may be due
to the nature of the hydrobiological features of the over
lying waters and the texture and mineralogical composition
of sediments. But sediment of the grow-out ecosystem shoved
high values during transition, monsoon mdv post-monsoon

period in the present study. The phosphorus in the
sedimmts of Cochin backwaters have also been described by

Murty and Veerayya (1972) and ansari and i='?ajagopal (1914).

Ansari and Rajagopal (1974) noted high values during the
monsoon and low in the pre- and post-monsoon periods.
Their (fmsari and Rajagopal, 1974) observation that release
of phosphate from mud takes place d\1I‘11‘lQ_'Ch8 monsoon period
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supports the present findings of noting decreasing trmd
during late monsoon and post--monsoon after reaching a pod;
value in early monsoon period implying, thereby, that a

part of/the phosphorus was released to the overlying
waters ,~during late monsoon md post-monsoon period.

Probably initial flushing of the land run-off from pre
dominantly rice producing Kuttanad area bordering vaabansd
Lake, which is funous for utilizing double the mount of
fertilizer per unit area normally being utilized in Kerala
(Hindu, 1996), and to some extent flushing: of a11ochtho

nous phosphate from the catclmmt area of Cochin backwaters

(Ansari and Rajagopal, 1974) resulted in a peak value at
the time of early showers during monsoon. The subsequent
land run--off and local precipitation, which flushes the
area at a relatively much faster rate, may account for

I

decline of the peak values of total phosphorus in water.
Increased 'si1tation' and ‘sinking’ of organic debris and
presence of upwelled water near bottom probably account

foreincreased total phosphorus in sediment during monsoon
and postnnonsoon period. Rajamanickmn and Setty (1973)

observed that higher phosphate concmtration in sedilmt
during post-monsoon is related to a large supply of
terrige-nous apatite brought in by the rivers in addition
to .the other contributing factors such as organic
production, upwelling and pollutants,
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In the marine ecosystem, increased total
phosphorus values in water éarinq monsoon and early
‘postqmonsoo is primarily due to the incursion or nutrient
rich ofif-shore current into inshore area (Ramaairtha and
Jayarenm. 1963) of the marine ecosystamamd, to some
extent, is due to increased flow of silt-loaded orgaic
matter brought in along with water run-off in the surface
layers of the water-column, Sankaranarayanan and Raddy

(1970) examined total phosphorus content in the waters of
Arabian Sea along the west coast of India and observed

that it was always more than 80/ug/l in near Cochin shelf
waters. The range of phosphorus reported by Anniqeri
(1972), while investigating physicochemical paruneters of
Karwar Bay during nonwmonsoon period agree well with the

present findings of comparable period. The recordinq'o£
increased phosphorus concentrations during monsoon and

postamonsoon by Anand and Jayaraman (1972) in the northern

Indian Qcean, also support our findings. The increased
total phosphorus of sediment, in the marine ecosystem,
noted during late monsoon ad post~monsoon in the present

study reflects the presence of increased amounts of organic"
debris am’bottom»which is the consequence of increase in

primary roduction and its subsequent death & decay and
sinking. Unfortunately, there is no record of seasonal



study tor total phosphorus in sedinent of oontinentel

shelf waters of west coast of Indie, but the renqe of
phosphorus in sediments of the western continental shelf

0! Infill ml reported by R00 Q Q. (1978) agree well with
the present rolulti.

Relatively higher values of total phosphorus in
water mad, to a little extent, in sediment noted in the

marine than in the grow-out ecosystun at my time of the
year seems to be related to the increased water biclllsl
availability in the marine ecosystem which results in
increased death end decay and ‘sinking’ of organic debris.

It results in the higher rate of decomposition or orqmio
debris leading to higher total phosphorus contmt in the
near bottom water in the marine ecosystem; This is
supported by the fact that pH in the marine ecosystm
always remained lower thm that in the qrow-out eooeyetdl
and therr~by,imply the presence of more reducing conditions
in the marine ecosystem Murty end veercyya (1972)
observed that a comparison of the phosnhate values in the
Vembanad Lake sediments with those in the shelf sediments

indicate that sediments in the estuarine region compare
favourably with the sediments in the inneer shelf region.



Phosphorus, though known not to have much

physiological importance like other ions studied during
present investigation, yet it is of significance being
a part of calcite chemistry, Calcite, the structural
material of decapod inteqnmt, contains more than 99%
of its mineral content as calcium carbonate, but also has
magnesium carbonate and calcium phosphate as essmtisl
minor mineral constituents (Richards, 1951), From the
results discussed hitherto, it becomes clear that the
seasonal variation of calcium md magnesium is similar,
and consequmtly, -therelore, the seasonal variation of
phosphorus has to be understood in that context. Sen
specific differences observed were nil, The unpredicable

seasonal variation of haeeolymph phosphorus recorded
during presmt investigation in both the ecosystems, most
possibly, reflects the erratic seasonal variation of

phosphorus in the medium, The insimificantly increased

haanolymph phosphorus noted during monsoon months may be
due to the increase of phosphorus in the medium and the
sedimmt in both the ecosystans,

The relatively lower exsoskeletal phosphorus values

recorded during monsoon and post-monsoon period in both

the ecosystms may be related to relatively lower values
of calcium and maqnesium in the exoskeleton at that time
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as noticed during presmt study, ad it is indirectly
supported by its significant positive correlation with
salinity <'m>1e VII B to XII B), The values noted
during present investigation were comparable to those

reported by Dell (1965a, b) in gflgpmgggg sP- (4.95 mg/q
W) W1 "finer st sl- M91911“ Zmasuasaliinmisnna
($.00 to 1a.oc nq/q nw).

Though muscle phosphorus showed erratic seasonal

variation, yet relatively higher values noted in the
monsoon and post-monsoon especially in the grow-out

ecosystem may be due to similar behaviour of phosphorus

in' the medium md the haaaolymph. The maintainence of the

dynanic chemical equilibrium by the animal with the
ecosystem may explain increased values during freshwater
run-off.

The relatively low hepatopancreatic phosphorus

values recorded during monsoon and post-monsoon period in
the grow-out ecosysten may be related to the decrease in
calcium and magnesium in the hepatopancrees as noted during
presaat study, The calcium in the hepatopancreas is known

to be stored as calcium phosphate granules (Becker 3 51.,
1974) .- and its variations are anticipated to be anulated
by the hepatopancreatic phosphorus too. In the marine
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eeosystn hqaetepnereetie phosphorus shoved, acre er lea,
uniform values throughout the study period coinciding with

/
e

the seasonal stability of the hepetopencreatic calcium 8
already noted and discussed during present study.

In the grow-out ecosystem, the relatively lower

values of testicular phosphorus noted during monsoon md
post-monsoon period are contrary to the increase or
phosphorus in the medium md the sedimmt. This shows that

the increase in the medium md theysediment does not effect
testicular phosphorus. On the other hand, testicular
phosphorus variation seans related to the seasonal
variation of calcium and magnesium as borne out by the
correlation values QTable: VII C to 11>: C). The testicular
phosphorus concentration in the marine ecosystem cm be
said to have remained uniform. It may be related to
the seasonal stability of the marine ecosystem, Just as
in the orow-out ecosystem, the increase of phosphorus in
the medium and the sedimmt in the marine ecosysten does

not seem to affect the testicular phosphorus during
monsoon and post-monsoon period.

Ovarian phosphorus though depicting a small
decrease (~10% of the non-monsoon values) during monsoon,

post-monsoon and even in Novenber, Decembor months in the

grow-out ecosystem, yet its significant positive correlatim



with salinity (Tabla vi: B to IX B), just like tostialar
calcium in tho grow-out ccosystom, ralate it to tho ssddlal.
variation of calcium and maqiciium. The incrcasc at
phosphorus in the ncdima and the scdimcnt does not attack
ovarine phosphorus too.

In the marina ecosystem ovarian phosphorus runaincd
uniform, just as the testicular phosphorus, and it may be
due to the general seasonal stability of the ecosystcn but
the increase of phosphorus in tho medium md the sadimmt
does not affect the ovarina phosphorus during monsoon and

post-monsoon period.

The inaxplicablo seasonal behaviour of phosphorus
in some of the tissues, which is normally anticipated to be
a function of phosphorus variation in the ecosystem, is
supported by the similar observation of  5; Q. (1979)
who, whole working on phosphorus in
opinod that the variations of phosphorus levels are
difficult to explain.

In the grow-out ecosystem, copper in the water Q6
the sediment ruuained low and uniform but for monsoon and

post-monsoon period when non-conservative behaviour of

copper was quite apparent (i.a. copper concentrations



increased with decrease of salinity), The distribution
of trace metals in the sediments -of Cochin backwaters

follow a pattern similar to that in the water, and is
controlled by the formation of trace metal uzriched clay,
silt and organic particles and their subsecpant redistri
bution in the sediment by water movement and bioturbatioa

(Rajenclrm mad Kurian, 1986). The major variations in

physicoghsmical conditions within the estuaries give rise
to the possibility of non-conservative behaviour of sane
of the dissolved substances during the mixing of river
and seawaters (Burton, 1978), The presmce of flocculated
silt-loaded organic matter rich in these biolements in
the freshwater run-off, a part of which sinks to the
bottom, pI‘ObBb1}{~ causes increase in copper concentration
in the water and the sediment. Presence of Udyoganandal

Industrial Complex and other industrial activity in the
vieinity discharging their effluents in the rivers
flowing into the Cochin backwaters may also partly account

for higher copper values>during run-off period as
effluent rich sediments are deflocculated and flushed out.

This is supported by the work of venugopal 5 ,g1.(l982)
who reported that the main effluent discharge sites at
Udyoganenrial Industrial Complex contain si-cnificant unount

of copper duringthe monsoon season. Estuarine muds are
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knonn to serve as ‘sink’ of riverins metals (Matksr Q; 11,,
1901). The incursion of nutriwt rich ottshore waters svsn
in the Cochin backwaters muting muasoon lad post-monsoon

period (Sankarsnarayanan md Qasin, 1969) may also contrihuts
to increase of copper concentrations in the water ad the
ssdinsnt though to a linitsd extant. There is no seasonal
study reported on copper in water tron this ares. Rsjsndrn
and Kurian (1986), while studying seasonal metal pollutim in
Cochin backwaters, reported relatively very low values (0.10

to 1s2O/.1g/1) but the type of water sanple used (tiltersdl
unfiltered) was not specified and concluded that there is
little evidence of my overall seasmal pattern» The low

values noted by than (Rajandrm and Kurian, 1986) may be Gus
to collection of surface water sanples which might have bed:
filtered before analysis as compared to unfiltered bottfi
water samples used for analysis during present investiqatim.
But little seasonal variation recorded during their study
(Rajendran mad Kurim, 1986) agree well with the uniform
values reported during the presmt study involving the
comparable non-monsoon period, The present results fall in

the range of copper values (0.9 to 13,7/ug/1) described, by
sankaranarayanan and Stephen (1978), in the waters of Cochin
backwater, though their work is not a seasonal study,Thfl results  t0
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treehweter pheee of the eetnuy (noneom end pout-monsoon
period) in the present study ere in eqrenmt with the

‘l'urekim'e (1971) tindinq er 7.00/aq/1 G®pQ1‘ ooncentretim
in the globe]. river weter lupply. The significant negative
correlation between copper omcentretion ma salinity in the
eetuerine grow-out ecoeyeten ('rebl@e VII A to IX A) noted

during prflllt inveetigeticn ill confirmed by the recording
or eimiler mu-coneervetive behaviour of copper in estuarine
wetere by Sundererej end Kriehne murthy (1972). While study
inq trace metal levels in the eedimente of the Cochin beac
weters, Vamgopel Q1 Q. (1982) noted copper to show lane
degree of aeeeonel verieticne end opined that porbebly pre
veiling pl-ryeicochemicel oonditione end ‘backhand’ influence

govern the varietiona. He (venugopel gt _§,1.,1982) recorded
peek valuu neer Cochin bermouth during monsoon end poet»

noneoon season with highest value in Novenber end considered

upetreem eourcee to contribute coneiderably and indicated
motel sinking in the eree of oonfluenoe of seawater and fresh
weter. flejendren end Kurien (1986) investigated eeeeonel
verietion or copper in eedimente of Cochin backwaters end opine
thet llthmngh there il e lonthly verietion in metal concentrat
ion, there is little evidence of any ov==~ra1l seasonal pettllll
in eedimmt. But their oonclueion Unlnatos from the period
involving non-monsoon period end June month of the BGIIOG

period only, The renqe (30-63/ug/g DW) of copper velnel
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in sedimmt of the vqubenad ldre reported by Marty and
veereyye (1981), are 'merally similar to the range oi
copper values noted during the present invutigation.
Their (Murty md veerqye. 1981) observation that copper
has e significant correletion with orqmic matter of the
sediments is indirectly confirmed by the higher copper
concentrations recorded bring: present investigation es it,
too, coincides with the increase in total phosphorus or
sediment during Isonsoaa and poet-monsoon period.

In the marine ecosystem, higher values of copper
noted during late monsoon end post--monsoon period in the ~

water md sediment may be related to the upwelling of
nutrient rich offshore waters, increased primary production
and the consequent increased sinking of organic debris. The

presdlce of silt-loaded organic matter, along with freshwltd
run-off in the surface layer (Venugopal g 31., 1982)
which becomes less saline during monsoon also contribute to
increased levels in bottas-water and sediment as a result

or sinking or silt, Release of copper from coastel sedinmts
es suggested by Boyle Q 3},‘ (1981) to explain the observed
enric1'I§\ent~r" of copper in coastal waters during heavy run-of!

pQ!‘1Od-. does not hold good because in the present study copper
_ /

values in the sediment also showed e conconmittent increase

during monsoon and poet-monsoon period. Kneuer and Martin



(1973) observed that copper values are also associated with
nearshore upwelling of waters. There is no comparable
eeeemal variation data or eqper in water or eedient or
the Indim waters. But the rmge of Qfippfl‘ values in the
marine ecosystem recorded during the present inveetioatims

are consiatmt with the findings of Rajendrm jg Q. (1982)
who reported that copper in surface water or the inshore

/

areas of western Bay of Bmgal varied tron 3.50 to 6,62

/uq/l. Jegatheesan md venugopalsn 1973) reported 0.50 to
12-00/ug/1 copper concentration in Porto Novo waters;

Singbal and fianaoiry (1977) reported 1.70 to 7.90/uq/1
copper ccncentration in hrdaian sea waters. The finding or
Romanov, ct a_.L. (1977), that copper oonomtrations in the
Aegean -flee varied seasonally, with the winter values higher
than those of spring and summer, support present results or
higher copper values during late monsoon and post-monlofll

1

period in the marine ecoeyateiz. While reviewing copper in
the marine environment, Lewis and Cave (1982) reported

nearahore seawater copper concmtration to range betvem

0. 3Q_c-3.80/lg/l and O-2500/ug/1 in the Mediterranean and the
adjacent seas l'QlpO¢1;1\_7Q1Y,_, Hoff (1978) described copper
in the neershore waters and observed that concentrations of

copper were increased both by St. Laure-ace river water and
by upwelled subsurface water. Similar phenomenon may be

18,‘!
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poeeible in recording of high nine e! copper in the
preeunt etudy ot eeriee wetere. Beeeoeel tluctuetione of
copper are knoun to occur due to fluctuations in run-elf,
with increased veluee in the spring and eulener et the time
of heavy spring run-oft (Chow and Thoeupem, 1954; Thonee

end Grill, 1977; Foster and Morris, 1971; A:-nee. 1976)

Thue ie paucity of information an aeaeonei etudy
or copper in sediment in the inehore ereee of Indian wetere.
While studying partition patterns of copper in the eedilleltl
of the western continental ehelf of Indie, Rao gt _]1.(19'!4)

reported an average of 193.8/lg/g nw copper in the eedillltl
of the ahelf region off Cochin. The copper valuee recorded
during the present investigation are far 1e-as than thoee
reported by Rao gt 5}, (1974). While working on copper
content in the inshore eedeimmta of Gulf of Kutch,Mui'ty Q Q.

(1978) recorded a range of 18 to 63/lg/g 17%.’ which is
conaistmt with the values of copper in sediment recorded in
the present study, The observation of Marty _§_ Q1. (1970)
that copper and zinc co-vary with each other in e eimificnt
manner in the sediments of Gulf of Kutch support the pteefit
reeult of getting eimilar eignificent positive correletim
between copper end zinc of eediment (Table 3»; \ to XII A)

but the rmge of copper veluee (175-200/ug/g DW) noted h
thm were nuch higher thm the veluee (30-66.-5/uq/q DH) reco
rded hme. The higher veloee noted by thm,(Murty Q, 1,19%)
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nay be related to the discharge or Industrial effluents tron
the so called Industrial capital (Babsy) of India.
Paropkeri Q ll. (1980) also reported similar range (ll to
53/no/Q 1'?»-') or copper values in the sediments of Gulf or
Kutoh. It has been suggested that the innershelt sedinmts
mix regularly with the estuarine sediments (Muller and

rm-atyier, 191$; salaaena and Hook, 1911; may aae vaarayya,
zen)‘. The slightly hiqher values of sediment eeppar

noted in the earine than in the grow-out ecosystem is the
pres!/Cit study are confirmed by the observation of Marty

Q4 Veerqye (1981) who, while studying the distribution
e£§\t\1'ace metals in the aaesaanta as vaaeman lake, reported\I v
that copper in sediments of estuary showed lower

\.

ooncntrefign‘ this the oopper of edj scent inner shell
I

lddlnwfila
/

I

B the grew-eut and the marine ecosystems, the
1'

higher heeaolynph espper values recorded mrino monsoon ad

post-monsoon period in both male and female Ea flflflj, in
the presmt study nay be die to the highs‘ oopper oono¥Qt
rations in the enbiant water Ind bottm sediments. Copper
is thougitto be absorbed both +1. the Otdlldh and directly
from seawater across the body surface (Bryan, 1968), His
(Bryan, 1968) observation that the laount of copper Qd
zinc which can be absorbed directly from seawater across
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the body eurfece iea-eeee it the concentration or the water
it raised. confirms eigairicent positive mrreletion at
copper in the water and the hemolynph ('1-‘file VII B to XII

B) in the preeent etudy. But the qumtum of increaee at
haeeolymph copper concentration comparable to the qemtu
of increeie or copper in the enbieet meoium wee leee
euqgeeting, thereby, that either the aheorption wee
reetricted or that only a traction or the absorbed copper
appears in the hadaolymh, or that active excretim of the
absorbed metal wee reeorted to. Bryan (1968) euqqeetel
that copper la regulated in all epecies of decapode Q4
that the removal or enceee copper from the body can occur
in the feecee,» in the urine, or ecroea the body eurfece.
while studying regulation and accumulation of copper in
Ellgg up White and Rainbow (1982) obeerved thet
the animal can easily regulate body concmtratione upto I!

increase of 100/uq/l copper in the medium. Copper ll Q
eeeential metal to crustaceans ae it in utilized ae e
prosthetic group in the etructure of haamocyanin (1-cutie
and Vanquickuaborne, 1974). The decteele in salinity
affects oxygen consumption through oernotic etreee (weillld

and Mengmu, 1975; cillee, 1977) and increaeae copper

toxicity (Hula-Janeen, 1948) whereas higher levels of
copper in treehvater ceuee reproductive impairllmt, deoreele
in growth. protein content and glutnic oucaloacetate trill
Iainaee activity in 2%“ (Bieeinqer and Chritfllln 1972).
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These three above usntimed negative affects in the context
or the prelent findings of almost freshwater conditions and
increased copper concentration during monsoon and post
monsoon period in the grow-out acosystm may explain the
supposed triggering or stress mechanism in mature or naturinq

Q. flggg which results in their mimation to high salinity
in. to the less daanding marine anvironmmt tor further
reproductive develwmcat. The presence of post-larval ad
juvenile stages of Z. “gig; in the estuarine area even
during monsoon and post-monsoon period (George, 1962)

appears to be related to the more efficient and active
regulatory capabilitiu develowuent by the animal during the
post-larval stages, as it is known that the biological affect
oi. copper is different during different parts of the lite
history of marine organisms (Lewis and Cave, 1982) and

that the regu1atOtY capabilities are a function of develop
mental stage (Lewis and Cave, 1982). Nair and Krishnmkutty
(1975) described varying effects of salinity on the growth
of the juvmiles of E. ipgigg frau the Cochin backwaters
and suggested that physiological changes as well as a Qadual
change to stenohalinity may be the reasons for sea-ward
migration of this species. The increased concentration of
copper in the haamolymph implies the increase in haamocyanin

content of haunolpaph which may be related to increased

metabolic and osmo-regulatory activity (Taylor £1 g_}_.,i9BS).
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Thnqh thnrc in little work on uuoaal studio: of
honolymph copper, yet the value: reported by Bryn (1968)

in mama ulna.» ammml. Mahatma II“! smut may
(63.1 to 09.0 no/bl); ma ojmpah ad cu-on (1970) in

Q13 M, (41 to i59}Iq/ll) no cunparnblc to tho
prumt rindinql. hnkaruurlylnll. nil. (1910) notd
loumal chmqo in tho omcmtratim of copper and zinc
in a oyster, gngo £ tron the Cochin
backwaters which they related to monloonal chanqot in froth“
wator run-or! firm areal reocivinq industrial and donoctic
wlltoi.

The rango of noumal oxoakclotal copper value!
rooordod during presmt investigations in the grow-out

(13.a to 23.2/ug/g ow) and the marine (12.9 to 24.2/la;/q nu)
ecosystem mad amongst male (14.6 to 24.2 Pg/g DW) ad (undo

(12.9 to 20.1 )1q/g DH) showed little sex-specific or acoly
ltem-spqcific differences indicating, thereby, that the
effects-of COpper variations in tho ecosy-~te.ms and in tho

hacnolymph have little to do with the exoskelctol copper
concentrationa. It is substantiated by the inniqaificnat

correlation values (Table VII A to XII C) too, Though __
there is paucity of directly related works, yet the Iawllkolctal
copper values roportad by Bryan (1968) in §gg
nlllénfii 29811.22! Slllllfllimll. md BEE? h.i'£Bh&l.

(2.9 to 4.9/lg/g FR); Won (1973) in crdos (4.1 to 9.2
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/59/9 FW) and Horowitz and Presley (1977) in Rock shrimp

(16.3/ug/g DW) camfirms the present findings.

The relatively higher muscle copper concentration
values of male and faaele 2. igggg noted in the grow
out and the marine ecosystems during monsoon pe.-ma in
the presmt study may be due to the simultaneous increase
of haanolymph copper concmtrations which is, in -turn, a
function of copper in the water and the sedimmt. But the
quantum of increase was not more than about 10% of the
range of muscle copper values noted in the other seasons.
The increased values noted might have been due to the

residual effect of haeuolymph copper which supplies muscle
t-issue. Though there is little work to support the prescat
findings, yet the values of muscle copper reported by

Bryan" (1968) in ggggmg mg (7.5/lg/g Fw). Qggun
g_§§_§_:1._y_g_Jg (8.0/ug/g PW); Horowitz and Presley (1977)

in Brown shrimp (24.2/lg/g ow) and Rock shrimp (31¢3/IQ/Q

ow); Zingde Q 5;. (1976) in I  and
gggggg mgggg (21.5 e 28¢9,/Llg/g nw) 181111 3; ;_1_._.(19'1a)

in ggggg gig; (14.0/lg/g ow); Stickney gt Q1. (1975)
in §_§_§_§_ ggegus and Pgafls segigerusy (16.0 & 18.0/ug/g

DW) and £3 (1977) in gaps jgponicus (14.0/ug/g DH) are
conparable to the present findings. Bryan (1968), while
studying copper in tissues of decapods, mentioned that
muscle copper shows the least variable concentrations lid
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that, it is barely nfteeted whm excels metal is iajeeted
into the helnoljnph. He (Brynn. 1968) opined that the
lunch, in which the constancy of the concentration of metal
luau to be Lupe:-cum, may sun: be an ta reqwilete against
ny dunqu in henolynph concentretim of metal;
.Brym.-(19683 found that mick emhmqni -natal with the
heQo1y-mph rather slowly, ad thin prelmndaly helps to
protect the tissue £1-an any sudden fluctuations in the
hemolymph concentreticnl. An innigiaificently email increele
in lmscle copper concentration was recorlled during heavy
freshwater discharge time by Boa: (1973), while studying
capperi cmcentratienl in body melt of the blue crab,
gfluggg ,|_g1g|_. He (Been, 1913) luggeelted that the copper
concentration of uncle depends to can extent ea the talc:
15%:

In both the grew-out as well eethe marine eeanyatanl,
Ilightly decreased hepatopancreatic copper values noted flrinq
monsoon md pest-monsoon period does not deserve Inch deliber
ations as the extent of decrease was insignificant (4 5%).
It can be best explained to have Iifllihfld seasonally uniffillo
The sex-specific differences within an eoosyata were little.
The hepatopancreel seem! to be not involved in the requlltinn
or storage of ccpper when incteeaed haunolymph copper levels are
encountered during monaocn and post-nonnoen period. It is
therefore inferred that about 20% ind-‘ache of copper in
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hanolymph during monsoon Ind pout-nonnoon period, which in
a function of inorouo in nhicnt copper levels, may be
within tho ‘auto’ phyliologicnl limits. The copper storage
function or hepatopancreu when caucus oopper in precast in
the uubient modima (Bryn, 1968) in not noticod in the
preuent atudy as seasonal. variation of hepatopmoroatio
ooppor wan littlo. Though, thorn il little related work,
yet the values reported by Brynn (1968) in flg

mag}; (335 to 603 )1;/q rw) are comparable to the present
lindingr.

The relatively uniform and anon copper concat
ration values in ovary in the marina ooocystan (212.4 to

221.5 fag/g Dw) rooorded during present investigations ndcc
it clear that water and hnnmolymph copper vnriationl do not
lffect those of the ovary. Bryan (1964, 1967) rcportod that
concentration of natal rininl tniriy oonltlnt Ind, liko
thoco of uncle tinnu, are not markedly influcnod by tho
hnfiolymh natal. oonoontration. The relatively lover vnlnno

noted in the grow-out ecosystem (182.-8 to 217.7 pg/g DH)
during monsoon md post-monsoon period may be due to the

resorption of the ovarim tissue or stagnation or ovarim
doveiopmmt as with the onset of monsoon the incrouo of
copper in the haomolynph should have caused concurrent
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increase of copper in the ovary. But on the contrary,
decrease in copper concentration of ovary is noted which
can happen only under reeorptive conditions. The maturing
or mature prawns caught during monsoon and post-monsoon

period in the grow-out ecosystem are presumed to be
primarily those which could not have set upon “migration
to marine waters‘ due to daclosed nature of the large water
body of the grow-out ecoeystm. On being confronted with
unfavourable ecosystm conditions, thue prawns might have
stopped or reversed the maturation process to conserve
mergy. The ovarian tissue may be more judiciously utilised
tor, presuuably, increased metabolic and oamo-regulatory
activities during monsoon and poet-monsoon period. This is
indirectly supported by the findings or Bryan (1968) who,
while studying zinc and copper in decapods, noted that

ovary itself contained relatively less copper (9/ug/g
PW) but if mature eggs are also analysed it is found

to be very high (39/ug/g FW). The findings of copper
in the sperm motility initiating factor released fraa
the eggs of the horse-shoe crab, Jgmglgg gglyghgfl
(Clapper and Brown, 1980) give more significance to the

\

present observation of recording higher OOppei‘ levels during
non-monsoon period in the grow-out ecosystem The migration

of prawns to marine areas for maturation and spawning, as
noted in the present study of 5. 3919;» may be tunfi to

pf
..
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the role at copper to Qacilitste pertect high erticiency
iertilisatiom The values recorded during present investi
gations aqree well with those or Bryn (1964, 1967. 1960) in
2:11-lnsl.» @831 mlnsilb Bellman
nlgggg and 23$“, my (15.0 to 10.0/mg/q PW),

Caasistently higher and uniform testicular copper
values in the marine than in the grow-out ecosystee or the
present study may have s role to play in the testicular
development in the estuarine conditions of the grow-out
ecosystem The low copper levels noted during monsoon and
post-monsoon period in the grow-out ecosystem, when increase

in haemolymph copper is concurrent 17 noticed, may have

reasons and constraints similar to ovary development as
already discussed. The reported finding of Bieainger and
Christensen (1972), that in freshwater conditions higher level
of copper cmaes reproductive impairment and decrease in

growth in Q_m1_'mi_g,indirectly support present results, The
cmparable values in testicular tissues of crustaceans ere
reported by Bryan (1964. 1967, 1968) in gag; flag“,
Zmw man‘. and mime mm.as.ss2£»<B.o to 17¢0/19/Q PW).

Relatively higher values of zinc in water recorded
during monsoon and post-monsoon in the grow-out ecosysta
may he due to heavy run-oft resulting in the presence st
tloccmlated silt-loaded organic matter rich in trace

elefmaata (Ganapathy gt, 3., 1968,’ George md Seeker, 1981)
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a part of which may sink to the bottom, as well as due to
the incursion of oft-shore waters near bottom even in the

estuarine area Ksankaranerayanm and Qesim, 1969). Coin
cidinq with the primary production peak in the grow-out
ecosystem, sine of sediment is also found to be increased
during late monsoon, post-iunonsoon period and even upto

Rovmber 8: Decemer months in the present study. The
deflocoulation and flocculation of nude of the effluent

discharge area of Udyogamandal Industrial Complex; other
industrial activity in the catchment area of rivers entri
buting to Cochin backwaters, and linking oi’ a part oi‘ the
organic matter rich silt to the estuarine tloor probably
help in making the ainc non-conservative. The experiments

on silt pick-up showed that suspended silt affect the Qant
or zinc in solution in seawater and that the uptake is
dependant on the silt-load (canapathy 5 gg,,.,19ss).
Flocculaticn and sedimentation or colloidal and tine

naterial in-suspension may cause a net settling of trace
elements (Dyer, 1972). Trace elements may undergo net

sedimmtation in estuaries even it they have undergone
initial desorption (‘I-‘urekien. 1971)-Rajendran and Kurian's

(1986) suggestion that the distribution of trace metals,
including zinc in the sediments follow a similar pattern
to those in the water ad is controlled by the formation
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of trace metal enriched clay, silt and organic particles
in the Cochin backwaters, support the present tindinqa.

The range of zinc values (0.69 to 4.00/uq/1) in water
reported by than (Rajnndran and lturian, 1986) were not
mach diifcnt tron the ranqe of zinc values (5.30 to 7.10

fq/1) reported during omparable period in the qow-out
ecocyatcn during proacat inveatioatim. Their (Rajandran
and xurian, 1986) recording of zinc in sediment of Cochin

backwaters ranging between 0.50 to 3.21/ag/g nw val

extrmely low an compared to the values (42 to 81/aq/q Ow)
noted during present inveatigation. Their (Rajendran and
Kurian, 1986) observation that there is little evidence
of any ovmrall seasonal pattern of zinc in sediment agree
veil with the present finding of noting little variation
during ccmparable non-monsoon period. The period of
significant seasonal variation of zinc, Le. monlocn and
port-monsocn period, as borne out by the present ltudy
was not covered by thorn. Vanugopal 3; 51. (19:-32) inventi
qated the zinc levels in sediment over an year at four
stations on the northern limb of Cochin backwaters and

round zinc to vary with seasons and stations. Their
(venugopal Q1 Q1“ 1982) observation of peek zinc value:
in aedimmt at Cochin bu-mouth daring monaom and pout-cannon

period confirms present values. The minor difference! in
valuen of zinc between dittermt stations in the pttidlt

I
I -!\

I32
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study might be due to varying silt-load in different
locations (Ganapathy gt 31.. 1968). Thmgh Smkaranareyman
and Stephen's (1978) work was not seasonal. yet the values

reported by thn (9.4/uq/1) at e stetion near the grow-at
ecosystem of the present study. were not moh different

firm the rmqe of sino values (5.30 to 1.10/eq/1) n\oonnt¢ed
during the presmt study. The present results show that in
the freshwater phase of the estuary (monsoon and post-monsoon)

zinc concmtrations (7.92 to 13.35/ug/1) were consistmt with
the average riverine zinc concentrations (10/ug/1) reported
by Riley and Chester (1971), While studying zinc in wltt
in the Bombay Harbour sq, Matkar and P111ai (1915) reported

higher values (31. 35 to 33.9.2/uq/1) during monsoon period es
compared to the non-monsoon period (2.65 to 22.60/no/U.
Though the values noted by them (Matkar and Pillli. 1975)

were generally higher than the range of values (5.30 to

13.35/ug/1) noted during presmt investigation, yet the
increase" concentrations observed during freshwater run-of!
periodinboth the studies support the present findings.
The relatively higher zinc values in waters of grow-out

(5.30 to 13.35/uq/1) than in the marine ecosystem (4.7 to

10.9 /ug/1) are supported by the finding of Bragance and
Sanzgiry (1980) who indicated that higher zinc conoentretims
occurred near the river mouths, and opined that the inflowinq
river water is richer in zinc. Increased zinc values in
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eedilent noted mrinq treehweter rm:-oi! period may ello be
due to the ebility of zinc to be increeeingly edeorbed by
solid iron particles end ite precipitetim to the floor
(Rejendrm and Kurien, 1986)» Bouro (1982) observed that
the major verietiooe in phyeioochaicel conditions within
eetueriee give rise to the poeeibility or non-ooneervetive
behaviour or some or the dieeolved eubetenoee daring the
eixino or river end eeuveter. Bourq (1981) eieo ebeerved
that marine ewetere contain lower concentrations or treoe
metals than aetuerine vetere.

In the merine ecoeyetem, zinc concentrations remeined

low (4.7 to 6.1/mg/1) during non-monsoon period but increeeed
values (7.4 to 10.9/ug/1) occurred during monsoon end poet
moneoon period. This seasonal phenomenon seen: to be

reletedtzthe incursion of nutrient-rich offshore wetere
which has been reported by ilanemirthan and Jeyeranen. (1963)
The consecguient increased rate of sedimentation during lad

after the primary production peek, i.e. sinking, any ello
be the cause of higher zinc values in eediment during leteo
nmeoon, poet-monsoon and even in November December numthl

of the non-moneoon period. The encounter of high sediment
zinc values upto Novcaber or Decmuber month of the non

moneoon period, even though primary production hee fizzled
mt long before, may be due to the reliduel effect of inlhwe
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incursion and 'sinkinq' phenomenon. valuesreported by

various authors (Jeqathsesm mad VQaqopa1m, 1973) zinfle
Ii ll» 1976; Binqbal and Bmsqiry, 1977) in the inshore
waters of the west coast of India vary from 2.0 to 42.4

fa/l and these are each higher than the range of values
(4.7 to 10.9/lg/'1) noted in present study of the marine

‘ ecosystem. The higher values noted may be due to the
difference in processing and analytical methodology, Rajmdrm
13, fl.(19B2) reported soluble zinc in the inshore waters to

rinse between 3.75 to 46.25/liq/1. Danielsson (1980) reported
sinc in water of Indim Ocean at 24 In depth to vary tree 0.2

to 13/mg/1 which is not much different from present tindings.
The recording of widely differing zinc levels in seawater
are not wcplicable as Brewer (1975) too, while reviewing lino
in seawater, reported zinc levels to range between 1! Q6 460

/uq/1 and concluded that although considerable variability
exists in the zinc distribution, few coherent explanations
have been offered to describe this variability.

In the marine area, though seasonal study on lino
of sediments is lacking, yet some relevant works are avail»
able. Zinc in the Arabic: sea sediments are reported to

range ircm 16.3 to 51.1 yqyq ow (Sreekumaran gt, 31., 1966).
same 5 3,1. (1968) reported sinc in the coastal sediments
in the An-$10: Sea near Tarapore to range from 41.8 to
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65.0/ug/g DW. hurty 3; 3],. (197!) reported eedinent eino te
range from 48 to 113/uq/q nw in hulk eemle beeie in the
inshore sediments or Gulf or Ketch. The range oi‘ values

reported by Peropkari Q; Q. (1980) very from 48 to 114/uq/q
nw. The range of veluee (39.30 to 66.91/ug/q Dw) reported
during present investigation are in omeral aoreceent with
the above mmtioned worke or various authors in the India
waters.

The seasonal behaviour of haenolymph zinc during the

present study was similar to that or haeaolymph copper though
the levels of haemolymph zinc were only 10-20% of the rmqe
of haanolymph copper values. Thie ie related to the
importance of copper an a prosthetic group in haemocyenin.
The similar seasonal behaviour of both, copper and zinc can
be traced to similar s~<=-asonal behaviour of these ione in the

medium mud the sediment. Sear.-specific differences or

haemolymph zinc during present inveltigations were little.
While studying zinc regulation in the lobster. Egg,
3533311, Bryan (1964) observed that no obvious difrerenoee
in zinc levels between the sexes exist.

Inboth the ecoeyetema, the higher haaaolymph zinc

values -of 2,. ipgigg recorded during late-monsoon and early
poet-monsoon period may be related to the higher zinc levele
in the anbiamt water and the bottan ledimente. Theae findinql
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are supported by the correlation values or the present smdy
(Table vu B to xn n) and also by the observation or ax.-yen
(1964, 1966, 1967) who stated that the enount of sinc which
cm be dosorbed directly from seawater across the body
surtaoe increases it the oonouutration of the water is
raised, Bryan (1968) fiserved that mimals which teed on
worms tron sediments may have a considerable intake of sinc

The 5. jggjggg, too, is a dstrital feeder (fiopalakrishnan,
1952) and exhibit higher concentrations of zinc when there
is simultaneous increase in the zinc of water and the oedimuats

zinc may be absorbed via the stomach and directly across the
body surface (Bryan. 1964). But the quantum of increase of
haemolymph zinc (about 20%) comparable to the quantum of

increase in zinc in the medium (100%) during heavy fresh
water discharge in the presuat study when compared to non
uonsoon values was less suggesting, thereby, that either
the absorption was restricted to or. that only a fraotim of
the absorbed zinc is made to appear in the haemolymph or
active excretion of the absorbed metal was resorted to. The
presence of metallo-proteins, which are not normally
saturated, in the haemolymph may help to bind increased
zinc levels and the dynunic equibriun with the medium may
be attained through active excreticn through urinary gland
or across body surface (Bryan, 1968). The values noted

during prwmt studies (10.8 to 19.8/uq/hl) ouwpare £avour
ably with those reported by Bryan (1968) in 553151513;
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m. mmmmm mnmmmi» '
mg mmnmu. wd zilmimu. ni:n.L.lm<9-5 w =1-0

fig/q D1-J);

Banakolatal zinc values noted in the wow-out
acoayatan ahowod oonniatantly variabla values without my

aaanonal trend but slightly lover values noted during monsom
may be related to tha decroaaed minaralization or dcninara
lization of tha anoakolcton mrinq that pQ!!'1Od an diacuuad

previously in connection with calcium, mugnesium and
phosphorus levels. Brym (1968), while studying zinc in tho
ahalla of decapoda, raportod that amount: of zinc in tha
axoukeloton are variabla and this is conaiatont with tha
variable seasonal valua noted in tho present invaatigation.
Bryan’.-s (1964, 1966, 1967) observation that much of tha zinc
in adsorbed to oxoakaleton and as a result, the aauoakalatal
concentration increases if that of the water is increased,
does not @1311 to present findings an the adsorbed zinc may

not be a factor in the results of ptelent investigation: as
tha animals used were washed with tap water prior to
diuection.

The general uniform exoskelotal zinc valuca raoordad

in tho marine ecoaystua in tha procent investination may be
re lated to poor daminoralization or tha eaoskeluton as in
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the case of the grow-out ecosystem But the range of values
recorded are comparable to those of Bryan (1968) in gggg
mlsmin. cw zzlmimn. nuzmm <16-v =- 11.0)“:/q 1-In
lmnan 5, 51. (1970) in shrimps and prawns (17 to 100/uq/g
DH and 15 to 120/lg/q DH respectively): Horowitz and

Presley, (1977) in brown shrimp (28.3/fig/g ow); and Rgy

The significant positive correlation of muscle sine
with that of zinc of water, and hacsolymph in both the
ecosystems (Table VII B to XII C) show that variations of
zinc in water effect directly the variations of muscle
zinc, but quantatively the increase during high discharge
time of monsoon and post-monsoon was not ag>precieble(~10%

above the normal non-monsoon levels). The reported obser
vation of Bryan (1964), that when zinc concentration in

seawater is increased from 5 to 1_O0/ug/1, the muscle is not
appreciably affected, lend credence to the present findings.
zinc in muscle tissue is often associated with the enzyme
carbonic anhydrsse (Keilin and Mam, 1940). The higher muscle
zinc values when compared to that of haanolymph may be

related to higher (10-30 times) carbonic anhydrase activity
in the muscle tissue (Ferguson 3; 31., 1937) though probably”
not all of this sine is associated with carbonic anhydrese.
Carbonic anhydrase in the ‘hscnolymph may only be associated

E.
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with cellular elqents which are very few (Brynn, 1964)
The slightly lower renqe of mscle sine values noted in the
grow-out eeosystem when ccnpered to the marine ecosyetq

during non-noneom period my be related to the presence
or higher mounts >1 detritel materiel in the marine
ecosystem. The range of sine values similar to presct

\

investigation (40.9 to 58.0/ug/q ow) have bem reported by
"Y" ‘1-96°) *" Qmmmmaw niilu. I14
£2£tm9§. in-listst (14 W 15/Io/o H): Louman 3; Q. (1910)
in ¢nrs.mpe(44 to 130/mg/g mm Zingdeet al. (1916) 1;

Zflgg gr (21.5 to '70.0,ig/g DW) and b
£11315, (58.3/uq/g mw); Horowitz and Presley (1977) in

Rock shrimp and Brown shrimp respectively (47.7 8| S6. 3/uq/q

ow); and Ishii 3; Q1. (1978) in gggmg $13; (63.0/uq/g
Dw).

The recordinq of relatively lower hr:‘~p&tOp&I'l¢I‘.‘QQt1¢

zinc values, similar to the behaviour of hepetopenereetic
c°PP¢-1'» during m0nI0On and early post-monsoon period whm

water mecliulv, sediment, haunolymph and muscle tissues shoved
1

increased levels cannot be eaqalsined satisfactorilymith
the present data. The contradictory behaviour of
hepatopancreatic zinc is puzzling. The only probable
hypothesis may be that, during high freshwater discharge
when zinc levels in water and sediment increases to elicit
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1

double its non-monsoon levels, the animals prevent the
absorption of metal ion across the gills or general body
surface as a precaution. The sinc taken up along with
food may be utilised, via the hepatopancreas, for maintaining
relatively higher heaaolpuph zinc levels in that period.
lryan (1968), while studying zinc in decapods, pointed out
that dec:GpOdl even under normal conditions receive more sine

than they require» and,-therefore, the process of sinc
elimination is probably more important than that of absor.
ption; and also suggested that it secas more likely that the
energy utilized for sine regulation is directed towards
rcnoving or preventing of zinc than towards absorption. The
range of values noted during presmt investigation (S65 to

‘I31/uo/<1 Dw) are eemparabie to those reported by Bryan (190)
in Qmm mla|z-'.u.- momma. b.emn%-.i1.aia sminsia»
: mun mim and Lialimutnl. mlmis
(64.0 - 109.0/ug/g PW).

The testicular zinc remained uniform throughout in
both the ecosystms, This suggests that -the testis are
either almost impermeable to zinc or that zinc regulatim is
highly efficient. Bryan (1968) described the effects or zinc
injections in Ema‘; u and reported little
change in testicular zinc concentration when haenolymph zinc

is considerably increased. In the present investigation too,
increase in haaolymph zinc had little effect on testicular



zinc. The renqe of testicular zinc values noted dnrinq

present study (69.9 to 82.0/lg/9 DH) ere canpereble to
those reported by Bryan (1968) in Qqgg pggggg,
Qlliilflll. ill; QEEIIIQ Qflllllllln EMQIEEII.
hfinhlifiib flflltlll. Ifliliil» '31! Lfllnfi IN 298$!
mpg (13.6 to 27.0fiq/q IN)

Relatively lower ovarian sinc values recorded in
the grow-out ecosystem from July to December during the
present investigation is similar to the seasonal behaviour
of ovarian copper in the grow-out ecosystem and it may be
related to resorption of the ovarian tissue and reversal
Of Ovary development process as, rather uneaqaactedly,

ovarim ginc decreases at a time when increase in zinc of
water, sediment and haunolymph is recorded. This is
plausible only made: reeorptive conditions-” discussed
earlier in case of ovarian copper.

The relatively uniform ovarian zinc values noted

in the marine ecoaysten (140 to 153. 3/uq/g) imply that
ovarian zinc is independent and unaffected by the seasonal
variations of zinc in the medium and the sedimmt. Bryan
(1964, 1967),while studying zinc regulatim in ovary,
observed that concentration of zinc remains fairly constant
and is not markedly influenced by the haanolymph zinc.
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The ovarian zinc values acted during the present invatlp

-gation (142-2 to 153¢3Pg/g ow) caupare well with tholo at
Bram (1964. 19681 in uumm alumna
b.:mn% manna. mum.» Bnllnnaza mama ‘
zggmgyg, gggg (26.0 to 87.0/ug/g Fw) and Ray 3; 1. (1980)
in tha @091 <>f Emamaummn H60-0/us/q Dw).
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QUMMAR!

The preeent atudy was prompted an availability or

maturing and mature 2. indicua in the estuarine area in' 1
meagre an compared to inshore marine area especially

during and poet-nuneoa: pG1'10d’\!hG'1 freshwater
run-off and local precipitation, presumably, caulal
drastic: alteration of phyaieochcnical dynamics of the
eetuarine area. Therefore, in the preemt investigation,
eeasonal variation of phyaicocheunical paranetera and eme
of the metals in water and sediment in the marine and the

estuarine areas were studied, But the emph~==_818 was to

find out if seaaon-- and ecosystem-specific variations of
calcium, magneeium, phoephorua, copper and zinc in the

water and the sediment has any role to play in altering
the concentration of these elanente in different tiaeud
or 2,, ,J,Qg3’-_1,,g;§_ as evidenced by the seasonal studies in

the grow-out (representing estuarine area) and the marine
(representing marine area) ecosystems.

The grow-out ecoayate_n,atudied,ia an estuarine
impouncknamt of 76 hectares, 1.5 m deep in Vypeen Inland

Gd connected to the Vsnbanad estuary through a net-w&'k

of a few canals. The marine ecosystem lies at about 30 n
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dapth-mono on the continantal shelf of Arabian Saa oft
Cochin. Three sampling stations were fixed in aach

acoaysten. Fwnples of watar, sadimant and male and
female E. LQQLQQ, (intarmoult) were collected fortnightly.
watar ssnples ware collected about 30 on above the sea
m‘ estuarine-floor in both the ecosystem as penasids are
known to be bsnthic.

Water was analysad for tmparatura, dissolved
oxygen, pH, Eh, salinity, not primary productivity,
nitrate, nitrite, uunonia, calcium, magnesium, total
phosphorus, coppar and zinc. Sodimant sunples wars

analysed for temperature, pH, Eh, calcium, magnesium,
total phosphorus, copper and zinc. Different tissues
viz, oxoskolcton, muscle, hepatopancreas, ovary/testis
and the haomolymph of male and funala E. Egg‘ wars
analysed for calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, coppar and
zinc contmt.

Tho results of seasonal variation study of two
years (Novanbor '82 to October '84) showed that the phy
sicochanical conditions, in ganeral, ramained same in
both the ecosysta-as during non-monsoon period but major
noticable variations occurred when considerable rainfall

poured, during monsoon and post-monsoon period. ‘rho

physicochmical parameters generally recovers-<1 to chair
pro-monsoon lcvsl by the and of post-monsoon period.
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In the grow-out ecosystan. fresh water run-off
from the catchment area md the local precipitation
during monsoon and post-monsoon had enormous dilution

effect on the pre-nonsomal marine waters of Cochin
backwaters resulting in decreased salinity of water; '
and calcium and magnesitln of the water md the sediment.
The decreased temperature and Eh of the water and the
sedimmt were noticed during monsoon and post-monsoon

period. The considerably increased nutrients, copper
and zinc, observed during monsoon and post-monsoon

period resulted in increased primary production as a
result of which ecosystem becsne more alkaline as shown
by high values of pH during sane period. The erratic
fluctuations of nitrite were recorded. Total phosphorus
showed increased values during transition period and
early monsoon. The dissolved oxygen level showed, mors
or less, uniform values but for a minor decrease during
monsoon. The increased primary production caused
increase in consequent ‘death and decay‘ and ‘sinking’.
This resulted in increased level of total phosphorus,
copper and zinc in the sediment during mcnsoon and post
monsoon as recorded in the prascat study. It is
ezqalained that the trash water discharge brings along
with suspended silt rich in nutrints Ind orqmic
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matter, to which copper and zinc ere, presumably,
adsorbed. A part of this silt settles down on estuarine
floor. Besides, the presence of a major port, Udyoqanandal
Industrial Caaplex, Shipyard md shipping activity, Rare
earth mining couples: ad other Industrial and gee-chanical
activities alongwith domestic pollution, md flushing of
these area also contribute to increase the metal and
nutrient levels during monsoon and post-monsoon.

In the marine ecosystem, the seasonal variations
of salinity, calcium and magaesium of water, and calcim
and magnesium of sediment are found to be little. The
considerable decrease of water temperature, dissolved
oxygen and Eh was noticed during monsoon and post-ameoa:

period. Relatively low pH was recorded during monsoon md
post-monsoon period. The considerably increased nutrients,
net primary production, copper and zinc recorded in the
marine ecosystm during mmsoon and post-ma-as-oon period

might be partly due to the 'sedimentation' of organic
matter rich silt of riverine origin and ‘sinking’ of
organic debris. It is observed that the incursion of
offshore waters are of primary significmce and the
effect of freshwater discharge md local precipitation
is not quite apparent in the marine ecosystem. The
marine ecosystem, in comparison to the grow-out ecosystem,

provides a relatively stable seasonal picture.
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While ounpsrinq the sensual vsriatim is both
the ecosystns, the following aspects becane clear.

Both the ecosystcas showed decrease in tulporsture
of water and sediment during monsodl and post-nmsom but

the quantum of decrease was considerably higher in the
marine than in the grow-out eoosystm. The pl-I of water
and sedimuat showed stable values in the marine ecosystem

with e_ little decrease during monsoon period, whereas
considerable increase of pH was noticed during monsoon
and post-monsoon period in the grow-out ecosystem. The Eh
in both the ecosystems behaved in a similar fashim all
round the yeer._ The level of dissolved oxygen was considerably
higher in the grow-out than in the marine ecosystem: sue the
quantum of seasonal decrease of dissolved oxygen was
relatively mild in the grow-out ecosystem. The salinity,
calcium mud memesium of the water md the sediment showed

considerable decrease to almost freshwater values durinq
monsoon mad post-monsoon in the grow-out ecosystm, in
contrast to the stable seasonal values recorded in the

marine ecosystem. The behaviour of net primary production,
nutrients; total phosphorus; copper and zinc of water Ind
sedimmt was similar in both the ecosystens.

The results of present study showed that the seasonal
variations of bio-elements, in different tissues of male md
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{dale 2. “flap were little during non-mmsom periofl I04
the variations, whatsoever, recorded, ooourred neiely firing
monsoon “and/or post-monsoon period only.

The beheviour of celcitm and magnesium in the tissues.1 ‘ \
I

was similar to that or the sue in the water and the sediments
of both the eoosystal. Daring non-monsoon period, celcixn
bl magnesia variation in weta‘, seflhent and various tissue!
was little in both the ecosystems. Considerable decrease of
eech of these metals was noticed in the water, sediment Ind
heemolymph, muscle, hepetopencreer and gonad of male md

fsaele 2,.  during monsoon end poet-monsoon period in
the grow-out eooeysten only. The exoskeletel calcium showed

little decrease during monsoon and post-monsoon period. The
marine ocosyeten showed relatively stable seaaonal maqneliu

veluee in water, sediment and various-tissues of 2,. mflge
There were no sex-speciric differences in either of the
ccosystms; Ce1cium.wea found to be always higher in thn
hlIflO1y'mph than in the unbient medium but the reverse was

true for magnesium

The haemolymph phosphorus shoved erratic seasonal

variation in both the ecosystems, The relatively lower
values of exoekeletel phOsphO!'tl8 were noted during monsoon

and pOSt-mG'!SOCI!l.. in both the ecosystems. 1*-Iuscle phosphorus
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was variable in both the eoosystcss, though slightly hiqhc
values were noted in the monsoon and posuusonsoon especially
in the grow-out eoosysta. Phosphorus values ~o£ hipltfiv
pancreas and testis/ovary ware low during mmsom no polo
monsoon period in the grow-out eoosystm whereas, in the
marine eoosystcn there was no mach change in tho values.
There was little effect of seasonal variatim of total
phosphorus in veto: and sedimmt on the variations of the
sane in animal tissues in either of the eoosysteas.

Tho seasonal behaviour of copper and zinc in
various tissues of male no finale 2. gag; was similar
in both the ecosystems. Increased levels of these metals
in haanolymph and muscle were noted during monsoon and

poaiz-monsoon in both the acosystuns. Enoskaletal copper
and sine levels were recorded to be, more or loll, saalonlll-Y
uniform in both the acosystams. The hepetopmoreatio copper
mad zinc showod minor decrease during ncnsoon and post

monsoon period in both the ecosystems. Copper and sine
levels in the ovarian tissue remained seasonally uniform
in the marine ecosystem. In the grow-out ooosystem, relau
ively lower levels or oopper and zinc were noted during
monsoon mad post-uonsocn period. The testicular ooppor no
ainc,too,behaved like ovarian tissua. The seasonal variation oi
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cqperndsiseisthehenelynphusdtheuuncleere
siqaiticmtly correlated to variations oi the one is
water and sediment in both the ecosystems.

In qenerel, the uniform seasonal tissue levels
of calcium and aeqnesim noted in the marine OGQIYIQC

suggest that the animals were bathed in e stable
unaltered milieu involving least stress on one-regulatory
activity. On the other hand, the drastic alteration of
the grow-out ecosystem during heavy fresh water discharge

time, make the ecosystem stressful for 2,. jngigig. The
animal has to keep on attaining the dynamic chemical
equilibrium with the ambient medium.

The findings of present study has its own inborn
limitations. However, it may serve as the baseline in um
information which can be utilized as a springboard to
lmnch more useful in 3139 studies to understand the
operating physiological principles and to arrive at
definite conclusion.
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